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At its core, corporate sustainability at PG&E means moving forward in a way that creates a stable, strong and long-
lasting company—one that is able to provide ongoing value to our customers, our communities, our employees and
the environment.

We are working toward this objective with an overarching focus on addressing important operational issues and
setbacks, including the tragic natural gas pipeline accident in San Bruno, California in 2010. As such, our commitment
to corporate sustainability is rooted in a sharp focus on the basics of our business and delivering safe, reliable and
affordable gas and electric service. It also encompasses our ongoing work to plan for the future and add value by
creating an environment where our business and our stakeholders can thrive.

As we build for the long-term, we are focused on elevating our performance across the board at PG&E—and we are
demonstrating progress through our:

®

Sustainability at PG&E
Progress through Performance

Investment in the reliability and resiliency of our gas and electric infrastructure.

Commitment to becoming the safest gas and electric provider in the country.

Service to customers that is affordable and responsive to local customer needs.

Engagement with our employees as we build a strong, well-trained and diverse workforce.

Partnerships to foster the economic vitality of the communities we serve.

Actions to minimize the environmental impact of our operations and drive clean energy solutions.
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Message from the Chairman and CEO
 
To Our Stakeholders:

PG&E’s sustainability commitment recognizes that our stakeholders measure our value as a company in terms that go far beyond the 
core electric and gas services we provide. They also look to us to be a force for progress and innovation, economic development and 
growth, community investment and vitality, and environmental quality.

We embrace these opportunities, and we strive to do business in a way that fulfills and balances the priorities of all of the diverse 
stakeholders our company touches, from customers and communities to employees, investors and business partners. In the long 
run, we know that our future ability to thrive and grow as a company depends on our 
stakeholders sharing in those successes and opportunities.

More than ever, this broad, long-term view of what it means to be successful is driving 
our actions today.

We also know that, while a focus on sustainability is important to all companies, it’s 
particularly vital at PG&E. As we work to rebuild the trust and confidence lost as a result 
of the San Bruno pipeline accident three years ago, a sharp focus on sustainability is 
one of the clearest ways we can demonstrate the progress we have made since that 
tragedy.

Today, this focus has become integral to who we are and how we operate. Across the 
business, we are employing rigorous benchmarking, continuous improvement and 
integrated planning strategies to drive gains in areas from workforce and public safety 
to reliability, efficiency and cost. We are investing in technology and innovation to be 
more responsive to customers and provide even cleaner energy. We are deepening our 
engagement with our communities and working to create economic opportunity. And we 
are actively building a next generation workforce to carry the company forward.

The theme of our report this year—progress through performance—reflects our 
understanding that no matter how strong our commitment to sustainability, success in 
this journey ultimately hinges on results.

Although we have substantial work ahead, we are proud of the many accomplishments 
highlighted in the stories and the metrics shared here. We are also confident that PG&E is moving firmly in the right direction to continue 
building on this progress and becoming a stronger, more sustainable company.

Just recently, we were pleased to receive news that PG&E was again selected for the Dow Jones Sustainability North America Index, a 
leading independent benchmark of overall sustainability performance. This is the sixth consecutive year in which the company earned 
this distinction, one of only seven U.S. energy utilities chosen for the list.

As always, as you read this year’s report, we invite—in fact, we encourage—you to share your feedback. We work to make open 
dialogue a fundamental part of our company’s culture, both within our organization and with stakeholders. Your thoughts are welcome 
and valued.

On behalf of our more than 20,000 men and women, thank you for your ongoing engagement and your interest in PG&E.

Sincerely,

Tony Earley 
Chairman of the Board, CEO and President 
PG&E Corporation

The theme of our 
report this year—
progress through 
performance—reflects 
our understanding 
that no matter how 
strong our commitment 
to sustainability, 
success in this journey 
ultimately hinges on 
results.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT PG&E

Our Goals and Values
We continue to be guided by five overarching corporate goals: public and employee safety, delighting customers, engaging employees,
rewarding shareholders and environmental leadership. Taken together, these five goals provide the framework for our integrated
approach to corporate sustainability. Our ultimate measure of success is becoming a company that 15 million Californians trust, like and
want to do business with.

PG&E’s values reinforce our continued focus on our customers and achieving excellence in our operations. We remain steadfast in our
commitment to living our values and embracing the behaviors that will allow us to achieve our goals.

Our Journey

The public safety and operational issues raised in the years following the San Bruno pipeline accident have
profoundly informed and impacted our corporate sustainability journey and the way we conduct our gas and
electric operations. As a result, we remain focused on raising PG&E’s operating standards to improve service
and restore the trust and confidence of our customers and other stakeholders.

Importantly, we recognize that this must go beyond operational improvements. We also must do our part to
help ensure the areas we serve are safe, strong and healthy places that have a bright future—and that means
working at the local level to engage our customers, invest in the economy and support the overall vitality of
the community.

Reflecting this broader perspective, PG&E’s sustainability commitment has evolved and expanded from
centering on our long-standing focus on environmental excellence to also encompass the social and
economic impacts associated with our business. Balancing these considerations in ways that create value
across the “triple bottom line” is the essence of corporate sustainability as we define it.
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Our Values

n	 We act with integrity and communicate honestly and openly

n	 We are passionate about meeting our customers’ needs and delivering for our shareholders

n	 We are accountable for all of our own actions: these include safety, protecting the environment, and supporting our 
communities

n	 We work together as a team and are committed to excellence and innovation 

n	 We respect each other and celebrate our diversity

California’s Regulatory and Public Policy Framework
PG&E’s sustainability commitment is well aligned with—and mutually supported by—a number of California regulatory and public policy 
priorities.

From support for energy efficiency and policies on supplier diversity to a wide range of environmental measures such as renewable 
energy requirements and greenhouse gas reduction targets, California and its utilities work together to actively advance a broad 
sustainability agenda.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT PG&E

Planning Our Approach
Like any organization, we are working to improve and strengthen our multi-year strategic planning in order to drive continuous
improvement. Last year, we instituted a rigorous new process designed to formulate clear multi-year goals and strategies, align
resources and ensure integration, consistency and continuity in our financial and operational plans. The process focuses first on long-
term strategy and identifying the critical objectives, and then matches our strategies with resource planning—developing and
implementing tactical plans and budgets on a corporate-wide basis.

Understanding the needs and expectations of our customers, employees and many other stakeholders is essential to this process, and
we continue to look to these groups for guidance on the priorities and practices that will enable PG&E to meet these expectations
sustainably in the long run.

For example, in 2013, in coordination with PG&E’s integrated planning process, we sought the perspectives of internal and external
stakeholders as we conducted a formal assessment of the most “material” issues for the long-term sustainability of PG&E. This effort will
further strengthen PG&E’s corporate sustainability reporting and focus, and inform our overall corporate strategy. The assessment will
benefit from our annual feedback process facilitated by Ceres, a leading nonprofit focused on sustainability issues. Through this effort,
we gather feedback and engage directly in discussions with thought leaders from different stakeholder constituencies, such as business
customers, investors, environmental and community groups, and suppliers.

We also continue to rigorously benchmark our results and identify gaps in our performance, so that we can close them. Doing so has
increasingly become part of the way we do business, and it is a key to continuous improvement.

Managing Performance and Executing Our Work
The Public Policy Committee of PG&E Corporation’s Board of Directors has primary oversight of sustainability issues, such as

Our Approach

Our approach to corporate sustainability centers on understanding the most important (or “material”) issues;
planning our approach, which includes leveraging benchmarking to identify best practices for continuous
improvement; managing performance and executing our work; and measuring and communicating progress.
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environmental compliance and leadership, workforce development and climate change. This includes an annual review of PG&E’s
sustainability practices and performance. Other committees of the PG&E Corporation Board and the full Board itself address other
components of PG&E’s sustainability portfolio, such as public and employee safety, investments made to build a smarter grid and the
pathways to increasing our deliveries of renewable electricity.

Within management, the Chief Sustainability Officer of Pacific Gas and Electric Company is responsible for developing and coordinating
PG&E’s corporate sustainability initiatives and overseeing PG&E’s corporate sustainability reporting and measurement. This is done in
coordination with other members of senior management who are responsible for functions such as supply chain management,
environmental compliance and customer energy solutions.

Employee-led initiatives throughout the business are also helping to integrate sustainability priorities into our work. For example, the
Grassroots Green Network is a group of employees from across different business units who actively support our waste reduction goal by
engaging with co-workers to reduce office waste, and our 10 Employee Resource Groups provide an important link to diverse
communities through volunteer service, mentoring and scholarship awards.

PG&E’s Short-Term Incentive Plan (STIP) reinforces PG&E’s sustainability commitment by rewarding eligible employees for their
contributions toward achieving goals that benefit customers, shareholders, employees and the environment. Each year, we reexamine
the STIP to help ensure we are employing the most effective and accurate means of measuring and reinforcing performance. In doing so,
we aim to sharpen our STIP measures, better align our rewards program with the direction of our business and bring increased
accountability to PG&E’s overall results.

In 2012, we changed the STIP measures to tie compensation more closely to safety than ever before. Safety performance measures—
which were expanded to encompass not only workforce safety but also public safety—determined 40 percent of management’s annual
at-risk performance-based pay, and continue to do so in 2013. Safety is the single largest driver for annual at-risk performance-based
pay, with financial performance and customer service comprising the remaining 60 percent.

Short-Term Incentive Plan – Performance Measures

MEASURE 2012 WEIGHT 2013 WEIGHT
Safety1 40% 40%

Customer Satisfaction 30%2 35%3

Financial4 30% 25%

For more details on the specific measures and targets for our 2012 and 2013 STIP, as well as our 2012 results, please see page 35 of
the 2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company Joint Proxy Statement.

Measuring and Communicating Progress
Publishing this annual report allows us to share with our stakeholders the steps we are taking to meet our long-standing commitment to
the environment, our employees and the many diverse customers and communities we serve.

In this report, we share our progress against a set of Key Sustainability Indicators for which we set annual targets. We also share data on
our performance across a wide range of environmental, social and economic measures. By reporting on a wide range of metrics and
issues, the report illuminates where we are doing well, as well as where we are redoubling efforts to elevate our performance.

Holding ourselves accountable and reporting on our performance with transparency is essential and has been a hallmark of our approach
since we began producing a formal corporate environmental report in the 1990s.

1 Based on four subcomponents: nuclear operations safety, electric operations safety, gas operations safety, and employee safety.

2 Based on three metrics: the overall satisfaction of customers, as measured through a quarterly survey; the longest duration in days at year-end of pending complete gas project job
packages received by the Gas Asset Mapping organization; and the average duration of electricity outages.

3 Based on five metrics: the overall satisfaction of customers, as measured through a quarterly survey; how quickly gas asset information is entered into the Utility’s gas mapping
system after gas construction is completed; the average duration of electricity outages; reductions of gas and electric dig-ins; and execution of our gas pipeline safety work index.

4 Based on PG&E Corporation’s earnings from operations.
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Key Sustainability Indicators
  

About the Business
2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Natural Gas Operations
Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan

Strength Testing: 185 miles 204 miles 204 miles

Pipeline Replacement: 39 miles 40 miles 64 miles

Valve Automation: 46 valves 46 valves 75 valves

Pipeline Retrofits:1 78 miles 78 miles 121 miles

Gas Pipeline Safety
Validation of Pipeline Maximum Allowable
Operating Pressure:2 3,400 miles

4,199 miles 463 miles

Gas Asset Mapping:3 30 days 20 days N/A

Gas Asset Mapping Duration4 N/A N/A 90 days

Centerline Survey5 N/A N/A 6,750 miles

Electric Operations
System Average Interruption Frequency Index
(average number of outages per customer):
1.008 interruptions per customer

1.128 1.070

System Average Interruption Duration Index
(average duration of outages per customer):
133.1 minutes

131.5 121.6

Customer Average Interruption Duration Index
(average restoration time per outage): 
132.1 minutes

116.5 113.6

Gas and Electric Operations
Gas and Electric Dig-Ins Reduction6 N/A N/A 3.90

Compliance and Ethics Training
99.8% of employees complete annual compliance and
ethics training7

99.7% 99.8%

Code of Conduct Training
99.8% of management employees complete annual
code of conduct training8

99.3% 99.8%

Billing Accuracy9

Gas and electric meter billing accuracy: 99.72% 99.74% 99.74%

 = Meets or exceeds target  = Below target  = Substantially below target

1 Refers to pipeline reconfiguration to accommodate insertion of inspection tools or “smart pigs.” PG&E inspects these pipelines after they are reconfigured.

2 Refers to PG&E’s validation of the Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure of our gas transmission system.

3 The 2012 target refers to the longest duration in days at year-end of pending complete gas project job packages received by the Gas Asset Mapping organization.

4 The 2013 target measures the timeliness (measured in days) of gas asset information being entered into PG&E’s gas mapping system after gas construction is completed.

5 Refers to PG&E’s plans to survey its natural gas transmission pipeline system using high-precision Global Positioning System technology and enter the survey results into PG&E’s
gas mapping system.

6 Refers to the total number of third party “dig-ins” (i.e., damage resulting in repair or replacement of an underground facility) to gas and electric assets per 1,000 Underground Service
Alert tickets.

7 Each year, and for a variety of reasons, a statistically small number of PG&E’s employees are unable to attend a training session.

8 Represents the percentage of management employees who certified that they had read, understood and would comply with the Employee Code of Conduct. Union-represented
employees received electronic reminders or briefings from supervisors about the code.
9 Refers to the percentage of bills that are not adjusted after being mailed to the customer. Each year, a very small percentage of bills must be estimated, largely due to intermittent
connectivity (similar to a cell phone temporarily losing its connection).
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Safety
2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Public Safety

Nuclear Operations:1
Maintain first quartile performance in the industry

First quartile First quartile

Leak Repair Performance:
Eliminate all Grade 2 leaks found prior to January 1

100% complete 1,000 or fewer2

Gas Emergency Response:3
75% within 30 minutes and 99% within 
one hour (15% improvement over 2011)

85.3% within
30 minutes

99.2% within
60 minutes

22 minutes
(12% improvement over 2012)

Transmission & Distribution Wires Down:4
(3% reduction over 2011)

10% increase 3% reduction over 2012

Electric Emergency Response:5 77% 
(7% improvement over 2011)

84.1% 88.3% 
(5% improvement over 2012)

Workplace Safety

Lost Workday Case Rate:6 0.240 
(12% reduction from 2011)

0.319 0.240
(25% reduction from 2012)

Preventable Motor Vehicle Incident Rate:7 1.95 
(7% reduction from 2011)

1.79 0.28
(10% reduction from 2012)

Customers and Communities
2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Charitable Contributions
Devote at least 1.1% of our pre-tax earnings from
operations to charitable organizations

2.2% 1.1%

Employee Volunteerism
6,185 employee volunteers 7,472 employee

volunteers
7,700 employee volunteers

34,215 employee volunteer hours at PG&E-sponsored
events

41,792 hours 43,050 hours

Annual Employee Giving Campaign
Achieve $5.6 million dollars in pledges/donations $6.0 million $6.1 million

Customer Energy Efficiency1

1Refers to 12 performance indicators for nuclear power generation reported to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations and compared to industry benchmarks.

2 Refers to the number of grade 2 leaks open at year-end. Grade 2 leaks are non-hazardous leaks that require repair within 15 months.

3 The 2012 target refers to the percentage of time a Gas Service Representative was on-site within 30 minutes and within one hour of receiving emergency service calls during the
third and fourth quarter. The 2013 target refers to the average response time that a Gas Service Representative or a qualified first responder takes to respond to the site of an
immediate response gas emergency order.

4 Refers to the number of instances where an electric transmission or primary distribution conductor is broken and falls from its intended position to rest on the ground or a foreign
object (e.g., trees, vehicles, fences or other structures).

5 Refers to the percentage of time PG&E personnel respond (are on-site) within 60 minutes after receiving a 911 electric related call, with on-site defined as arriving at the premises
where the 911 agency personnel are standing by.

6 Refers to the number of Lost Workday cases incurred per 200,000 hours worked. A Lost Workday case is a current year OSHA Recordable incident that has resulted in at least one
lost workday.

7 The 2012 target refers to the number of chargeable motor vehicle incidents per one million miles driven; a chargeable incident is one where the employee-driver could have
prevented an incident, but failed to take reasonable steps to do so. The 2013 target measures only those incidents considered to be serious, rather than all incidents that were
otherwise preventable.

Achieve 100% of CPUC targets   Achieve 100% of CPUC targets
251 Megawatts (MW) 314 MW 114 MW

1,114 Gigawatt Hours (GWh) 1,829 GWh 599 GWh

17.1 million therms 20.0 million
therms

21.0 million therms

1 Data refers to annual energy savings or the first-year impacts associated with installed customer energy efficiency projects. Data (gross energy savings) is taken from Table 1 of the
2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013. The source for energy savings goals is CPUC Decision 09-09-047.
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Employees
2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Annual Employee Survey
Achieve 69.2% favorable responses to 8 questions on
employee survey, which measures employee
engagement1

70.9% N/A2

Diversity and Inclusion
Achieve 67.6% favorable responses to 3 questions on
employee survey that are indicative of an environment
where diversity is valued and inclusion is practiced

71.0% N/A2

Economic Vitality
2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Workforce Development
Percentage of PowerPathway graduates hired into
industry jobs: 70%

71% 80%

Energy Efficiency Workforce Training and Development
Pacific Energy Center

Number of training sessions: 175 233 150

Number of consultations: 200 322 170

Energy Training Center
Number of training sessions:1 186 255 124

Number of consultations: 60 84 40

Food Service Technology Center
Number of seminars: 40 37 30

Number of consultations: 1,000 1,278 1,000

Supplier Diversity
37.3% of overall spending on diverse certified firms, a
voluntary target

38.8% 38.5% of overall spending on
diverse certified firms, a voluntary
target

Programs to Assist Low-Income Customers
Weatherize 119,940 homes through Energy Savings
Assistance Program

115,229 homes 122,296 homes

Enroll 1,497,000 eligible customers in the CARE
program2

1,491,413
customers
enrolled

Enroll 1,417,000 eligible customers

1 The employee survey includes an 8 item measure of engagement known as the Employee Engagement Index (EEI). The EEI is benchmarked against nearly 200 companies on
Fortune's lists of “Best Companies to Work For” and “Most Admired Companies.” In 2012, PG&E ranked in the second quartile compared to this group of highly regarded companies.

2 There is no 2013 target because PG&E's employee survey will be fielded every two years, a best practice among companies, to allow more time to execute on action plans to
address issues identified in the survey.

1 An additional 184 courses were conducted with non-customer funding.

2 The California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) program provides a monthly discount on energy bills for income-qualified households and housing facilities.
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Environment
2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Environmental Compliance
Percentage of inspections without a written sanction:
90%

89% 90%

Number of Level 1 citations:1 6 4 6

Buildings and Operations
Additional 3.0% reduction in energy use at 168 sites2 3.1% reduction Additional 3.5% reduction at 168

sites
Additional 2.0% reduction in water at 135 sites3 2.3% reduction Additional 2.0% reduction at 135

sites
Achieve 73% waste diversion rate at 48 sites for
administrative waste4

78% diversion
rate

Achieve 81% waste diversion rate at
48 sites for all waste5

Retrofit 2,050 utility poles, making them “bird-safe” 2,049 utility poles 2,000 utility poles

Clean Energy
Meet California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (an
average of 20% over the 2011 to 2013 period)

19% Meet California’s Renewable
Portfolio Standard (an average of
20% over the 2011 to 2013 period)

1 In 2012, PG&E began categorizing all written sanctions issued by a regulatory agency as “Level 1” (those findings that resulted in an actual or potential impact to the environment)
and “Level 2” (findings that did not result in an actual or potential impact to the environment).

2 Energy use is measured in MMBtus and the sites include offices and service yards.

3 Water use is measured in gallons and the sites include offices and service yards.

4 The waste metric measures the diversion rate in the final quarter of each year and includes all non-hazardous municipal waste at office facilities and service yards.

5 For 2013, PG&E set a complementary target to achieve a 61 percent waste diversion rate at an additional 67 sites.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT PG&E

Recognition for Corporate Sustainability
PG&E is honored to have earned recognition for its commitment to corporate sustainability in 2012, including leadership related to the
environment, community involvement and diversity.

Recognition

Black Enterprise Magazine—40 Best Companies for Diversity

Carbon Disclosure Project—Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index

Civic 50

Corporate Responsibility Magazine—100 Best Corporate Citizens

DiversityInc—Top Regional Utility for Diversity

Dow Jones Sustainability North America Index

G.I. Jobs Magazine—Top 100 Military Friendly Employer®

HispanicBusiness Magazine—Diversity Elite 2012

Human Rights Campaign—Score of 100 on Corporate Equality Index

Intelligent Utility Magazine—“UtiliQ” Ranking

National Arbor Day Foundation—Tree Line USA Award

Northern California Minority Supplier Development Council—Corporation of the Year

San Francisco Business Times—Top Corporate Philanthropists in the Greater Bay Area

Solar Electric Power Association—2011 Utility Solar Rankings

Target Rock—Sustainable Utility Leaders Index

Women Business Enterprise National Council—America’s Top Corporations for Women’s Business Enterprises Award
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Richard A. Clarke Environmental Leadership Award
This award honors PG&E individuals and teams who demonstrate exceptional environmental leadership and was awarded to:

Ù

Peter Beesley,
a senior environmental specialist, for collaborating
on a project to benefit the endangered Lange’s
metalmark butterfly.

Ú

Anderson Peak
California Condor Project Team
for completing a $4 million project to reroute a
high-voltage power line underground in a remote area
near Big Sur, offering better protection to the
California condor.

Ù

Transportation Services
Engineering EWIMS Team
for pioneering a work truck where equipment, including
the bucket, is operated on a battery, which avoids
idling the diesel engine.

Employee Champions
In 2012, PG&E recognized a number of employees with our highest honors for their commitment to environmental leadership, diversity, 
community involvement and safety.

The winners were honored at a ceremony by PG&E Corporation’s Chairman, CEO and President; Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s 
President; other PG&E leaders; community partners and more than 500 employees. Each finalist received a $5,000 charitable 
contribution for the nonprofit of their choice.
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President’s Diversity Champion Award
This award recognizes PG&E employees committed to diversity and inclusion and was given to:

Maggie Dimitrova,
a senior program manager in
solar and customer generation,
for volunteering and encouraging
others to participate in community
outreach to help those in need.

Ü

Û

John Cuneo,
a manager in contact center
operations, for going above and
beyond by mentoring, coaching
and providing employees with
opportunities to expand their
leadership skills.

Û

Theresa LoPiccolo,
a senior employee development
consultant in human resources, for
serving as president of PG&E’s
NuEnergy Employee Resource
Group and partnering with others
to create an even bigger impact.

Frederick W. Mielke Jr. Award for Outstanding Community Service
This award is given to PG&E employees who demonstrate outstanding community service and was awarded to:

Max Snyder,
a safety program consultant in
Redding, and his team of friends and
fellow PG&E mechanics—Bill Neiley,
Alan Tucker, Stan Lacey, Jim Griffis
and Ken Pearson—for their work
with Kool April Nites Car Show.

Ü

Û

Enjoli Black,
a customer outreach specialist in
Bakersfield, for serving on the
advisory board for the Friendship
House Community Center which
provides educational and
recreational services to children
from low-income families.

Û

Charles Strong,
a gas mapping technician at the
Salinas Service Center, for
volunteering since 1998 with the
AYSO Very Important Player
Program in Salinas.
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Shermer L. Sibley Safety and Health Award
This award recognizes PG&E organizations for making outstanding contributions toward public and workplace
safety and was earned by PG&E’s:

Ù

Fossil and Solar Operations and
Maintenance Team,
which included 70-plus workers, for being at or near
1,000 days without a motor vehicle incident or a
recordable incident.

Pictured:
Steve Royall, one of the members of the team.

Ú

Gas and Electric Metering Services
Fremont Team,
for having a strong safety culture that resulted in 990 days
without a lost workday case and for featuring a safety
action team led by union employees.

Pictured:
Tom Gomez, one of the members of the team.

Ù

Shared Services Sourcing
Department,
a 150 member team, for working diligently to achieve
and excellence in safety performance.

Pictured:
Steve Coleman, one of the members of the department.
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At PG&E, our first priority is safety. We believe more
than ever that, fundamentally, embedding safety into
every part of our day-to-day work will lead to
operational excellence and excellent customer service.
It is the bedrock for our success, and we are making
changes to ensure we can fulfill this critical expectation.
Our gas, electric and energy supply operations form the
backbone of our business, and we've taken a back-to-
basics approach in our journey to become the safest
utility in the nation and one our customers can rely on.

We are making significant investments across the
board to modernize our infrastructure and make our
system more responsive to customers and more
capable of facilitating new, more sustainable energy
solutions. Today, even as it is clear that we have
further to go, it is also clear that we are making
substantial progress.

About the Business
Progress through investment
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Highlights

¡ Completed substantial work across our natural gas system, including replacing
	40 miles and validating the safe operating pressure for 204 miles of gas
 pipeline.

¡ Delivered record-setting electric reliability, as customers experienced the
	 fewest minutes without power in PG&E’s history.

¡ Continued to implement Smart Grid technologies, including automated
	monitoring and control of our electric system.

¡ Made continued investments in solar, wind and other renewable energy
	 resources—staying on track to meet California’s target of 33 percent
	 renewables by the end of 2020.

¡ Maintained the nation’s largest investor-owned hydroelectric system—with 
 an enhanced focus on engaging customers around public safety.

¡ Continued to safely operate Diablo Canyon, a vital part of PG&E’s commitment
	 to deliver safe, reliable and clean energy to our customers.

¡ Strengthened our approach to risk management by more fully incorporating 
 risk into PG&E’s annual integrated planning process.

As part of our commitment to public
safety and a nationwide initiative by
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, we are engaging
customers in a dam safety outreach
campaign focused on populated 
areas immediately downstream from 
PG&E dams.

46
valves

Number of automated or
remote-control valves added

to shut off gas in an
emergency

131.5
minutes

Average time a customer 
was without power over the 

year, the fewest minutes 
in PG&E’s history

Key Sustainability Indicators
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ABOUT THE BUSINESS

About PG&E

Headquarters Location
San Francisco, California

Service Area
70,000 square miles in Northern and Central California

Service Area Population
15 million people (or about 1 of every 20 Americans)

Electric Distribution Customer Accounts
5.2 million (approximately 4.6 million residential and 0.6 million commercial, industrial and other customer accounts)

Natural Gas Distribution Customer Accounts
4.4 million (approximately 4.2 million residential and 0.2 million commercial and industrial customer accounts)

20,000+
Number of employees
who are working every
day to deliver safe,
reliable and affordable
gas and electric service
to 15 million
Californians

PG&E Overview

PG&E Corporation is an energy-based holding company whose core
business is Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Based in San Francisco,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, or the Utility, delivers some of the nation’s
cleanest energy to 15 million people in Northern and Central California.

Throughout this report, when we refer to “PG&E” we are discussing all of
PG&E Corporation and its subsidiaries, including Pacific Gas and Electric
Company.
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20,593 regular employees (as of December 31, 2012)

Approximately 12,500 employees are covered by collective bargaining agreements with three labor unions:

System
Approximately 159,100 circuit miles of electric transmission and distribution lines1 and 48,800 miles of natural gas transmission and
distribution pipelines; 7,640 MW of generation, including the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant and the largest private-sector
hydroelectric system in the country2

Examples of Major Customer Segments
Residential, Small Business, Retail, Agriculture, Education, Heavy Industry and Manufacturing, Government, Medical, Distillers,
Hospitality, High-Technology, Food Service, Biotechnology, Large and Small Commercial Enterprises

1 Length of distribution lines in circuit miles by voltage:

4 kilovolts (kV): 2,456
12 kV: 103,664
17 kV: 4,555
21 kV: 30,766
34 kV: 4
44 kV: 12

Length of transmission lines in circuit miles by voltage:

60 kV: 3,823
70 kV: 1,549
115 kV: 5,988
230 kV: 5,399
500 kV: 1,328

Safety Highlights
Operating our business safely for the public and our workforce is PG&E’s most important responsibility. The steps we are taking are
resulting in clear and measurable progress on a number of fronts. In the long run, our goal is that they will enable us to earn the
distinction of being the safest utility in the nation and one our customers can rely on.

Among many highlights, we have:

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), Local 1245, AFL-CIO

Engineers and Scientists of California/International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers (ESC/IFPTE), Local 20, AFL-
CIO and CLC

Service Employees International Union (SEIU), Local 24/7

2 Net operating capacity on December 31, 2012: Gateway Generating Station: 530 MW of base capacity and 50 MW of enhanced capability; Humboldt Bay Generating Station: 163
MW; Colusa Generating Station: 530 MW of base capacity and 127 MW of enhanced capability; Diablo Canyon: 2,240 MW; Hydroelectric facilities: 3,895 MW; Photovoltaic sites: 102
MW; Fuel cell sites: 3 MW.

Established a Chairman’s Safety Review Committee—led by the Chairman, CEO and President of PG&E Corporation—to regularly
review peformance and ensure we are learning from incidents.

Designated a lead safety officer who chairs an Executive Safety Steering Committee, consisting of officers from across PG&E’s lines
of business.

Established a new set of safety principles to better embed safety into our operational practices and culture.

Published a set of public safety metrics across all three of our operating lines of business.

Completed Safety Leadership Workshops to align employee leaders around PG&E’s safety strategy and to equip them with the tools
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Review the Safety section of the report for additional details on the progress we are making to support PG&E’s safety commitment.

2012 TARGET PROGRESS 2012 RESULT 2013 TARGET
Public Safety

Nuclear Operations:1
Maintain first quartile performance in the industry

First quartile First quartile

Leak Repair Performance:
Eliminate all Grade 2 leaks found prior to January 1

100% complete 1,000 or fewer2

Gas Emergency Response:3
75% within 30 minutes and 99% within 
one hour (15% improvement over 2011)

85.3% within
30 minutes

99.2% within
60 minutes

22 minutes
(12% improvement over 2012)

Transmission & Distribution Wires Down:4
(3% reduction over 2011)

10% increase 3% reduction over 2012

Electric Emergency Response:5 77% 
(7% improvement over 2011)

84.1% 88.3% 
(5% improvement over 2012)

Workplace Safety

Lost Workday Case Rate:6 0.240 
(12% reduction from 2011)

0.319 0.240
(25% reduction from 2012)

Preventable Motor Vehicle Incident Rate:7 1.95 
(7% reduction from 2011)

1.79 0.28
(10% reduction from 2012)

Financial Highlights1

PG&E Corporation

(UNAUDITED, IN MILLIONS, EXCEPT SHARE AND PER SHARE AMOUNTS) 2011 2012
Operating Revenues $14,956 $15,040

Made safety performance the single largest driver for annual at-risk performance-based pay at 40 percent.

Hosted more than 400 training workshops to inform firefighters, police, public works officials and other authorities about the risks
associated with electricity and natural gas they may face when responding to emergencies.

Provided a $2.5 million donation to the American Red Cross’ Ready Neighborhoods program, which is improving disaster readiness
for underserved neighborhoods.

Established a formal contractor safety program.

1Refers to 12 performance indicators for nuclear power generation reported to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations and compared to industry benchmarks.

2 Refers to the number of grade 2 leaks open at year-end. Grade 2 leaks are non-hazardous leaks that require repair within 15 months.

3 The 2012 target refers to the percentage of time a Gas Service Representative was on-site within 30 minutes and within one hour of receiving emergency service calls during the
third and fourth quarter. The 2013 target refers to the average response time that a Gas Service Representative or a qualified first responder takes to respond to the site of an
immediate response gas emergency order.

4 Refers to the number of instances where an electric transmission or primary distribution conductor is broken and falls from its intended position to rest on the ground or a foreign
object (e.g., trees, vehicles, fences or other structures).

5 Refers to the percentage of time PG&E personnel respond (are on-site) within 60 minutes after receiving a 911 electric related call, with on-site defined as arriving at the premises
where the 911 agency personnel are standing by.

6 Refers to the number of Lost Workday cases incurred per 200,000 hours worked. A Lost Workday case is a current year OSHA Recordable incident that has resulted in at least one
lost workday.

7 The 2012 target refers to the number of chargeable motor vehicle incidents per one million miles driven; a chargeable incident is one where the employee-driver could have
prevented an incident, but failed to take reasonable steps to do so. The 2013 target measures only those incidents considered to be serious, rather than all incidents that were
otherwise preventable.
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Earnings from operations2 1,438 1,367

Items impacting comparability3 (594) (551)

Reported Consolidated Income Available for Common Shareholders 844 816
Income Per Common Share, Diluted

Earnings from operations2 3.58 3.22

Items impacting comparability3 (1.48) (1.30)

Reported Consolidated Net Earnings Per Common Share, Diluted 2.10 1.92
Dividends Declared Per Common Share 1.82 1.82
Total Assets at December 31, $49,750 $52,449
Number of Common Shares Outstanding at December 31, 412,257,082 431,436,673

(PRE-TAX) 2011 2012
Pipeline-related expenses: $483 $477
Disallowed capital expenditures: — $353
Accrued penalties: $200 $17
Third-party claims: $155 $80
Insurance recoveries: ($99) ($185)
Contribution to City of San Bruno: — $70
Natural gas matters: $739 $812

In addition, PG&E Corporation’s earnings from operations for 2012 and 2011 also exclude $106 million and $125 million, pre-tax, for environmental remediation costs associated with
the Utility’s natural gas compressor site located near Hinkley, California.

General Utility Production Statistics
 2010 2011 2012
Total Electricity Generated (GWh net)1 32,168 35,353 31,671

Fossil-Fuel Plants (GWh net) 3,681 5,105 6,309
Humboldt Bay Power Plant (GWh net)2 384 N/A N/A

Humboldt Bay Generating Station (GWh net)2 130 469 417

Gateway Generating Station (GWh net) 3,099 2,648 3,172
Colusa Generating Station (GWh net)3 68 1,981 2,697

Fuel Cells4 N/A 7 23

Other plants (GWh net) 28,488 30,248 25,362
Diablo Canyon Power Plant (GWh net) 18,431 18,566 17,728
Hydro Facilities (GWh net)5 10,053 11,654 7,469

“Eligible” Hydro (GWh net)6 1,144 1,249 949

Solar Facilities 4.6 28 166
Electricity Purchased (GWh) 40,676 36,762 48,978
Other Electric Supplies (GWh)7 4,640 2,748 1,238

Bundled Retail Electricity Sales (GWh)8 77,485 74,864 76,205

Total Natural Gas Throughput (million cubic feet or MMcf)9 842,343 804,255 944,575

1 PG&E Corporation’s Consolidated Financial Statements include the accounts of PG&E Corporation, the Utility, and other wholly owned and controlled subsidiaries.

2 “Earnings from operations’’ is not calculated in accordance with the accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP’’) and excludes items impacting
comparability as described in Note (3) below.

3 “Items impacting comparability” represent items that management does not consider part of normal, ongoing operations.

PG&E Corporation’s earnings from operations for 2012 and 2011 exclude net costs of $812 million and $739 million, pre-tax, that the Utility incurred in connection with natural gas
matters. These amounts included pipeline-related expenses that will not be recoverable through rates to validate safe operating pressures, conduct strength testing, and perform other
activities associated with safety improvements to the Utility’s natural gas pipeline system, as well as legal and regulatory costs. In addition, a charge was recorded in 2012 for
disallowed capital expenditures related to the Utility’s pipeline safety enhancement plan that are forecasted to exceed the California Public Utilities Commission’s (“CPUC”) authorized
levels or that were specifically disallowed. Also included are estimated penalties associated with pending CPUC investigations related to various aspects of the Utility’s natural gas
operations and other potential enforcement matters, accruals for third-party claims arising from the natural gas pipeline accident that occurred in San Bruno, California on September
9, 2010, and a contribution to the City of San Bruno to support the community’s recovery efforts after the accident. These costs were partially offset by insurance recoveries. See the
table below.

Income Available for Common Shareholders
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1 One GWh or gigawatt-hour, is one million kilowatt-hours, enough to power one million homes for one hour. PG&E is reporting net energy statistics for consistency with other
published reports.

2 The prior Humboldt Bay Power Plant consisted of two operating fossil fuel-fired plants and two mobile turbines. These facilities were retired at the end of September 2010. The new
Humboldt Bay Generating Station became operational in September 2010.

3 Colusa Generating Station became operational in December 2010.

4 The Utility owns and operates three fuel cell sites in the Bay Area that became operational in September 2011 and have a combined capacity of 3 MW.

5 Hydroelectric generation can vary year to year due to variability in precipitation.

6 Electricity generated by hydroelectric facilities with a capacity under 30 MW is eligible as renewable energy under California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard law.

7 Other Electric Supplies represents energy purchased by the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) from various energy suppliers for the benefit of the Utility’s customers.
The DWR remains legally and financially responsible for its power purchase contracts. The Utility acts as a billing and collection agent for the DWR to enable the DWR to pay for its
energy purchases.

8 Bundled Retail Electricity Sales excludes sales to direct access and community choice customers, and sales to railroads and railways. Electricity Delivered, which totaled 86,113
GWh in 2012, includes these sales, but excludes sales for resale.

9 Total Natural Gas Throughput excludes other interdepartmental natural gas sales but includes interdepartmental natural gas sales for the purpose of electric generation.
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ABOUT THE BUSINESS

Focusing on Gas Safety Excellence
PG&E owns and operates one of the largest natural gas systems in the United States—an integrated transportation, storage and
distribution system that consists of approximately 42,000 miles of distribution pipelines, 6,750 miles of backbone and local transmission
pipelines, and various storage facilities. The system also includes eight natural gas compressor stations, which receive and move natural

PAS 55
A rigorous certification
PG&E is pursuing that
represents the highest
standards for operating
asset intensive
industries, including
natural gas
transmission, storage
and distribution

Gas Operations

In 2010, an explosion on a PG&E gas pipeline in San Bruno, California,
claimed eight lives and destroyed dozens of homes. Investigations into the
accident by PG&E and independent state and federal investigators led to
numerous recommendations for safety and operational improvements across
the business. The accident also led California to adopt new pipeline safety
standards that are now the most rigorous in the United States.

In response, PG&E embraced these changes, restructured our gas business
and committed to sweeping improvements in our operations and safety
culture.

The initiatives now underway to modernize our system and strengthen our
operating practices form the core of our operating plans in the gas business.
The scope of work and the size of the investments that we have committed to
are unprecedented within the industry. Among other elements, they include conducting extensive safety
testing, replacing and upgrading vast amounts of basic infrastructure, and installing new state-of-the-art
monitoring and control technologies.

Although this work will require multiple years to complete, we are making steady progress on many fronts.
Ultimately, through these efforts, our goal is to earn our customers’ trust as the safest, most reliable gas
operator in the country.
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gas through our pipelines.

Our management philosophy today begins with ensuring that public and employee safety are the primary criteria that drive all of our
decisions and actions. Whether it is front-line work to operate and maintain our assets or supporting work in the corporate services
function, safety is the first priority. Across our vast service area, our employees are working together to apply this approach to rethinking
every aspect of our operations.

As one important measure of our progress, we have made substantial headway in completing safety recommendations made by the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) as a result of its investigation into the San Bruno accident. PG&E has completed seven of
the 12 recommendations. PG&E expects to complete action on two additional integrity management recommendations by the end of
2013. PG&E is working aggressively to address the remaining three recommendations relating to supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA), valve automation and hydrostatic testing, all of which are classified as “open – acceptable” by the NTSB.

In another example of this approach in action, we are working to achieve compliance with an internationally recognized standard of
excellence for managing physical assets, known as Publicly Available Specification (PAS 55). PAS 55 is a rigorous certification that
represents the highest standards for operating asset intensive industries, including natural gas transmission, storage and distribution.

PG&E’s Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan
PG&E’s Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan (PSEP) is the centerpiece of our multi-year commitment to modernize our system. It is
currently one of the most comprehensive gas transmission modernization programs in the United States, if not the most aggressive.
Through this plan, PG&E achieved the following results in 2012:

In 2013, we also completed validating the Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure for our entire gas transmission system, which
included digitizing more than 3.7 million paper records going back 50 years.

By the end of 2013, PG&E plans to have strength-tested or replaced nearly 728 miles of gas transmission pipeline and added 150
remotely controlled or automated valves. Additionally, we plan to have upgraded nearly 200 miles of pipeline to be able to accommodate
in-line inspection tools and we expect to complete in-line inspections for 78 miles of pipeline.

Embedding Public Safety into Our Operating Strategies
PG&E is one of the first utilities to begin explicitly incorporating public safety metrics and targets into its operations. We believe that
tracking and reporting on these measures is essential to driving progress. Examples of work and accomplishments that this approach
drove in 2012 include the following:

Validated safe operating pressure by strength-testing or locating strength-test records for 204 miles of gas transmission pipeline.

Replaced 40 miles of gas transmission pipeline.

Added or upgraded 46 automated or remote-control valves to shut off gas in an emergency.

Retrofitted 78 miles of gas transmission lines to accommodate in-line inspection tools or “smart pigs” that are used to inspect a
pipeline from the inside out.

Improved our leak-repair performance. We fixed 100 percent of all non-hazardous (“Grade 2”) leaks found in 2011. (Grade 2 leaks
are non-hazardous leaks that require repair within 15 months. Grade 1 leaks are hazardous leaks and are repaired immediately.)

Improved our response to customer gas odor calls. In December 2012, employees responded to calls in less than 60 minutes 99
percent of the time and in less than 30 minutes 85 percent of the time. PG&E now ranks in the top decile for gas utilities nationally
based on industry benchmarking information.

Increased public outreach and education on our “Call Before You Dig” program, which ensures that gas lines are properly
marked before any work by third-parties that involves digging into the ground.

Partnered with first responders and public safety officials to enhance emergency preparedness training programs. Highlights
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We are also working with utilities from across the industry to identify and
implement the latest best practices and technologies. We also
collaborated with the University of California, Davis to develop aerial
leak survey technology using a fixed-wing aircraft. We also deployed
new equipment to our distribution leak surveyors, including tablet
technology and an instrument that uses infrared technology to pinpoint
gas leaks with greater accuracy.

In 2013, we plan to survey our 6,750-mile natural gas transmission
pipeline system using high-precision Global Positioning System
technology. A more precise pipeline map means better service and
enhanced safety for the public, our customers and employees.
Additionally, our new state-of-the-art Gas Control Center is scheduled to
open in 2013, providing our team with advanced capabilities to monitor
and control the flow of gas across PG&E’s gas system around-the-clock
to ensure it is delivered safely and reliably to customers.

include conducting two full-scale emergency scenario exercises, facilitating more than 400 first responder workshops and completing
more than 20 “tabletop” exercises to discuss safety scenarios with first responders. We also created a mobile application that gives
first responders access to PG&E’s Gas Emergency Response Plan.

Added six new Mobile Command Center vehicles to our fleet, packed with technology that crews need to address emergencies in
the field.

Increased staffing and training. We hired more than 300 new employees into all levels of our Gas Operations organization through
January 2012, and expect to hire an additional 1,400 gas employees through 2014. More than 130 new training classes have been
created for gas employees covering topics such as ground patrol, locating and marking leaks and repairing leaks.

PG&E vehicles are outfitted with the Picarro
Surveyor analyzer.

PG&E was the first utility to begin using a car-
mounted, advanced leak-detection device. The
Picarro Surveyor analyzer—approximately 1,000
times more sensitive than traditional gas leak
detection equipment—helps PG&E field crews
quickly and efficiently identify where potential gas
leaks may exist.
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ABOUT THE BUSINESS

Enhancing Public Safety
In 2012, PG&E continued several programs to enhance electric system safety, including taking new, more aggressive measures to
prevent downed electric wires. These include conducting infrared inspections of distribution lines, replacing splices and conductors, and
dispatching engineers to inspect downed wires to identify the cause and actions to prevent a reoccurrence. Because vegetation accounts
for about 40 percent of all wires down, we are also working to identify trees that are most likely to fall during a storm and then prune or
remove them.

Despite a focused effort, we missed our 2012 target for downed power lines in large part due to storms late in the year. Reducing wires
down will continue to be an area of focus in 2013 and beyond.

122
Number of circuits
where PG&E installed
automated “intelligent”
switches in 2012,
dramatically reducing
the amount of time it
takes to restore power
to customers

Electric Operations

PG&E provides electric service to customers across Northern and Central
California, keeping the lights on at their homes and businesses and helping
to power California’s economy. To meet our commitment to deliver safe,
reliable and affordable service, we are implementing a multi-year strategic
plan aimed at modernizing our electric operations to better serve our
customers.

As a result of this focused effort, PG&E reached record-setting levels of
electric reliability in 2012, capping five consecutive years of improvement by
reducing the time our customers spent without power to the lowest on record.
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Modernizing Our Electric Operations
PG&E has made significant—and increasing—investments to modernize and improve the integrity of our core electric infrastructure, with
upgrades across our extensive network of transmission and distribution wires, substations and other essential assets.

In 2012, we continued our focus on improving our least reliable circuits, increasing system automation and replacing or upgrading aging
equipment. Key highlights included:

New manhole covers are designed to stay in place
during an electric incident.

 
Through mid-2013, PG&E has installed more than 2,000
advanced manhole covers that are safer in incidents
involving underground equipment failures. The force
created by some underground equipment failures can
throw standard manhole covers into the air. The new
covers are designed to open a few inches and vent gases
safely while staying in place. They also prevent oxygen
from rushing into belowground enclosures and potentially
igniting a fire. (Watch a video on how the new manhole
covers work.)

Targeted Circuit Program: In 2012, PG&E crews targeted 74 distribution circuits for upgrade based on their history of outages.
Crews strengthened the circuits and used infrared technology to identify potential trouble spots so that stressed equipment could be
repaired or replaced before it failed. By the end of 2013, PG&E expects to have upgraded more than 330 circuits in five years.

Intelligent Switches: PG&E installed automated “intelligent” switches on 122 circuits in 2012. This Smart Grid technology
dramatically reduces the amount of time it takes to restore power to customers. Instead of waiting for a crew to arrive on scene to
restore circuits manually, the new devices do it automatically, often within minutes. By the end of 2013, PG&E expects to have
automated 400 of our 3,200 distribution circuits with this technology.

Rural Circuit Upgrades: Since 2010, PG&E has installed about 5,000 fuses and 500 reclosers on more than 600 of the worst-
performing rural circuits to isolate service interruptions and minimize their impact on customers.

Substation Upgrades: Technicians have replaced and upgraded 138 substation transformers since 2010 to handle an increase in
demand, improve equipment performance, or maintain or restore service when electricity needs to be rerouted. (Watch a video of
PG&E upgrading its Embarcadero substation in San Francisco.)
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Measuring Performance and Continuous Improvement
PG&E continued to make significant progress in electric reliability to benefit customers throughout our service area. In fact, in 2012,
customers experienced the fewest minutes without electricity in PG&E’s recorded history. In addition, the number of service interruptions
was the second lowest on record, just behind our 2011 performance.

PG&E and other electric utilities use standard measures for electric reliability:

In 2012, the average time a PG&E customer was without power (SAIDI) was 131.5 minutes, a seven percent improvement over the prior
year. And when the lights did go out for our customers, the wait time to get power restored, or CAIDI, was also shorter: average outage
duration in 2012 was 10 percent less than in 2011. The frequency of power interruptions per customer (SAIFI) increased slightly in 2012
to 1.128, a three percent increase over 2011.

Helicopter crews can work suspended in an aerial
chair or be delivered to and from an electric
transmission tower.

 
Through PG&E’s pioneering use of helicopters, we are
able to upgrade the capacity and reliability of our high-
voltage lines more efficiently, cost-effectively and with less
impact to the environment. In fact, PG&E’s industry
leading practices have become an essential tool for our
daily operations. For example, in Sonoma County,
helicopters hauled steel poles and other equipment to
PG&E crews working in steep terrain, far from roads, to
fight the corrosive effects of salty ocean air on our electric
system. We also began a pilot project using helicopters to
check hundreds of miles of electric distribution lines in
several locations throughout our service area. This project
entails using an infrared camera to detect “hot spots”
where the system might require maintenance or repairs
before an equipment failure can cause a customer outage.

The System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) measures the number of minutes over the year that the average customer is
without power.

The Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) measures the average time it takes PG&E to restore power after an
outage.

The System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) measures the system-wide frequency of power interruptions per customer.
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1 Beginning in 2012, in an effort to help ensure consistency with industry standards, PG&E included both planned and unplanned outages in setting targets and measuring
performance for reliability; previously, planned outages were not included.

In addition to reducing the frequency and duration of interruptions, we are also focused on improving asset performance and
implementing reliability improvements with system safety as the overarching priority.

Our work is driven by a multi-year strategic plan that builds on lessons learned and progress made, so we can continue to improve in
seven key areas: public safety, employee safety, compliance, emergency preparedness, reliability, customer satisfaction and efficiency.
Fundamental to our approach will be a sharp focus on continuous improvement, benchmarking our performance with other electric utility
companies and identifying and adopting best practices.

Building a Smarter Grid
The Smart Grid is a modernized electric system that combines advanced communications and controls to create a responsive and
resilient energy delivery network.

At PG&E, our Smart Grid vision is consistent with our strategy to introduce proven, sophisticated technology into the business to be able
to better serve our customers. The ultimate goal is to create a flexible grid that:

Provides customers with greater visibility into their energy usage and empowers them to make informed energy-related choices;

Facilitates the integration of new energy sources into the grid (such as distributed generation and storage, rooftop solar and other
energy market participants);

Provides utilities with data and IT capabilities that create significant new operational benefits, improving efficiency and cost
effectiveness; and

Allows utilities to continue to operate the grid safely and deliver reliable, cost-effective electricity in the face of more complex and
interdependent energy operations.
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A smarter grid will enable PG&E to better serve our customers.

A Smart Grid holds the potential to transform the operations of our electric network and represents a fundamental change to the way
PG&E uses technology to better serve its customers and operate its business.

The foundation of PG&E’s Smart Grid is the network of more than nine million electric and gas SmartMeter™ devices installed across our
service area. The meters provide near real-time energy usage data to utilities and customers through digital communications. In 2012,
PG&E completed an operations center to support PG&E’s SmartMeter™ network. The center is equipped to handle growth in the number
of deployed meters, effectively monitor the increased amount of data communications from the meters and enable proactive reliability
and availability management.

PG&E also remains focused on diligently testing and piloting new Smart Grid technologies on a small scale before deploying them more
broadly. Doing so will help ensure that investments are beneficial for our customers and also advance California’s energy policy goals.
Projects in 2012 included:

PG&E’s San Ramon Technology Center houses a variety of technical labs and a wide array of specialized equipment, much of it
dedicated to testing Smart Grid technologies. At the site, employees have researched and tested intelligent switches, electric vehicle
chargers, wireless Home Area Networks (which link SmartMeter™ devices to electric appliances), home energy displays, smart

Trial programs to provide customers with energy usage information via in-home displays.

Using SmartMeter™-enabled Home Area Networks and new internet and smartphone-enabled thermostats to help customers control
their energy bills.

A grid-scale battery pilot at PG&E’s Vaca Dixon substation to test the integration of large battery energy storage into grid operations.

A cyber security initiative focused on anticipating, preventing and responding to a new and emerging class of cyber and physical
threats.
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thermostats and related equipment.

Looking forward, the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) program will enable PG&E to work with the other California investor-
owned utilities and the California Energy Commission to develop Smart Grid technology demonstration and deployment programs. In
2012, PG&E proposed its plan to the California Public Utilities Commission to use $49 million to fund 26 electricity research and
development projects and programs.

EPIC projects include leveraging the SmartMeter™ technology platform to improve customer service and offerings, demonstrating energy
storage technologies for renewables integration, integrating and analyzing large datasets to optimize asset risk management and
designing the grid operations center of the future. Other projects relate to electric vehicles—from demonstrating their potential use as a
resource to improve grid power quality and reduce customer outages to developing a mapping tool that allows drivers to find preferred
fast-charging locations.

In 2013, the CPUC approved three pilot projects that will demonstrate Smart Grid technologies that can be used to increase reliability,
reduce costs, reduce environmental impacts of electric system operation and more effectively integrate distributed renewable generation
on PG&E’s distribution system. A fourth pilot will evaluate whether more granular sources of data can be used to improve accuracy of
demand forecasts.
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PG&E’s 2012 Electric Power Mix
In 2012, PG&E’s retail customers used 76,205 GWh of electricity. Of that amount, 31,671 GWh were generated by PG&E’s own natural
gas, hydroelectric and nuclear facilities, as well as small amounts of diesel, fuel cell and solar energy. The remainder was purchased
from third-party generators, via either contracts or the open market.

The chart below shows our overall electricity supply mix for 2012, which included both the energy PG&E generated and the energy
PG&E purchased from third parties.

50%+
Percentage of
electricity that came
from a combination of
renewable and
greenhouse gas-free
resources in 2012

Planning for California’s Clean Energy Future

PG&E, like other utilities today, faces an increasingly complex landscape as
we work to provide safe, reliable and affordable service. We are
simultaneously working to reduce energy demand through energy efficiency
and demand response; meet customers’ interest in rooftop solar and other
distributed generation options; integrate increasing supplies of intermittent
renewables into our energy mix; and maintain enough conventional
generation to fill in when renewables are unavailable. Balancing these
priorities is essential to the long-term success of PG&E, our customers and
the environment.
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Our Long-Term Procurement Plan
To meet California’s growing demand for electricity, the state benefits from a “loading order” of preferred energy sources originally
adopted in the state’s 2003 Energy Action Plan.

This state-wide comprehensive energy strategy emphasizes an aggressive expansion of customer energy efficiency and demand-side
management programs and looks to secure additional renewable power resources before meeting remaining energy needs through
efficient traditional generation sources. The loading order serves as the foundation for energy policies and decisions to develop and
operate California’s electricity system in the best, long-term interest of the public.

PG&E procures resources to meet its customer electricity needs based on a long-term procurement plan approved by the CPUC. In
preparing its plan, PG&E follows the California loading order.

Historically, PG&E’s long-term resource planning has focused on anticipating the growth in electricity demand and determining how to
meet that growth in keeping with the loading order. Importantly, it was generally the case that generating resources such as conventional
power plants had sufficient operational flexibility to meet daily variations in energy demand. The primary focus was ensuring that the
system could meet peak demand to continue to deliver reliable service.

As increasing amounts of intermittent resources, such as wind and solar generation, are being added, it presents challenges for
balancing energy supply and demand. Today, we must anticipate the amount of electricity our customers require as well as the ability of
each generating resource to provide electricity at a given time—taking into account elements such as wind speed, cloud cover and
weather patterns. Simply put, today’s electric system needs to be more communicative and more flexible—a challenge we’re meeting by
investing in a smarter grid, piloting new approaches to energy storage and integrating more flexible conventional generation resources
alongside additional renewables.

We also continue to work with our customers to reduce energy demand through a range of energy efficiency and distributed generation
opportunities. In fact, between 2012 and 2022, forecasts show PG&E meeting more than 50 percent of the anticipated demand growth in
its service area through energy efficiency and generation from combined heat and power and solar at the customer site. As a result,
electricity sales are projected to grow at an average rate of just 0.7 percent per year between 2012 and 2022.

* “Other” includes diesel oil and petroleum coke (a waste byproduct of oil refining) and “Unspecified Power” refers to electricity purchased from the grid that is not traceable to specific
generation sources by any auditable contract trail.

** As defined in Senate Bill 1078, which created California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard, an eligible renewable resource includes geothermal facilities, hydroelectric facilities with a
capacity rating of 30 MW or less, biomass, selected municipal solid waste facilities, solar facilities and wind facilities. These figures are preliminary and will not be finalized until verified
by the California Energy Commission.

PG&E’s 2012 Electric Power Mix Delivered to Retail Customers
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PG&E’s compressed air energy storage project
could help integrate renewable resources into our
energy mix.

Composition of Projected Energy Load Growth 
Met by Demand-Side Resources, 2012 – 2022

Piloting Energy Storage
As we move to a smarter grid that integrates more renewable energy sources, the potential role for large-scale energy storage
technologies is growing—whether in the form of batteries or other devices. Energy storage may be able to provide some of the increased
need for operating flexibility; however, it is too early to tell whether and for what applications additional amounts of storage could be cost-
effective. Accordingly, PG&E is exploring emerging storage technologies through a variety of pilot projects.

PG&E has deployed two battery storage systems to test the operational
capabilities of energy storage on the electric grid: a 2 MW system at PG&E’s
Vaca Dixon substation and a 4 MW system at a customer site in San Jose.
These pilots aim to provide critical real-world data on the technical and
financial performance of battery energy storage to inform future decisions
about how these assets can serve PG&E’s customers.

PG&E is also developing a project to demonstrate the viability of advanced,
underground compressed air energy storage technology. As envisioned, the
project would store large amounts of energy from intermittent renewable
energy resources that generate at night, especially wind, in the form of high-
pressure air in an underground reservoir. The air would then be withdrawn to
power an industrial turbine to produce electricity when demand is highest.
(Watch a video to learn more.)

PG&E is in the first phase of the project, which involves exploring the technical
and economic feasibility of a 300 MW facility with up to 10 hours of storage
capability using a porous rock structure for energy storage at a location within
PG&E’s service area. PG&E has collected geological samples at two locations
and is analyzing the viability of these sites for a future air injection test. By
establishing the project’s feasibility, costs and benefits, PG&E is helping to
advance a project that has the potential to benefit California and beyond.

1 PG&E’s combined heat and power (CHP) forecast is based on the rate of historic installations.

2 PG&E recognizes that there is a great deal of uncertainty in any forecast of distributed generation installations. While costs of solar generation have dropped dramatically, the
California Solar Initiative program incentives are nearly depleted. The Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP) includes CHP incentives, but funding is limited. Additionally, the feed-
in-tariff (FIT) for CHP up to 20 MW is expected to result in some generation that offsets customers’ usage, but the tariff was only recently implemented. It is expected that the efficiency
requirements of both the CHP FIT and the SGIP program might act as market barriers to CHP installations.
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Progress Toward California’s Renewable Energy Targets
California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) sets a target for the state’s investor-owned utilities, publicly-owned utilities, energy
service providers and community choice aggregators to deliver 33 percent of their electricity from eligible renewable resources by the end
of 2020. The target is measured by the percentage of total retail sales that come from RPS-eligible resources.

Under the RPS mandate, PG&E and other retail sellers may use a flexible “stair step” approach of increasing targets that ultimately climb
to a 33 percent annual requirement.

10,400+
megawatts

Eligible renewable
energy resources under
contract since the start
of California’s
Renewable Portfolio
Standard program

Renewable Energy

PG&E’s clean energy includes a wide range of renewable energy resources
such as solar, wind, geothermal, small hydro and various forms of bioenergy.
We use a variety of approaches to achieve California’s ambitious renewable
energy goals, including using competitive solicitations to procure renewable
energy from third-parties and developing and owning renewables projects
ourselves.

By working collaboratively with regulators, environmental organizations and
other stakeholders, we have developed a meaningful policy framework to
encourage technology development and take other important steps that will
allow us to increase supplies of renewable energy. Our objective is to
achieve these goals in a manner that adequately maintains affordability for
our customers.
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Once completed, the 290 MW Agua Caliente solar
project in Arizona will be one of the world’s largest
operating photovoltaic power plants.

PG&E is fully committed—and is well on its way—to meeting the RPS mandate. (Watch a video to learn more.) By the end of 2012, 19
percent of the electricity we delivered to our customers came from RPS-eligible resources. PG&E expects to achieve the first compliance
period mandate, and to meet and sustain the 33 percent mandate by 2021 and beyond. The majority of the renewable resources will
come from contracts with third-party renewable energy companies.

PG&E supports the use of renewable energy while recognizing that increased deployment of renewables presents challenges, including
higher costs and operational impacts related to the integration of renewables into the grid. Accordingly, we advocate for RPS policies that
help mitigate these risks to provide flexibility and help minimize costs to our customers.

Contracting for Renewable Energy
PG&E sources most of its renewable energy through contracts with third parties. PG&E held three separate solicitations for renewable
power resources in 2012:

In total, PG&E added 30 new long-term contracts to its portfolio of renewable
energy supplies in 2012. These contracts represent more than 580 MW of
renewable projects, including solar, wind, bioenergy, geothermal and small hydro.

Overall, PG&E has contracted for more than 10,400 MW of RPS-eligible energy since the start of California’s RPS program in 2002
including more than 7,500 MW of active contracts through the first quarter of 2013. Approximately 3,800 MW of these are delivering to
PG&E and an additional 3,700 MW are under development.

,

We issued our Renewables Request for Offers (RFO) and sought to
procure approximately 1,000 GWh of renewable energy under long-term
agreements. In 2013, we expect to execute contracts resulting from this
solicitation that offer the best value, viability and fit and will file them with
the CPUC for approval.

We issued our second and third Renewable Auction Mechanism RFO for
projects up to 20 MW in size. As a result, we signed 14 contracts for more
than 250 MW of geothermal, wind and solar resources.

We issued our second RFO for solar photovoltaic (PV) power, seeking to
sign power purchase agreements with facilities 1 to 20 MW in size. We
signed six contracts for more than 40 MW of solar power.

California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard
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Renewable Portfolio Standard—Contracts Signed 2002 – 2012¹

PG&E also saw growth in the number of signed contracts from its Feed-In Tariff (FIT) program. The FIT program offers a standard
form contract and payment for renewable projects up to 1.5 MW. In 2012, we executed 14 FIT contracts representing approximately
14 MW of RPS-eligible energy. In response to new legislation, PG&E is also working to update the existing FIT program to
accommodate renewable generation up to 3 MW.

Ownership of Renewables
PG&E is committed to bringing more renewables online for our customers as quickly and affordably as possible. As part of this
commitment, we developed and own more than 150 MW of new solar PV generation. The projects range from 1 to 20 MW per
project and are located near PG&E substations in central California.

1The table includes terminated, expired and CPUC-rejected contracts and does not include Feed-In Tariff (AB1969) power purchase 
agreements and amended post-2002 qualifying facility contracts signed in 2012.
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The 20 MW Cantua Solar Station in Fresno County is one of the solar stations owned and operated by PG&E.

In 2012, brought three solar projects online in Fresno County—the 20 MW Cantua Solar Station, 20 MW Huron Solar Station and the 10
MW Giffen Solar Station—that together are designed to produce enough electricity to power about 15,000 homes.

In 2013, PG&E constructed an additional three solar PV facilities for another 50 MW to complete the program’s third and final year.
These projects include two in Fresno County and one in Kings County.

As we developed new utility-owned solar power, we leveraged the expertise of diverse suppliers. We also worked proactively with
federal, state and regional agencies to avoid and minimize potential impacts to sensitive species. This included siting the projects on
previously disturbed land, conducting biological studies of the property and constructing fences around the perimeter that provide a small
gap at the bottom for sensitive species to pass through.

Working Collaboratively to Address Challenges
PG&E continues to participate in multiple forums to help shape sound energy policy solutions to meet the challenges California faces with
respect to renewable resource development and interconnection.

For example, we actively participate in the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) stakeholder groups. When complete,
the DRECP will provide a comprehensive approach to siting renewable projects in areas most suitable for development while setting
aside sensitive desert habitat for wildlife preserves. We also continue to participate in the California Transmission Planning Group, a
forum to share and coordinate electric transmission plans among California’s public and private utilities and support efficient and cost
effective transmission solutions.

PG&E also continues to work collaboratively with the CPUC as the agency implements the 33 percent RPS legislation and other
renewable energy programs. PG&E is challenged to ensure that the renewable energy it procures for customers is cost-effective and
affordable. Therefore, a key priority for PG&E is to work with stakeholders and advocate compliance rules that help contain costs for our
customers.
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Investing in Our Infrastructure
PG&E has a long history of safely and reliably operating its hydroelectric system for the benefit of customers. Many of PG&E’s dams and
powerhouses have been in service for well over 50 years, and some of the water collection and transport systems date to California’s
gold mining years. Today, these assets continue to serve as a valuable resource and we continue to make significant investments and
upgrades to ensure their ongoing safety and reliability.

In 2012, our work spanned many areas, including:

PG&E continues to
make significant
investments and
upgrades to ensure the
ongoing safety and
reliability of its
hydroelectric system.

Hydroelectric Operations

PG&E owns and operates the nation’s largest investor-owned hydroelectric
system—built along 16 river basins stretching nearly 500 miles—providing a
safe, reliable and flexible source of clean energy for millions of customers.
PG&E’s 68 powerhouses, including a pumped storage facility, have a total
generating capacity of 3,896 MW and rely on nearly 100 reservoirs located
primarily in the higher elevations of California’s Sierra Nevada and Southern
Cascade mountain ranges.

PG&E actively manages its hydroelectric system to ensure the safety of the
public and our workforce, protect wildlife habitat and sensitive species, and
maintain popular recreation opportunities for the communities we serve, including campgrounds, picnic areas,
boat launches, trails, fishing and whitewater flows.

Rock Creek Powerhouse. In Plumas County, we began retrofitting the Rock Creek Powerhouse to increase the reliability and
efficiency of the operations, while avoiding the need to construct a new powerhouse. Built in 1950, the powerhouse’s two generators
are being replaced one at a time. The new generators would increase the powerhouse’s capacity by enough to power an additional
10,000 homes.
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Workers prepare to stack steel laminations in one
of two generators as part of a project to add 11
MW of generating capacity at the Rock Creek
Powerhouse.

PG&E conducted dam safety outreach with a focus
on populated areas immediately downstream from
PG&E facilities.

Raising Awareness About Dam Safety
PG&E inspects and maintains its entire hydroelectric system according to strict safety guidelines, ensuring structural integrity under
normal and extreme conditions and making a dam breach unlikely.

However, as part of our commitment to public safety and a nationwide
initiative by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, in 2012 we engaged
customers in a dam safety outreach campaign focused on populated areas
immediately downstream from PG&E dams. The campaign included public
service announcements and open houses to alert people in dam inundation
(flood) areas about the importance of having an evacuation plan and
recognizing signs of an impending dam breach. Outreach materials included
maps of nearby dams, emergency planning guidelines, safety tips and local
emergency contacts. We also placed posters in campgrounds, fishing areas
and parks in inundation areas throughout our service area.

PG&E has partnered with emergency agencies for many years to develop
Emergency Action Plans and regularly holds drills with local, state and federal
emergency responders. PG&E is currently conducting a pilot project with
emergency responders to upgrade early warning technologies, which may
serve as a model for other PG&E watersheds in the future.

Other public safety initiatives related to our hydro system include enhanced
protection measures such as fencing near canals and improved signage using
pictographs to reach English and non-English speakers.

License Agreement Milestones
PG&E’s hydroelectric system consists of 26 federally licensed projects. As required by federal and state regulatory agencies, PG&E
evaluates and mitigates the projects’ impacts on natural resources.

Crane Valley Dam. In Madera County, we added 300,000 cubic yards of
rock to the existing dam to meet seismic requirements and increase public
safety on the Crane Valley Dam at Bass Lake. The dam, which was built
between 1902 and 1911, is now stronger and about six feet higher to
provide an additional margin of safety. Throughout the two-year project, we
worked closely with the local community to maintain public safety and
recreational opportunities on the lake. We also restocked the lake with trout
and planted 2,000 trees as part of a plan to replenish the 54-acre on-site
quarry area with native vegetation.
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Panels along a 34-mile stretch of the Pit River
provide information to enrich the visitor experience.

A network of swales are designed to improve wetland habitat at McArthur Swamp.

More than half of our operating licenses were up for renewal between 2000 and 2012. We have made it a priority to work collaboratively
with stakeholders during the renewal process. Together, we work to assess the impacts of these projects and try to find agreement on
appropriate resource management measures to include as conditions of the new licenses, such as fish and wildlife habitat protection and
recreational opportunities. These efforts include work with federal and state agencies, local community members, environmental
organizations, fishing interests and agricultural landholders, among others.

We also continue to make progress in improving our license compliance, which we measure by tracking our compliance with key
environmental requirements. Using this approach, our compliance rate was 97.6 percent for 2012.

We achieved many important milestones in keeping with our license agreements in 2012:

We started work to improve 475 acres of wetland habitat in McArthur
Swamp in northeastern Shasta County in cooperation with the California
Waterfowl Association. The restoration work, which is being done to meet
the license conditions for PG&E’s Pit 1 hydroelectric project, includes
construction of a network of swales that will distribute water to improve both
wintering and nesting habitat for wildlife and waterfowl.

As part of our license agreement for the Pit 3-4-5 system, we worked with
stakeholders to develop a series of interpretive informational panels along
a 34-mile stretch of the Pit River watershed. Developed with input from a
wide variety of state, federal and tribal stakeholders, each panel provides
site-specific information about natural resources, Native American culture,
pioneer history and hydropower on the Pit River.
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PG&E’s environmental commitment was also reflected in a number of other projects designed to restore and enhance habitat for fish and
other wildlife.

We continued to implement a 38-year license for the 87.9 MW Spring Gap-Stanislaus hydroelectric project, located on the Stanislaus 
River in Tuolumne and Calaveras counties. In 2012, we continued a multi-year effort to make major recreation improvements to 
Pinecrest Lake, a key reservoir for the system and a popular destination for fishing, swimming and boating. Working with the 
Stanislaus National Forest, we are upgrading the lake’s facilities to reduce water consumption and energy use, enhance recreation, 
meet accessibility needs and improve traffic and parking conditions.
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Conventional Generation Owned and Operated by PG&E
Prior to 1999, PG&E owned more than 7,000 MW of oil- and gas-fired conventional boilers and combustion turbine generating facilities.
In the late 1990s, in response to California’s electric generation deregulation law, PG&E sold all but two of its fossil-fueled power plants,
Hunters Point Power Plant and Humboldt Bay Power Plant. PG&E has since retired these two plants and replaced the Humboldt Bay
Power Plant with a new cleaner, high-performance plant at the same site.

1,400
megawatts

Total generating
capacity of three state-
of-the-art natural gas-
fired power plants
owned by PG&E with
best-in-class emissions
levels

Conventional Power Sources

PG&E continues to build a diverse portfolio of generation resources to ensure
adequate supplies of energy for our customers. This includes making long-
term investments in cleaner conventional generation that, under specific state
requirements, must meet a stringent greenhouse gas emissions performance
standard equivalent to an efficient, combined-cycle natural gas plant.
Investing in highly efficient and flexible natural gas-fueled plants is also
critical as we increase the amount of renewable energy in our power
portfolio, because it provides the operational flexibility needed to back up
intermittent renewable resources, such as solar and wind energy.
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Since early 2009, PG&E has safely commissioned three state-of-the-art natural gas-fired plants with emissions levels that are  
best in class:

n	 Humboldt Bay Generating Station: This 163 MW natural gas plant is 30 
percent more efficient than the older fossil-fueled plant it replaced. It 
employs technology that emits significantly less SO2, NOX and CO2 than 
the previous facility.

		 The plant is located in a relatively isolated section of California’s north 
coast region and provides a significant majority of electrical capacity to 
the area. The plant’s design—selected for the region because of its low 
emissions and flexibility—uses reciprocating engines that are air-cooled, 
reducing water use by eliminating the need for once-through cooling from 
Humboldt Bay.

n	 Colusa Generating Station: This 657 MW combined cycle natural gas 
plant features cleaner burning turbines that allow the plant to use less 
fuel and emit significantly less CO2 than older plants. “Dry cooling” 
technology allows the facility to use 97 percent less water than plants with 
conventional “once-through” water cooling systems.

	 The plant has 530 MW of base capacity and approximately 127 MW of 
low-cost peaking power that can be used at times when demand is high 
or in emergency situations. In addition, the plant is designed to lower its 
power output when renewable resources like wind and solar become 
available. The plant uses a zero liquid discharge system that recycles 
waste water and further reduces its water consumption.

n	 Gateway Generating Station: This 580 MW combined cycle natural gas 
plant has 530 MW of base capacity and 50 MW of low-cost peaking 
capability. On average, the plant yields dramatically less NOX, SO2 and 
CO2 for every megawatt-hour of power produced compared to older fossil-
fueled plants. Gateway also uses dry cooling technology.

New Plant Under Contract
Recognizing that intermittent renewable resources like wind and solar need 
flexible capacity to fill in gaps in energy supply, last year the CPUC approved 
an agreement between PG&E and Contra Costa Generating Station LLC to 
add another new natural gas fueled facility in Oakley, California.

The 586 MW combined-cycle natural gas facility is designed to feature newer combustion turbine technology, which provides highly 
efficient peaking, load-following and quick-start capabilities that would allow PG&E to better balance intermittent renewables. The plant 
is designed to emit 35 percent less CO2 for every megawatt hour of power produced than other types of fossil-fueled alternatives, and is 
planned to be built on an existing industrial site, further minimizing environmental impact. Like all of PG&E’s natural gas plants, Oakley 
would also be air-cooled.

Contra Costa Generating Station LLC has agreed to construct and sell the plant to PG&E, with the goal of becoming operational in 
2016. It is estimated that construction of the power plant would create more than 700 jobs and bring millions of dollars into the local 
economy. At peak operation, Oakley would produce enough electricity for about 500,000 homes, enhancing PG&E’s ability to deliver 
safe, reliable and affordable energy to customers.

Humboldt Bay Generating Station

Colusa Generating Station

Gateway Generating Station
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Commitment to Seismic Safety
PG&E remains focused on ensuring that Diablo Canyon continues, and improves upon, its strong record of safe operations. In the wake
of the 2011 Fukushima nuclear accident in Japan, this includes a focus on assuring that the facility can continue to operate safely based
on the assessment of new information about the local natural hazards, including earthquakes and tsunamis.

PG&E employs a seismic department staffed with experts. Shortly after commercial operations began (and as part of the licenses to
operate Diablo Canyon), PG&E implemented and committed to maintain a Long Term Seismic Program. Under this program, a team of
geoscientists continually study local geologic features and regional and global seismic events and apply new information to ensure that
Diablo Canyon is seismically safe.

An important component of the program is PG&E’s work with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to update the understanding of
earthquake hazards along the Central Coast and throughout PG&E’s service area. In 2008, for example, this program identified a
previously undiscovered fault known as the Shoreline fault zone.

PG&E evaluated whether that fault zone presented a safety risk to the plant and submitted its findings to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). The evaluation confirmed the plant has an adequate safety margin to withstand ground motions associated with the

$920
million

Total annual economic
impact of PG&E’s
Diablo Canyon Power
Plant in San Luis
Obispo and Northern
Santa Barbara Counties

Nuclear Operations

For more than 25 years, Diablo Canyon Power Plant (Diablo Canyon) has
played a vital role in meeting California’s energy needs, serving as a key
source of safe, reliable and virtually carbon-free energy. The plant generates
about 20 percent of the electricity PG&E provides to its customers. In
addition, as a major employer and purchaser of goods and services, Diablo
Canyon and the employees who work there are an integral part of the San
Luis Obispo community and the Central Coast economy.
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Shoreline fault zone. Also, in response to concerns expressed by customers and neighbors in the community about the seismic safety
characteristics of Diablo Canyon following the Fukushima nuclear accident, in 2011 PG&E made a formal request to the NRC to delay
the final issuance of the plant’s license renewal until PG&E completes additional seismic studies utilizing advanced technologies.

In 2012 we completed the data acquisition of several advanced two- and three-dimensional onshore and three-dimensional low-energy
offshore studies to further our knowledge of the region's complex geology. Data from the studies will be used to support PG&E’s ongoing
work to assess and validate the seismic design of the plant. PG&E will also share the information collected with local, state and federal
government agencies, so they can incorporate it into emergency preparedness plans and enhance public safety for the entire Central
Coast of California. Independent experts who make up the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee process will also review and
evaluate the data as part of a new, federally mandated update of the seismic risk for the power plant.

Continued Investment and Used Fuel Storage
Since operation began in 1985, PG&E has invested more than $1 billion on upgrades to Diablo Canyon. In 2012, this included a planned
outage to refuel Unit 1 and perform scheduled testing and maintenance to maintain performance and reliability.

At the former nuclear unit at Humboldt Bay Power Plant, PG&E is in the process of decommissioning the facility. PG&E has completed
large component removal as part of the first phase to remove radioactive components, piping and some structures. Subsequently, PG&E
will remove all other equipment and decontaminate structures to permit building demolition and site restoration. A review from the NRC
will follow site restoration.

At both Diablo Canyon and Humboldt Bay, PG&E uses on-site dry cask storage systems, approved and licensed by the NRC, to safely
store used fuel. Diablo Canyon also safely and securely stores spent fuel in wet storage facilities. These on-site storage systems are
used at nuclear power plants across the country and protect the used fuel against a range of threats, including severe weather,
earthquakes and terrorism.

These two federally monitored on-site interim storage methods are safe and effective, and follow industry best standards. The ability to
store spent fuel safely on-site, however, should not be a long-term alternative to the federal government assuming its responsibility to
accept the fuel for permanent storage. To that end, PG&E will continue to advocate that the federal government meet its commitment and
take charge of managing the nation’s spent fuel.

Additionally, PG&E actively manages the water used in the electricity generating process in accordance with the water discharge limit set
by the facility’s Clean Water Act permit.

Supporting the Local Community
Diablo Canyon is a vital local economic engine and brings significant benefits to San Luis Obispo and Northern Santa Barbara Counties.
PG&E is the largest private employer in the region and Diablo Canyon generates nearly $1 billion a year of economic activity by the funds
it directly spends and the subsequent economic activity in the community from those investments. The plant is the largest property tax
payer in San Luis Obispo County, which helps fund schools, public work projects, public safety, health and other vital services.

Additionally, our employees volunteer thousands of hours through educational, environmental and other community projects that benefit
the region. They also contribute financially to nonprofit organizations through PG&E’s annual Employee Giving Campaign.

PG&E also has made local charitable contributions of nearly $1.1 million to more than 90 local nonprofits including school programs,
senior centers and other vital community projects in the area.

Visitors can learn about the plant and a range of energy-related topics at our Energy Education Center and the Diablo Canyon website.
Also, guided tours of Diablo Canyon provide an opportunity to speak directly with employees and learn how Diablo Canyon provides safe,
clean, affordable and reliable electric service.
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ABOUT THE BUSINESS

Director Independence
The foundation for strong corporate governance is the independence of the Boards and their fiduciary responsibilities to the companies
and their respective shareholders. The companies’ Corporate Governance Guidelines set forth a number of policies and practices that
support and promote board independence. For example:

PG&E’s corporate
governance practices
have consistently
received ratings that
are well above average
compared with other
utility companies, as
well as general industry
companies.

Corporate Governance

PG&E adheres to strong corporate governance practices aimed at ensuring
that our business is managed and operated with integrity, accountability and
transparency. The policies and practices we follow are detailed in the
Corporate Governance Guidelines adopted by the Boards of Directors of
PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company (together, the
“Boards”). These guidelines are publicly available through the Corporate
Governance section of our website, along with our Bylaws, Board committee
charters, codes of conduct for directors and employees, PG&E’s Political
Engagement Policy and the PG&E Corporation Disclosure and Guidance
Standard.

We require that at least 75 percent of the directors of each company be independent, as defined in the Guidelines.

We have an independent lead director, who is elected by the independent chairs of the standing Board committees. The duties of the
lead director are clearly delineated and include:

Establishing the agenda for, and presiding at, the executive sessions of the independent board members

Approving agendas and schedules for Board meetings

Presiding at Board meetings in the Chairman’s absence

Evaluating, along with the Compensation Committee members and the other independent directors, the CEO’s performance
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Say on Pay
Under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, large companies are required to (1) provide shareholders with a
non-binding advisory vote on executive compensation paid, and (2) at least once every six years, provide shareholders with a non-
binding advisory vote on whether the say-on-pay vote should occur every one, two or three years.

PG&E committed to giving shareholders a “say on pay” well before the Dodd-Frank requirement became effective in 2011. Since 2010,
we have provided shareholders with an annual advisory vote on both executive compensation paid and each company’s pay-for-
performance compensation policies and practices. As shown below, shareholders have approved PG&E’s executive compensation each
time that such a vote has been held.

We allow only independent directors to serve on PG&E Corporation’s standing board committees, which include the Compensation
Committee; Finance Committee; Nominating and Governance Committee; the Nuclear, Operations and Safety Committee; and the
Public Policy Committee. Each company’s Audit Committee members also must be independent and meet additional independence
standards.

We require that executive sessions of the independent directors be held at each regularly scheduled Board meeting, without the
presence of management.
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PG&E Corporation Chairman, CEO and President
Tony Earley and Pacific Gas and Electric Company
President Chris Johns at the annual shareholders’
meeting.

Since 2011, PG&E Corporation and the Utility also have expanded their proxy statement disclosure on director qualifications and the
oversight role of the Boards with respect to risk management, political contributions and management succession, among other items.

Governance Structures
The Boards of Directors of PG&E Corporation and the Utility are regularly engaged in governance matters, including those related to
environmental performance, corporate responsibility and political activities. The Public Policy Committee of the PG&E Corporation Board
has specific oversight of many of the areas addressed in this Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Report. The Public Policy
Committee charter is publicly available on our website.

PG&E has structures in place to assure stakeholders that all activities related
to the myriad aspects of corporate responsibility and our political activities are
consistently measured, implemented and reported to the PG&E Corporation
and Utility Boards of Directors.

For example, PG&E’s total community investment budget and individual
charitable commitments of more than $1 million are approved by the Boards of
Directors of PG&E Corporation and/or the Utility. Smaller donations are
approved by the PG&E Corporation CEO or staff executives within the
Corporate Affairs department, working with colleagues from throughout PG&E.
To reduce the potential for conflicts of interest, no one may approve a
charitable donation from PG&E funds to an organization in which they or
family members have a financial interest, including serving on the
organization’s board of directors. Community investments are publicly
disclosed on the Utility’s website. Learn more about PG&E’s community
investments.

In addition, the Public Policy Committee reviews PG&E’s political contributions program and recommends to the PG&E Corporation and
Utility Boards and senior management approval limits for political contributions from PG&E to candidates, measures, initiatives, political
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action committees and certain other organizations that may engage in political activity. The Public Policy Committee also directs the
preparation of an annual report detailing political contributions made by PG&E during the preceding year.

PG&E Corporation and its affiliates and subsidiaries are committed to full compliance with both the letter and the spirit of all federal,
state, local and foreign political laws and to maintaining the highest ethical standards in the way we conduct our business.

PG&E makes corporate political contributions to:

Along with civic, charitable and volunteer activities, employees can participate in the political process. All eligible employees may make
voluntary contributions to the company’s political action committees: PG&E Corporation Employees EnergyPAC and Pacific Gas and
Electric Company State and Local PAC. PAC contributions go directly to support candidates for elective office and political parties at both
the federal and state levels, as well as other political action committees. By law, PG&E cannot use corporate funds to make contributions
to federal candidates.

In 2012, PG&E Corporation Employees EnergyPAC and Pacific Gas and Electric Company State and Local PAC made contributions of
$373,458 and $1,500, respectively. PG&E contributed $3,986,914 to state and local political candidates, ballot measures, political parties
and other committees.

Our annual political contributions are publicly reported on PG&E Corporation’s website.

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS—2012
PG&E Employees Federal PAC Contributions
U.S. House $137,958
U.S. Senate $58,000
Leadership/Other PAC $177,500
Total $373,458

PG&E Employees State and Local PAC Contributions
Total $1,500

Corporate Campaign Contributions
Total California Corporate Contributions to Candidates $398,858
Total Corporate Contributions to Other Committees $3,588,056
Total $3,986,914

PG&E also discloses its policies and procedures regarding its lobbying activities and trade association payments, including portions of its
annual membership dues over $50,000 to trade associations that are used for lobbying purposes.

TRADE ASSOCIATION DUES—20121

Portion of Dues That Were Non-Deductible
Total $487,729
1 Represents the portion of membership dues to trade associations that was non-deductible under Section 162(e)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code. Includes trade associations that
received annual membership dues over $50,000. The reported amount is based on information provided by the trade associations to PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric
Company.

Political action committees (PACs);

Candidates and candidate-controlled committees;

Ballot measure committees;

Political parties and other organizations that engage in voter registration and similar activities that encourage citizen involvement in
the political process; and

Non-profit organizations, including those formed under Section 501(c)(4) and 527 of the Internal Revenue Code.
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Corporate Governance Rankings
PG&E’s corporate governance practices have been evaluated and rated by several institutional shareholder groups and corporate
governance organizations. We have consistently received ratings that are well above average compared with other utility companies, as
well as general industry companies.

Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. (ISS), an independent provider of risk management and corporate governance products and
services to financial market participants, ranks governance risk across four categories: audit, board structure, compensation and
shareholder rights, using a decile rank relative to index or region. A decile score of 1 indicates lower governance risk, while a 10 indicates
higher governance risk. As of May 6, 2013, ISS ranked PG&E Corporation a “1” relative to the S&P 500 index in the categories of audit,
compensation and shareholder rights, and a “2” in the board structure category.
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ABOUT THE BUSINESS

A Spectrum of Risks
PG&E focuses on monitoring and managing three broad categories of risk across the business:

Recent Developments
Since 2011, PG&E Corporation and the Utility have refined their approach to risk management in three specific ways: first, by driving risk
management into the operations and improving analytical rigor associated with the assessment of risk within each business area;
second, by creating a strengthened governance process to oversee risk management activities and progress; and third, by incorporating
risk more fully into PG&E’s annual integrated planning process.

The Chairman’s Ethics
Council is designed to
help raise and address
issues relating to
business ethics and
conduct at PG&E.

Risk and Compliance Management

PG&E’s long-term sustainability is inextricably tied to our mandate of
delivering safe, reliable and affordable gas and electric service to the millions
of Californians who depend on us. In the course of our regular operations,
certain risks such as seismic activity and wildfires have the potential to
interfere with this ability.

PG&E continues to refine its approach to identifying and managing risks, and
we are taking all reasonable measures to provide gas and electric service to
our customers in a manner that helps ensure the safety of the public, our
customers and our employees.

Enterprise and Operational Risk. This encompasses risks that could have a potentially catastrophic impact on public and employee
safety, customer service or PG&E’s financial condition as well as other risks that arise from our operations.

Compliance Risk. This includes all programs designed to help ensure that PG&E complies with both the spirit and the letter of all
applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

Market and Credit Risk. This includes PG&E’s exposure to risks associated with PG&E’s energy portfolio, including trading in energy
commodities, financial hedging and counterparty risk.
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In 2012, each line of business within PG&E established its own risk and compliance committee. These committees review all major
enterprise and operational risks within the line of business (including public safety), review and approve risk analyses and mitigation
strategies, and track mitigation progress. Each risk and compliance committee is led by a senior officer and must include at least one
appointed risk manager with expertise in risk management and compliance.

In 2013, PG&E took further steps to prioritize and incorporate risk management into the strategic planning process. These included
holding a day-long Senior Executive Risk and Compliance Session in conjunction with annual discussions on corporate strategy and
resource prioritization. In the session, each line of business shared key risks, including enterprise, operational and compliance risks;
identified risk mitigations and controls; and discussed interdependencies between the lines of businesses to manage risks.

Board-Level Duties
The PG&E Corporation and Utility Boards and their respective committees have specific oversight responsibility for risk management in
the following areas:

Other risk oversight responsibilities also have been allocated, consistent with the Boards’ and each committee’s substantive scope and
duties. For a full description of Board committee oversight responsibilities, please see PG&E Corporation’s and Pacific Gas and Electric
Company’s 2013 Joint Proxy Statement.

Internal Audit: An Important Tool in Managing Risk
Our Internal Audit department provides independent, objective verification regarding the adequacy of processes and controls to manage
business risk. Our Internal Audit department also provides control advisory services to support new business processes throughout
PG&E. They advise and guide lines of business on how to develop effective controls and where to implement these controls. The
department follows a standardized, disciplined approach to help management evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk
management, control and governance processes.

The Internal Audit department works annually with senior management within the lines of business to design an audit plan that focuses
on high-risk areas. The Internal Audit department assesses, monitors and reports on the adequacy of internal controls in areas such as
energy procurement, information technology, energy delivery, customer care and capital projects. The Audit Committees of the PG&E
Corporation and Utility Boards receive periodic reports on audit findings, progress made implementing the annual audit plan and changes
made to the audit plan.

Driving Compliance and Ethical Conduct
PG&E’s operations are subject to laws and regulations issued by more than 150 federal, state and local governmental bodies. Our

The Boards evaluate risks associated with major investments and strategic initiatives, with assistance from the PG&E Corporation
Finance Committee.

The Boards oversee the implementation and effectiveness of the overall legal compliance and ethics programs, with assistance from
the PG&E Corporation and Utility Audit Committees.

Each company’s Audit Committee discusses the guidelines and policies that govern the processes for assessing and managing major
risks, allocates to other Board committees the specific responsibility to oversee identified enterprise risks and considers risk issues
associated with overall financial reporting and disclosure processes.

The PG&E Corporation Finance Committee discusses risk exposures related to energy procurement, including energy commodities
and derivatives, and other key risks, as assigned by the Audit Committees.

The PG&E Corporation Nuclear, Operations and Safety Committee discusses risks related to the Utility’s nuclear, gas, electric and
other operations and facilities, and oversees other enterprise risks, as assigned by the Audit Committees.

The PG&E Corporation Compensation Committee oversees potential risks arising from the companies’ compensation policies and
practices.
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PG&E’s Employee Code of Conduct, which is
available online.

Compliance and Ethics department works with organizations throughout the business to help employees and PG&E comply with these
requirements, operate ethically and drive compliance process improvements.

PG&E’s Employee Code of Conduct emphasizes PG&E’s values, describes
our standards of conduct and addresses key regulatory and compliance
requirements. Annually, PG&E takes a number of steps to help ensure that
every employee knows about the code. Each year, for example, we require
management employees to certify that they have read, understand and will
comply with the code. Union-represented employees receive electronic
reminders or briefings from supervisors about the code.

In 2012, we updated the code’s guidelines covering employee use of social
media and the retention of company records. In 2013, we will continue to
refine the code to reflect changes in our safety policies and to respond to new
conduct issues and trends.

Just as we are committed to ethical business conduct and compliance with
applicable laws, regulations and policies, we expect the same commitment
from our vendors and Boards of Directors. In December 2012, the Boards of
Directors received training and reaffirmed their Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics for Directors. And we continue to provide our Code of Conduct for
Contractors, Consultants and Suppliers to all of our suppliers.

Additionally, last year we established the Chairman’s Ethics Council, a new
initiative designed to help raise and address issues relating to business ethics
and conduct at PG&E. The Council met five times in 2012, including one
meeting that was open to all employees.

The Council is comprised of management and union-represented employees
at multiple levels, including officers, directors, managers, front-line supervisors
and field employees. The leaders of our two largest labor unions, the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and Engineers and Scientists
of California, are also part of the Council.

Other actions we have taken to help ensure that employees meet compliance commitments include:

In 2012, more than 99 percent of employees completed our annual compliance and ethics training, which is typically conducted in small
groups to stimulate discussion and share experiences. Supervisors also led conduct-related briefings with their work groups throughout
the year.

We continue to encourage employees to ask questions and raise concerns with their supervisors or through other means. For example,
PG&E’s Compliance and Ethics Helpline is available to employees, contractors and customers 24 hours a day. Calls are confidential, and
callers may remain anonymous. We respond to callers promptly, investigate their concerns and follow up with them to provide closure.

Monitoring a compliance “scorecard” and working with the lines of business to implement plans to enhance their overall compliance
program.

Maintaining and leveraging the best practices and knowledge of a network of Compliance Champions. These employees lead efforts
in their organizations to identify compliance requirements, establish appropriate controls and monitor those controls to help ensure
they are both efficient and effective.

Continuing to expand an Enterprise Compliance Tracking System to help manage the thousands of compliance requirements
applicable to PG&E.

Improving the way in which our standards and procedures are written and communicated.
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We also review call data to identify trends and develop approaches to address those trends broadly.

The volume of Helpline calls we received in 2012 was roughly 2.8 calls per 100 employees, falling within the normal range of 0.3 to 6.5
calls per 100 employees according to a benchmark report prepared by NAVEX Global. We believe this reflects a broad awareness
among employees that the Helpline is an avenue to raise concerns. In 2012, the largest percentage of concerns related to interactions
between employees. The next largest category was calls from employees who recognized possible misconduct.

We also continued our practice of posting confirmed but unnamed employee misconduct cases and the resulting discipline on PG&E’s
internal website. This supports a culture where appropriate conduct is expected and reinforces the fact that PG&E takes misconduct
seriously and takes steps to address it.
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ABOUT THE BUSINESS

Engaging on Corporate Sustainability
Our stakeholder engagement efforts include actively working with Ceres, a leading nonprofit that works with companies to address
sustainability challenges. Since 2006, we have invited Ceres to facilitate an annual dialogue with a group of our stakeholders on steps we
can take to improve our disclosure and performance and realize our goals going forward. The discussion includes thought leaders from
different stakeholder constituencies, such as business customers and suppliers, investors, workforce development experts and
environmental and community groups.

In another example of our increased engagement with stakeholders, this year PG&E also embarked on a formal analysis of “material”
issues—defined as issues that have the potential to impact PG&E’s long-term sustainability. The assessment relies on extensive
interviews with leaders within PG&E and some of our key external stakeholders. When complete it will be an opportunity for PG&E to
better understand stakeholder perspectives and integrate them into our ongoing strategic planning.

100,000+
Number of community
members reached
through gas and
electric safety
demonstrations at local
community and school
events in 2012

Engaging Stakeholders

Delivering safe, reliable and affordable gas and electric service to our
customers is PG&E’s most fundamental business priority. To meet this
objective, we understand the critical importance of engaging in a variety of
ways with our many stakeholders—listening to them, learning from them,
keeping them informed of our progress and problem-solving together for
success.

Recognizing the diversity of customers and other stakeholders across our
70,000-mile service area, PG&E has an emerging focus on localizing its
presence and strategies in the communities we are privileged to serve. In
addition to stepping up our overall engagement with local stakeholders, this
also includes formally structuring our organization to work more effectively
together at the local level and to better incorporate local needs and concerns into our operating decisions.
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Regulatory Stakeholder Processes
Like other utilities, PG&E is regulated by numerous federal, state and regional government agencies. Pacific Gas and Electric Company
is regulated primarily by the California Public Utilities Commission and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, while the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission regulates the licensing, operation and decommissioning of our nuclear generation facilities. As a result, we
engage in numerous multi-stakeholder public processes convened by these and other regulatory agencies.

For example, in 2012 the CPUC convened a day-long session on corporate sustainability with California’s four investor-owned energy
utilities, including PG&E. The session featured presentations by key stakeholder groups and the utilities on the economic, environmental
and social dimensions of sustainability. Subsequently, PG&E and the other utilities established a working group that is actively working to
identify key sustainability issues, cull best practices, measure progress and communicate the value of corporate sustainability to
customers and other stakeholders.

Recent Engagement with Stakeholders
The chart below highlights some of our recent engagement with stakeholder groups. Other examples of ongoing stakeholder
engagement include participating in numerous multi-party coalitions and working groups, such as the California Utilities Diversity Council,
the California Environmental Dialogue, the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, and various Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan
stakeholder groups.

CATEGORY SELECTED
EXAMPLES
OF GROUPS

CHANNELS OF
ENGAGEMENT

RECENT EXAMPLES

Customers and Communities
Business and
residential
customers

Emergency
First

5.2 million
electric accounts

4.4 million
natural gas
accounts

Regular quantitative and
qualitative customer
studies (online, phone,
one-on-one, in-person)

Customer data and
insights to drive our
decision-making and help
improve our customer
service offerings and the
way we engage with
customers

Open houses for the public
on key projects

Business customer
account representatives
focused on customer
energy solutions

Gas service
representatives

Customer call centers,
local offices and helplines

Financial assistance
programs for low-income
customers

Online tools to help
customers see how and
when they use energy

Staff dedicated to engage
in regular dialogue

PG&E is forming cross-departmental teams to address
local needs in the different divisions within our service
area. Customer concerns can be directly addressed by
the local employee teams.

We also maintain ongoing dialogue with customers
through customer advisory groups in different regions of
our service area. These advisory groups meet with
PG&E executives quarterly and consist of both
residential and small and medium business customers
and serve an ongoing advisory role to help improve the
way we are doing business.

Police,
firefighters and

Local public safety team
available to engage local

We are holding workshops throughout our service area
for local emergency agencies to increase coordination
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Responders

Non-
governmental
organizations

Employees
Current,
Prospective
and Retired
Employees

emergency
medical
technicians

Public safety
officials

stakeholders, raise safety
awareness, promote
prevention and work with
first responders to develop
and test emergency
response plans

Workshops throughout our
service area for local
emergency agencies

Practice drills and training
with first responders to
simulate emergency
response events and
prepare for gas and
electric-related
emergencies

Meetings with local
governments and
agencies

Online access to critical
PG&E infrastructure
information for authorized
first responders

and planning in the event of a utility-related emergency.

We are working with emergency first responders, public
safety organizations and local officials to launch task
forces in several parts of our service area to raise
awareness about the importance of calling 811 before
doing any excavation work.

Environmental
organizations

Community
organizations

Economic
development
organizations

Active participation of
officers and other
employees on non-profit
boards

Support for local programs
through community
investments

Employee volunteers

Meetings, conferences
and community events

Participation in coalitions
and networks

Staff dedicated to engage
in regular dialogue

We maintained a Community Advisory Council, which
provides a forum for stakeholders to share feedback and
engage in an ongoing dialogue with PG&E about issues
of importance to them and the diverse communities they
represent.

The Council includes local community organizations,
businesses and workforce development groups.

Employee
Resource
Groups

PowerPathway™
Program

Clear vision, values and
guiding behaviors for all
employees

Bi-annual employee
engagement survey

Awards to recognize
employee leadership on
diversity, safety,
volunteering and the
environment

Mentoring program

Regular briefings,
meetings and
communication

PG&E Academy

Active recruiting

Monthly newsletter sent to
all retirees

We continue to respond to the results of our employee
survey in a structured way. In 2012, leaders at all levels
of PG&E received discrete survey results and developed
actionable plans to address the specific needs of their
teams.

More than 3,000 employees, or about 15 percent of our
workforce, participate in at least one Employee
Resource Group.
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Labor Unions Approximately two-
thirds of our
employees are
covered by
collective bargaining
agreements with
three labor unions:

Business Community
Investors As of December 31,

2012:

Suppliers

IBEW, Local
1245

ESC/IFPTE,
Local 20

SEIU, United
Service Workers
West

Labor and management
joint learning sessions on
key topics

Co-hosted sessions on the
importance of employee
and public safety

Labor and management
joint engagement to
simplify business
processes

We worked with our unions in many important areas,
such as enhancing technical training programs, fostering
health and wellness, building career pathways and
implementing numerous initiatives to promote a stronger
culture of safety.

Approximately 77
percent of PG&E
Corporation’s
shares were held
by institutional
investors

The top 50
institutional
investors owned
approximately 63
percent of our
stock

Quarterly earnings calls
and press releases

Annual investor
conference

One-on-one meetings and
industry conferences

Required disclosures

Surveys from socially
responsible investors

Annual surveys of top
institutional investors
regarding corporate
governance

We hosted approximately 10 meetings for investors and
analysts at our corporate headquarters.

We attended sell-side conferences or met with investors
at their offices.

We contacted our top institutional investors to engage
and discuss any corporate governance matter that may
be of interest.

Diverse suppliers
(women-,
minority- and
disabled-veteran-
owned
businesses)

Small
businesses

Large
businesses

Annual Supplier
Conference, which
includes supplier awards

Supplier Diversity Program
with specific spending
targets

Sustainable Supply Chain
Program

Facilitating supplier-to-
supplier mentoring
relationships

Engagement with ethnic
chambers of commerce,
veteran business
organizations and other
groups to reach diverse
suppliers

To exceed our aspirational goal for supplier diversity, we
worked with our prime suppliers to identify new
opportunities to engage diverse suppliers. This included
asking prime contractors to set goals and report
subcontracting monthly, detailing their progress toward
these goals.

We continued our involvement in the Electric Utility
Industry Sustainable Supply Chain Alliance and
surveyed our top suppliers on their environmental
practices.

We continued to expand our technical assistance
program through “Diverse Suppliers Are Safe,” an
initiative focused on enhancing safety within the work
environment.
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Operating our business safely for the public and our workforce is PG&E’s most important responsibility. Significantly,
though, the San Bruno pipeline accident has profoundly changed our thinking about what it means—and what it takes
—to fulfill our commitment to safety. To be sure, safety must be a prerequisite in everything we do. But even more
crucial, we recognize that it must be systemic. Safety has to actively shape and drive our vision, operating strategies,
investment decisions and—most fundamental of all—our culture, from the boardroom to the front lines.

Today, this new approach has become a force for change in many areas. We are institutionalizing our safety strategy
with new approaches to governance. We are committing to new standards. We are increasing transparency and
accountability with public commitments and reporting on new safety metrics.

We are deploying improved technologies. We are rethinking and strengthening our training and work procedures. And
we are making major upgrades to basic infrastructure.

We are also working to create a new conversation around safety at PG&E—one that is open, ongoing and above all
focused on learning and making continuous improvements. This is changing the way we engage with employees. But
just as significant, it is also changing the way we engage with customers, regulators, policy makers, first responders
and other stakeholders.

Today, these steps are resulting in clear and measurable progress on a number of fronts. In the long run, our goal is
that they will enable us to earn the distinction of being the safest utility in the nation and one our customers can rely
on.

Safety
Progress through commitment
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Highlights

¡ Established a Chairman’s Safety Review Committee—led by the Chairman,  
 CEO and President of PG&E Corporation—to regularly review performance 
 and ensure we are learning from incidents.

¡	 Designated	a	lead	safety	officer	who	chairs	an	Executive	Safety	Steering 
	 Committee,	consisting	of	officers	from	across	PG&E’s	lines	of	business.

¡ Established a new set of safety principles to better embed safety into our 
 operational practices and culture.

¡ Published a set of public safety metrics across all three of our operating 
 lines of business.

¡ Completed Safety Leadership Workshops to align employee leaders around  
 PG&E’s safety strategy and to equip them with the tools they need to support  
	 their	teams	in	building	a	safety-first	climate.

¡ Made safety performance the single largest driver for annual at-risk 
 performance-based pay at 40 percent.

¡	 Hosted	more	than	400	training	workshops	to	inform	firefighters,	police, 
	 public	works	officials	and	other	authorities	about	the	risks	associated	with
	electricity and natural gas they may face when responding to emergencies.

¡ Provided a $2.5 million donation to the American Red Cross’ Ready 
 Neighborhoods program, which is improving disaster readiness for 
 underserved neighborhoods.

¡ Established a formal contractor safety program.

1st
quartile

PG&E’s nuclear operations
performance compared 
to industry benchmarks

1.79
Number of preventable 

motor vehicle incidents per 
one million miles driven

PG&E launched a public 
information campaign on radio, 
internet and billboards to 
alert people to the dangers of 
downed power lines, especially 
after storms, and reminding 
them to “stay away, don’t touch 
and call 911.”

Key Sustainability Indicators
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SAFETY

To spearhead the implementation of a comprehensive safety strategy, we have designated a lead safety officer who chairs an Executive
Safety Steering Committee, consisting of officers from across PG&E’s lines of business. Additionally, the Chairman, CEO and President
of PG&E Corporation leads a Chairman’s Safety Review Committee, which regularly reviews serious incidents in order to evaluate
lessons learned, gain a better understanding of how to prevent recurrences and focus on the strategies being incorporated into our lines
of business to change the way we think about and experience safety. The committee involves leadership from the IBEW and ESC labor
unions, as well as senior officers from the lines of business.

In addition, we hold quarterly health and safety meetings with the IBEW labor union and safety discussions at ongoing labor-
management meetings with the IBEW and ESC. We also partner with our unions on technical training courses and a grassroots safety
program.

We have increased communication and training at all levels of our workforce, including launching Safety Leadership Workshops to align
leaders around PG&E’s safety strategy and to equip them with the tools they need to support their teams in building a safety-first climate.

To track our progress and promote continuous improvement, PG&E for the first time established a set of formal public safety metrics in
2012—building on existing measures of employee safety. We have also taken industry-leading steps to link compensation to safety
performance. Safety performance measures determine 40 percent of management employees’ annual at-risk performance-based pay,
making safety the single largest driver for annual at-risk performance-based pay. Financial performance and customer service represent

To track our progress
and promote
continuous
improvement, PG&E
established a set of
formal public safety
metrics in 2012.

Strengthening Our Commitment

We have taken many steps to align our processes and policies to support
PG&E’s safety commitment. This includes a governance structure to help
drive continuous improvement, and setting expectations with PG&E leaders
to foster a safety-first culture.
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the rest of the total.

In addition, as part of their individual annual goal setting, PG&E leaders at all levels established behavior-based safety goals in 2013 to
reinforce our safety climate. Examples include leading safety meetings, conducting crew observations, participating in safety training and
recognition events and engaging grassroots teams.

Together with our continued benchmarking to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of our safety programs, all of these steps are
helping to accelerate our work toward eliminating serious safety incidents and fostering a climate of actively caring and being responsible
for each other’s safety.
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SAFETY

Embedding Public Safety into Our Operating Strategies
Although we are far from finished, we have taken numerous steps to promote public safety across all three of our operating lines of
business:

400+
Number of workshops
held to educate first
responders about the
risks associated with
electricity and gas
which they may face
responding to
emergencies

Public Safety

In 2012, we made progress in several key areas to sharpen our focus on
public safety. We continued to enhance the integrity of our gas and electric
infrastructure and increase public awareness of potential hazards associated
with our systems and facilities. We prioritize our work based on risks
identified through an integrated planning process.

Gas Operations: PG&E has made steady and continuous improvements to the safety of its gas system since the San Bruno accident.
This includes substantial steps to verify and improve pipeline integrity, as well as responding more quickly when customers report
smelling gas, using new technologies to better detect leaks, improving our record-keeping system, and fixing more leaks, more
quickly, than ever before.

Electric Operations: PG&E is investing unprecedented resources in our electric system, including replacing significant amounts of
the cables and wires that carry power to customers. Other priorities for enhancing safety and reliability include using technology to
respond more quickly to equipment failures and managing vegetation along our electric lines to reduce the risk of fires and outages.
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n	 Energy Supply: Key areas of focus in our power generation 
operations include enhancing public safety outreach around 
our facilities and upgrading aging infrastructure associated 
with our vast hydroelectric system.

Increasing Coordination with First 
Responders and Emergency Officials
Coordination and communication between PG&E and officials 
who are first on the scene during an emergency are critical to 
keeping the public and first responders safe. To lead our efforts, 
PG&E established an Emergency Preparedness and Response 
organization with a focus on building upon and strengthening our 
processes and procedures.

In 2012, we hosted more than 400 training workshops to inform 
firefighters, police, public works officials and other authorities 
about the risks associated with electricity and natural gas which 
they may face responding to emergencies.

Our emergency response plan includes clear lines of 
responsibility for PG&E and emergency officials. PG&E also 
maintains a First Responder website with training materials 
and secure access for emergency officials to gas transmission 
infrastructure information and maps.

To test emergency response and coordination plans, PG&E 
also regularly participates with city agencies in emergency-
preparedness drills. For example, last year in San Luis Obispo 
County, PG&E held an emergency drill with 500 people from 
approximately 50 different agencies, including fire and law 
enforcement, parks officials and FEMA, as well as PG&E 
employees.

We also help other U.S. communities and utilities struck by 
natural disasters. Last year, for instance, PG&E workers joined 
with record numbers of responders from other utilities to help 
restore service in the Northeast after Hurricane Sandy. More 
than 250 PG&E workers spent two weeks in New York and 
restored power to thousands of customers.

To help drive continuous improvement in our emergency 
response, PG&E has completed a major assessment of 
strengths and opportunities within our emergency management 
programs. This effort, together with extensive benchmarking 
of other industry leaders, has helped us identify several 
areas to help reduce risk and enhance our ability to respond 
to catastrophic incidents. Key areas of focus in 2013 include 
restoration and recovery strategies, end-to-end emergency 
response processes and procedures and strengthening external 
partnerships.

San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee joins Tony Earley, 
Chairman, CEO and President of PG&E Corporation, 
to discuss the importance of upgrading the city’s 
infrastructure.

PG&E announced a $1.2 billion investment in San 
Francisco over the next five years, including new electric 
lines, gas pipelines and other upgrades that will modernize 
the city’s infrastructure and improve safety and reliability. 
The investment covers a variety of new and ongoing 
infrastructure projects, including building new high-
voltage electric lines that will improve disaster resiliency, 
upgrading electrical substations, replacing natural gas 
pipelines and improving electrical distribution systems 
throughout the city.

A Cal Fire representative works with PG&E on a plan 
to remove vegetation and trees along five miles of 
power lines near the path of the fire.

When a fire in Placer County occurred close to our 
transmission and distribution lines, PG&E quickly formed 
a response team to provide on-site support. PG&E de-
energized electric distribution lines to keep firefighters 
safe, sprayed about 500 power poles with fire retardant 
to keep the poles from burning and used excavators to 
remove trees along five miles of transmission lines.
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Raising Public Safety Awareness
Educating the public and local officials about electric and natural 
gas safety and disaster preparedness is an essential part of our 
overall commitment to safe operations. As a result, we regularly 
undertake a variety of outreach efforts and work closely with 
various community organizations who share our focus on these 
areas. Examples from last year include the following:

n	 In 2012, PG&E donated $50,000 to Listos, a disaster 
preparedness program designed for Spanish-speaking 
residents. The PG&E funding supported program expansion 
into San Luis Obispo and Monterey counties. Listos, which means “ready” in Spanish, provides potentially life-saving information to 
Spanish-speaking residents.

n	 We launched a new public information campaign on radio, internet and billboards to alert people to the dangers of downed power 
lines, especially after storms, and reminding them to “stay away, don’t touch and call 911.”

n	 As part of a nationwide initiative by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, we began outreach to residents and business 
owners immediately downstream from PG&E dams. Through written materials and open houses, we encourage people in dam 
inundation areas to have an evacuation plan and teach them to recognize signs of a dam breach.

n	 We worked proactively with contractors, city and county agencies, and others to limit “dig in” incidents in which third-party workers 
damage buried gas and electric lines, creating hazards for the workers and the public. In 2012, third parties were responsible for 
over 1,000 such incidents in our service area.

n	 We continued our long-standing partnership with the American Red Cross to improve disaster preparedness. In 2012, we provided 
a $2.5 million donation to the American Red Cross’ Ready Neighborhoods program, which is improving disaster readiness by 
transforming 50 underserved neighborhoods into model communities for preparedness. Last year, 10 neighborhoods in Northern 
and Central California took part.

In 2012, PG&E donated $50,000 to Listos, a disaster 
preparedness program designed for Spanish-speaking 
residents. The PG&E funding supported program 
expansion into San Luis Obispo and Monterey counties. 
Listos, which means “ready” in Spanish, provides 
potentially life-saving information to Spanish-speaking 
residents.
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Focusing on Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity is emerging as the newest and one of the most important safety challenges for the utility industry, as information
technology becomes increasingly integral to our operations and customer service. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security has
classified utility assets as a key resource and critical infrastructure for our national and economic security. PG&E is firmly committed to
working with other utilities, other essential industries and government officials to develop and implement state-of-the-art cybersecurity
strategies and best practices.

Our efforts are led by an Enterprise Technology Risk Management team, headed by our Senior Director and Chief of Information
Security. This team of highly specialized security and industry experts constantly monitors national security intelligence for new threats,
keeping a close eye on our systems and conducting ongoing tests to identify security gaps.

A major focus is raising awareness among employees and contractors about the critical role they play in protecting PG&E assets. This
includes an Awareness Alert newsletter and a Cybersecurity Awareness intranet site to keep employees updated on the latest scams by
cyber criminals, as well as general security best practices.

We are also introducing a new company-wide metric to measure security events involving the loss of PG&E assets, such as a lost
company-issued laptop or mobile phone. Similar to Motor Vehicle Incidents and Lost Workdays, this metric will track Preventable Security
Events by line of business so we can understand where we have opportunities to improve our communications and training.

 
We continue to educate homeowners and professional
excavators on the importance of calling 811 before digging
so that PG&E can clearly mark underground equipment,
helping to prevent injuries, property damage and outages.
An expanded PG&E campaign includes radio spots,
billboards and appearances at public events such as
street fairs. We are also launching task forces with local
officials and first responders to highlight the importance of
calling 811. (Watch a video to learn more.)

PG&E is promoting awareness of the importance of calling
811 in home improvement stores and on billboards
throughout our service area.
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SAFETY

Building a Stronger Safety Climate
We are committed to creating a work environment that supports and encourages our employees to always put safety first. This includes
fostering a climate of openness, where employees and contractors feel comfortable speaking up about safety concerns, proactively
looking for potential safety hazards and stopping any unsafe acts.

Instilling this sense of ownership and empowerment throughout our workforce
represents a foundational shift in how we treat employee and contractor safety
at PG&E. To help us achieve this, last year we launched a new mandatory
Safety Leadership Workshop program for all leaders in PG&E. The workshop
is designed to introduce all leaders to a new set of safety principles developed
to better embed safety into our operational practices and culture. By mid-2013,
we expect all of PG&E’s leaders to have completed the workshop.

We are also training supervisors to manage safety incidents differently, to
promote incident reporting and continuous improvement. When an incident
occurs, we look to understand what happened and the underlying causes, with

1,300+
Number of employee
leaders who completed
our Safety Leadership
Workshop in 2012,
designed to further
support a safety-first
climate

Workplace Safety

PG&E has taken a number of steps to ensure that our employees and
contractors are returning home safely after a shift or a day at the office.
These include investing in new safety training, encouraging dialogue to learn
where we have opportunities to improve and strengthening our operational
processes to reduce potential hazards and employee injuries.
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a focus on opportunities for coaching and learning, rather than discipline. Supervisors focus on what they can learn from the findings, 
change processes or past practices as necessary and look at training opportunities for our employees.

Discipline will only be considered when employees act in a reckless manner; demonstrate a pattern of carelessness or non-compliance;
or put themselves, their co-workers or the public at risk by intentionally violating PG&E’s Keys To Life or Code of Conduct.

Other steps designed to help create a strong safety culture include:

In 2013, we are expanding our near hit program to encourage employees to share near hits and safety incidents and promote a learning
and trust-based safety climate, an approach used successfully by many safety-leading companies.

We are also introducing a safety engagement program to provide a forum for open dialogue between leaders and employees about how
to work safely and reduce risks and hazards on the job.

Measuring our Performance
In 2012, PG&E assessed progress on employee safety performance using two key indicators: the Lost Workday Case Rate and
Preventable Motor Vehicle Incident Rate. (These metrics are defined below.)

We set aggressive targets for safety in 2012, including a 12 percent reduction in the Lost Workday Case Rate compared with 2011
results. We fell well short of this target, reflecting the fact that our workforce continues to experience a significant number of serious
injuries, in addition to sprains and strains.

We also targeted a 7 percent reduction in the Preventable Motor Vehicle Incident Rate last year, compared with 2011. Our results
outperformed this target, and we now rank in the first quartile in our peer group. However, tragically, those results included a motor
vehicle incident that claimed the life of a PG&E employee. Together with the serious injuries noted above, this loss reinforced that we
continue to have much work ahead to further improve on-the-job safety.

The table below provides complete PG&E employee safety statistics for 2010 through 2012:

Safety Results for 2010 through 2012 (Utility)

 2010 2011 2012
Total Lost Workdays1 27,477 25,635 22,513

Total Lost Workday Cases2 78 57 68

Total Lost Workday Case Rate3 0.395 0.273 0.319

Total OSHA Recordables4 386 377 359

OSHA Recordable Rate5 1.955 1.803 1.695

An increased emphasis on adhering to established work procedures and improving process safety.

Providing hands-on training and continuing education programs that enable new and tenured employees to learn new technologies
and methods to ensure quality and safety.

Implementing an industrial athlete and ergonomics initiative that will provide field personnel with tools, techniques, training and
support to reduce sprains and strains, as well as causes of cumulative stress on the body.

Holding internal emergency drills with the PG&E emergency response team to simulate how PG&E responds to an emergency.

1 Total Lost Workdays is an internal PG&E metric that counts the number of workdays lost in the current year due to occupational injury or illness for all years of injury (current and all
prior years).

2 Total Lost Workday Cases is the number of nonfatal occupational injury and illness cases that (1) satisfy OSHA requirements for recordability, (2) occur in the current year and (3)
result in at least one day away from work.

3 The Lost Workday Case Rate measures how frequently new Lost Workday Cases occur for every 200,000 hours worked, or for approximately every 100 employees.

4 Total OSHA Recordables is the number of injuries and illnesses that meet OSHA requirements for recordability, i.e., (1) are work-related, (2) are new cases and (3) meet one or
more OSHA general recording criteria.

5 The OSHA Recordable Rate measures how frequently occupational injuries and illnesses occur for every 200,000 hours worked, or for approximately every 100 employees.
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Sharing the road with the public is an important responsibility and we continue to prioritize motor vehicle safety. Last year, consistent with
our focus on prevention, we targeted preventable motor vehicle incidents—those incidents that could have been reasonably prevented by
the PG&E driver—and completed industry benchmarking to identify root causes and best practices.

In 2013, we adjusted our focus to zero in on more serious preventable motor vehicle incidents. This approach will help us develop
effective prevention strategies for incidents that pose the greatest risk. These strategies include ensuring consistency across our motor
vehicle safety and training resources, and piloting an in-vehicle coaching initiative, leveraging new technology to give drivers real-time
audible feedback on their driving behaviors.
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Contractor Safety
Like most utilities, PG&E works with a range of contractors who play key roles in helping us meet our operational goals. We recognize
that, as we work to improve PG&E’s safety culture and performance, we must also ensure that the work performed by our contractors
meets the same standards and expectations to which we hold our PG&E teams.

As a result, our new safety strategy includes an emphasis on strengthening contractor safety. The focus of this effort is a newly
established formal contractor safety program. The program aims to ensure we are employing contractor partners who share a strong
safety commitment. It also seeks to ensure that our contractors are operating in accord with PG&E’s safety standards and expectations.

While it is clear that there is much work to be done in this area, we are making progress. Initiatives underway in 2013 include the
implementation of a pre-qualification process to certify contractors’ safety practices, as well as the use of on-site safety performance
inspections and post-performance evaluations.

1 Refers to an internal PG&E metric counting motor vehicle incidents that could have been reasonably prevented by the PG&E driver.

2 Refers to the number of serious preventable motor vehicle incidents that that could have been reasonably prevented by the PG&E driver. Measures only those incidents considered
to be serious, rather than all incidents that were otherwise preventable.

3 Measures how frequently motor vehicle incidents occur for every 1,000,000 miles driven.

4 Measures how frequently serious preventable motor vehicle incidents occur for every 1,000,000 miles driven.

The following chart provides motor vehicle safety statistics for 2010 through 2012:
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PG&E’s commitment to the customers and
communities we serve begins with our responsibility to
deliver gas and electricity safely, reliably and
affordably. Today, we are focusing more than ever on
connecting with our customers on a local level—
building stronger local ties so that we can better
understand and respond to different customer needs.

At the same time, we are increasing our community
involvement—ranging from strengthening relationships
with local first responders to helping build more
sustainable communities through local partnerships,
employee volunteerism and charitable investments.

Customers and Communities
Progress through service
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Highlights

¡ Helped customers save more than $300 million on their energy bills through  
	 energy	efficiency,	which	also	avoided	more	than	900,000	metric	tonnes	of
	CO2 emissions.

¡ Brought the total number of interconnected customer-owned solar power
	systems in our service area to about 80,000—more than any other utility 
 in the United States.

¡ Empowered customers through the “Green Button,” which offers an 
 easy-to-use way to access and analyze energy usage data online.

¡ Devoted $23.2 million, or 2.2 percent of our pre-tax earnings from operations,
	 to community investments.

¡ Volunteered nearly 41,800 hours building homes and playgrounds, 
 cleaning beaches and state parks, and supporting local food banks and 
 homeless shelters.

¡ Raised more than $6 million through our annual employee giving campaign
	—exceeding our $5.6 million goal and setting a new record for PG&E.

41,792
hours

Number of employee
volunteer hours at PG&E

-sponsored events

1,829
GWh

Electricity saved through 
customer energy efficiency, 

exceeding our target 
by 164%

PG&E responded to a challenge 
from the White House to design a 
standard format for customers to
access energy usage data online. 
With the “Green Button,” customers 
can easily and securely download 
their personalized energy data.

Key Sustainability Indicators
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CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

As we work to better serve our customers where they live and work, we are focused on understanding and responding to their different
needs with the overarching goal of improving the customer experience. Our approach centers on:

By strengthening our
local relationships, our
customers see faster
resolution of local
concerns and earlier
identification of issues
that are important to
them.

Improving the Customer Experience

From Bakersfield to the Oregon border, our customers reflect the rich
diversity of California’s communities and its economy: millions of households
stretching across the state; an agriculture sector that provides about half of
the nation’s produce; more than 330,000 small and medium businesses of all
types; schools of all levels; local, regional and state governments; and about
10,000 large commercial and industrial customers in sectors that include
biotech, hospitality, high tech and healthcare.

Serving Customers Locally: By strengthening our local relationships, our customers see faster resolution of local concerns and
earlier identification of issues that are important to them. Building on the success of two pilot initiatives in Sonoma and Kern Counties,
we are expanding our use of local cross-functional employee teams who meet regularly to discuss and resolve local issues. This
approach is allowing us to find new and better ways to use our resources to deliver results. (Watch a video to learn more.)

Saving Customers Energy and Money: We continue to offer a full portfolio of options for customers, including some of the nation’s
leading programs and incentives for energy efficiency, demand response and installation of solar and other distributed generation. We
have also proposed a Green Option that would support 100 percent renewable energy for the customers who select it.

Making It Easy: As we take advantage of new technologies to help customers understand, manage and reduce their energy use, we
are reaching out to them through a growing variety of channels. We have redesigned our bill to provide clearer and easier-to-
understand information, and we continue to offer numerous options for customers to pay their bill, including a smartphone app. And
many of our communications are available in multiple languages and formats, including English, Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Tagalog and large print.
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PG&E’s new bill offers at-a-glance account data
and clear and simple usage graphs that display a
customer’s energy use.

To increase customer satisfaction, PG&E regularly seeks feedback and insights
from customers through various surveys and other research that, in turn, help
to drive our decision-making and our efforts to improve customer service. We
also remain actively engaged in fostering programs and policies on energy
efficiency, energy pricing and related areas that will advance California’s
leadership on energy issues, while minimizing costs for our customers and
enabling us to better serve them.
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CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

Empowering Customers with New Tools and Technologies
The foundation of PG&E’s Smart Grid is the more than nine million electric and gas meters with SmartMeter™ technology now installed
at homes and businesses across our service area—the largest such network in North America. The system’s wireless communications
capability enables us to provide more reliable service, making it possible to detect service disruptions more quickly and reconnect a
customer after a move to a new residence.

100
homes

Home Energy Reports
show residential
customers how their
energy use stacks up
against approximately
100 similar, occupied
homes in their area.

Engaging Customers through New Technologies

At homes and businesses across our service area, PG&E is working to help
customers understand, actively manage and save on their energy use. We
are rolling out new tools and technologies to spur innovation and provide
customers with broader choices for rates, products and services. This
includes giving customers detailed usage data so they can track their energy
throughout the month and better control energy costs.
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SmartMeter™ devices provide the foundation for
PG&E’s Smart Grid, enhancing customer
engagement and service.

SmartMeter™ technology also enables new tools to help customers learn more about their energy use, better understand how their
usage patterns affect their bills and take steps to save energy and money. These tools include time-varying pricing plans—such as
PG&E’s Time-of-Use, SmartRate™ and Peak Day Pricing plans—adopted by tens of thousands of customers.

SmartMeter™ technology also enables My Energy, an online tool that helps
customers see how and when they use energy to reduce their overall energy
usage. Through this tool, customers can:

SmartMeter™ technology-enabled data is also allowing us to alert customers
as their monthly usage approaches and crosses certain levels. California
electric rates are designed so that rates increase if customers use more than
certain amounts of energy during the month. Customers who sign up for
PG&E’s Energy Alerts program receive a text alert, email or phone call as they are projected to move into higher-priced electric rate tiers,
allowing them to better manage their energy usage and save money.

PG&E’s Business Energy Checkup enables small and medium business customers to find energy-saving ideas that can lower their
operating costs, and programs that offer financial incentives to implement them. The online self-assessment tool helps businesses
compare their usage to that of similar companies and encourages them to create an energy action plan for continuous improvement. As
customers act on their plan, the tool shows how the changes affect their energy usage.

PG&E also remains focused on testing and piloting new technologies on a small scale before deploying them more broadly. These efforts

Review detailed breakdowns of their energy use patterns, as well as cost
data.

Perform a rate analysis to determine if they are on the best rate for the way
they use energy.

Take an online energy survey that yields energy-saving tips based on their
household profile and energy-usage patterns.
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include trial programs to provide customers with energy usage
information via in-home displays. Customers are also testing
SmartMeter™-enabled Home Area Networks and new internet- and
smartphone-enabled thermostats to help customers manage their
energy use.

Innovating with the Press of a Green Button
PG&E responded to a challenge from the White House to design a standard format for customers to access energy usage data online.
With the “Green Button,” customers can easily and securely download their personalized energy data.

PG&E was among the first utilities in the country to provide customers with their own data in a portable format that allows them send it to
a third party application developer or use it themselves to track their usage. More than a third of PG&E’s customers—2.2 million electric
and gas customers—are registered on My Energy and have access to their energy data through the Green Button.

We followed up by introducing Green Button Connect, a trial project that gives customers even greater control over their SmartMeter™
data. With a simple, one-time authorization, Green Button Connect allows customers to easily share their electrical usage data with other
authorized companies and service providers. These companies can then “mash up” customer data in unique ways to help customers
save energy.

Based on a successful pilot, last year we 
expanded our Home Energy Reports program, 
which gives residential customers an analysis of 
their energy use, along with personalized tips on 
how they can save energy. The reports show 
customers how their energy use stacks up 
against approximately 100 similar, occupied 
homes in their area. Such comparisons can lead 
customers to manage their energy better. PG&E 
expanded the reports to an additional 395,000 
customers in 2012, bringing the total enrollment 
to 637,000 homes. Total energy savings for the 
pilot during 2010 to 2012 were 49.9 GWh and 
1.46 million therms.
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PG&E joined with the U.S. Department of Energy and
Itron, Inc. in 2012 to sponsor a $100,000 competition
called Apps for Energy to develop the best Web, mobile or
tablet apps using the Green Button. A finalist, PEV4Me, is
an app that helps car buyers determine the electricity cost
and gas savings of owning an electric vehicle using a
customer’s past 12 months of Green Button data. A PG&E
customer from Sunnyvale was inspired to create the app
after buying an electric car.

The Green Button brings together utilities, customers and
technology apps to help customers save energy and
money.
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CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

Our Strategic Approach
We tailor our energy efficiency programs to meet our customers’ diverse needs across all customer segments, sizes, geographic

$300
million

Amount that PG&E
helped customers save
on their energy bills
through energy
efficiency programs in
2012

Customer Energy Efficiency

Energy efficiency is an important part of our core business and we offer a
diverse array of programs, services and campaigns designed to help our
customers save energy and money. In fact, over the last three decades,
PG&E’s programs have avoided the release of more than 188 million metric
tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, based on cumulative lifecycle gross

energy savings.

PG&E’s efforts are an integral part of California’s model for energy efficiency,
which has helped the state achieve nearly flat growth in per capita electricity
consumption over the last 35 years while the rest of the nation has seen a
steady rise. Key aspects of this model include:

A “loading order” that puts energy efficiency first for meeting new energy
demand—ahead of renewable and conventional sources of energy

Decoupling utility profits from the sale of energy

Aggressive building codes and appliance standards

Legislative and regulatory support that makes energy efficiency a priority

Ready availability of energy efficiency programs, training and strong customer participation
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locations and engagement preferences. Through the largest energy efficiency funding of any utility in the nation, PG&E’s programs are
helping to transform markets and increasingly engage customers in taking action to manage their energy use.

Our programs include:

PG&E reaches customers through a variety of channels and methods—
ranging from self-service software tools that provide intelligent,
customized insights and energy saving recommendations to one-to-one
relationships through seasoned business customer account
representatives that work directly with commercial and industrial
customers of all sizes. We also serve customers through partnerships
with state and local governments and through third-party energy
efficiency specialists.

One barrier to investing in energy efficiency is the
upfront cost. In response, PG&E launched an on-
bill financing program for business customers and
government agencies, which provides funding for
energy efficiency upgrades with no out-of-pocket
costs. Instead, PG&E will finance the projects
under the guidance of the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) and customers repay the
loan—interest-free—through their monthly utility
bills. The loans cover energy upgrades such as
lighting, refrigeration, HVAC and LED street lights.
By the end of 2012, the program funded nearly
190 loans for more than $9 million, with more than
270 additional projects in the queue.

For residential customers, PG&E works with the
CRHMFA Homebuyers Fund (CHF) to offer
access to attractive bank financing for residential
loans continuing CHF’s successful ARRA-funded
program. As of the end of 2012, CHF had
received commitments from banks to provide up
to $10 million in financing to support energy
efficiency projects for PG&E’s residential
customers.

The Better Buildings Challenge, sponsored by the
White House and the U.S. Department of Energy,
was launched in 2012 and calls on leading
companies, universities and communities to make
energy upgrades and invest in private sector
financing for energy efficiency projects. The
Challenge seeks to make America’s buildings 20
percent more efficient over the next decade—
reducing energy costs by about $40 billion and
creating jobs.

PG&E signed on as a Challenge “Utility Ally,”
providing programs, including benchmarking, that
will help up to 30 million square feet of
commercial-building space become more energy
efficient by 2015.

Efforts to directly educate and incentivize customers to
purchase energy efficient products. For example, we give money
back to customers who purchase energy-efficient home appliances
such as refrigerators, clothes washers, air conditioners and water
heaters. One online tool is our Home Money Saver, which helps
customers choose the most efficient products to meet their needs.

Working with retailers, distributors, vendors, trade
professionals, contractors and utility organizations to increase
the availability of high efficiency products. This includes
providing incentives to encourage increased stocking, promotion and
sales of high-efficiency lighting products and TVs. Our efforts benefit
from a 2,000 member alliance of contractors, executive-level
strategic agreements with leading national retailers and a formal
network of regional utilities focused on collaborating with shared
retail and manufacturer partners.

Partnering with manufacturers and distributors to increase the
market share of higher efficiency products. This includes offering
incentives to distributors who sell qualifying high-efficiency HVAC
equipment.

Advocating for stronger building codes and appliance
standards. In fact, PG&E is an active member of a statewide team
that has supported 80 building codes and 60 appliance standards in
California, as well as 40 federal appliance standards or test
procedures since 1998.
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Partnering to Serve Customers Locally
To better support the communities we serve, PG&E actively partners with local governments and community-based nonprofits to offer
turnkey energy efficiency solutions that are tailored to the local area. These partnership programs target municipal facilities and the local
community as a whole to help reduce energy usage, save money and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

The foundation of this support is PG&E’s network of 24 local, regional and statewide government partnerships that implement energy
efficiency and climate planning programs. The programs are tailored to the unique needs of individual communities, in coordination with
the Statewide Energy Efficiency Collaborative. These customized programs have served hundreds of municipalities, small businesses
and non-profit organizations, as well as thousands of low-income residential customers. In 2012, they collectively achieved savings
totaling about 28 MW, 172 GWh and 2.7 million gross therms, which is equivalent to reducing approximately 30,000 metric tons of
greenhouse gas emissions.

Through our Innovator Pilot program, we helped communities test new ways of achieving deeper energy savings. The program provided
funding to local and regional governments and nonprofits to support innovative approaches to energy efficiency. Projects were selected
based on their likelihood of being scalable and replicable throughout our service area.

Zero Net Energy and Other Emerging Technologies
California energy policy calls for all newly constructed residential and commercial buildings to be zero net energy (ZNE) by 2020 and
2030, respectively. ZNE buildings are designed to produce as much energy as they use in a year, emphasizing energy efficiency and
offsetting power needs with on-site, grid-tied renewable energy.

PG&E is working in numerous ways to support the transition to ZNE buildings:

The Fresno metropolitan area,
home to approximately
900,000 people, is the fifth
largest city in California. With
the region’s hot climate,
Fresno has the highest
residential electricity use per
capita within PG&E’s service
area. Lowering this energy
use—and the associated
costs—is particularly
important given the region’s
economic difficulties.

Through the Fresno Energy Watch, PG&E is partnering
with the City of Fresno and the Economic Development
Corporation (EDC) serving Fresno County to help
customers lower their energy use. In 2012, PG&E
analyzed community-wide energy use data to help the
program strategically deliver energy efficiency audits,
incentives and financing tools to residential and small
business customers.

 
For instance, in the fall of
2012, the Fresno Energy
Watch launched the Five
Cities Five Days campaign to
bring unprecedented energy
efficiency services and
technical resources to five
rural communities. By
designating a week and
bringing media attention to the
issue, the campaign resulted
in energy efficiency upgrades

for 24 small businesses and municipal facilities.

PG&E data has also been instrumental in targeting hard-
to-reach and underserved businesses in Fresno County.
For example, leveraging community-wide energy use
data, the city performed audits of local businesses in 2013
with an average identified energy savings of nearly
250,000 KWh per site.

We constructed a hands-on ZNE classroom at our Energy Training Center in Stockton, which graduates more than 500 students a
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PG&E’s state-of-the-art Zero Net Energy
classroom in Stockton showcases the very
techniques our instructors teach.

PG&E will continue to be engaged and play a constructive role in moving ZNE buildings forward, learning from the experiences of early
adopters.

More broadly, PG&E is also working to accelerate the development and commercialization of energy efficient technologies by funding
emerging technology projects, technology demonstrations and the development of building codes and appliance standards.

As one example, last year we worked with the California Lighting Technology Center at the University of California, Davis to hold a
showcase event aimed at educating retail owners and managers about the performance of LED lamps in a realistic store setting.

Measuring Our Performance
PG&E’s gas and electric energy efficiency programs and goals are authorized by the CPUC on a three-year program cycle. Funded by a
budget of $1.3 billion, PG&E’s savings goals for the 2010 to 2012 cycle were 3,110 GWh, 703 MW and 48.9 million therms.

PG&E exceeded the CPUC’s energy savings goals for the 2010 to 2012
cycle, achieving total savings of approximately 5,454 GWh, 948 MW
and 62 million therms. These results helped save customers more than
$900 million on their energy bills and avoided the emission of nearly 2.8
million metric tons of CO2 and 627 tons of nitrogen oxide (NOX).

As part of this effort, PG&E also exceeded the CPUC’s energy savings
goals for 2012—achieving savings of 1,829 GWh, 314 MW and 20
million therms. This helped customers save more than $300 million on
their energy bills and avoided more than 900,000 metric tonnes of CO2

emissions.

PG&E can earn a financial incentive for achieving the CPUC-approved
customer energy efficiency targets. In recognition of the successful
results from program year 2010, the CPUC awarded PG&E’s
shareholders $21 million in incentives in 2012; the CPUC has yet to
award an incentive for our 2011 and 2012 program years.

year from a special ZNE program. The state-of-the-art classroom
showcases integrated design and building techniques and includes a meter
to show the balance of energy produced and consumed in real time.

We partnered once again with the San Francisco chapter of the American
Institute of Architects on a ZNE building design competition sited at the UC
Merced campus in the Central Valley. The competition, which was open to
designers, academics, researchers and students, drew applicants from four
continents and awarded $25,000 in total prizes.

We offered technical consulting services to building design teams looking
to pursue ZNE projects involving school districts, large high-rises, individual
homes and large subdivisions.

We completed two substantial and complementary analytic studies. In the
first study, modeling conducted across all common building types and the
full range of California climate zones found that ZNE will be technically
feasible for the majority of new buildings in the state by 2020. The second study identified a number of non-technical issues that could
affect ZNE implementation, including the need for stronger alignment of interests among regulators, utilities, building designers,
builders and consumers.

Modeled after popular TV shows that focus on 
home renovation and design, Energy House Calls 
is an online educational initiative to engage 
residential customers by finding ways to lower 
their energy usage. Complete with videos, tips 
and interactive features, the site features six 
households who have worked with PG&E to 
become more energy savvy and implement 
energy-saving solutions.
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In 2012, the CPUC approved an energy efficiency portfolio for 2013 
and 2014 that allows PG&E to invest $444 million each year to 
continue to deliver strong energy efficiency programs. This does not 
include low income energy efficiency funds, which total $156 million for 
2013 and $162 million for 2014.

Energy Upgrade California is a statewide 
program that offers incentives to homeowners 
who complete comprehensive energy-saving 
home improvements on a single-family 
residence. Since 2010, more than 4,500 
customers have received incentives from 
PG&E for performing comprehensive energy 
efficiency upgrades to their homes.
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1 Annual energy savings refer to the first-year impacts associated with installed customer energy efficiency projects.

2 Data (gross energy savings) is taken from Table 1 of the 2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013.

3 Source is CPUC Decision 09-09-047.

1 Annual energy savings refer to the first-year impacts associated with installed customer energy efficiency projects.

2 Data (gross energy savings) is taken from Table 1 of the 2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013.

3 Source is CPUC Decision 09-09-047.
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1 Annual energy savings refer to the first-year impacts associated with installed customer energy efficiency projects.
2 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2006, filed with the CPUC on November 15, 2007.
3 Net actual energy savings, as measured against net energy savings goals for 2006 through 2008 established in CPUC Decision 04-09-060.
4 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2007 and 2008, both filed with the CPUC on May 1, 2009.
5 Data (gross energy savings) is derived from the 2009 4th Quarter Report to the CPUC, dated March 26, 2010. The gross energy savings are measured against gross energy savings

goals for 2009 through 2012 established in CPUC Decision 09-09-047. Prior to 2009, energy savings were measured in “net” energy savings.
6 Data (gross energy savings) is taken from Table 1 of the 2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013.

1 Lifecycle energy savings refer to the estimated energy efficiency savings over the expected lifetime of the installed customer energy efficiency projects.
2 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2006, filed with the CPUC on November 15, 2007.
3 Net actual energy savings, as measured against net energy savings goals for 2006 through 2008 established in CPUC Decision 04-09-060.
4 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2007 and 2008, both filed with the CPUC on May 1, 2009.
5 Data (gross energy savings) is derived from the 2009 4th Quarter Report to the CPUC, dated March 26, 2010. The gross energy savings are measured against gross energy savings

goals for 2009 through 2012 established in CPUC Decision 09-09-047.
6 Data (gross energy savings) is taken from Table 1 of the 2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013.
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1 Annual avoided emissions refer to the first-year impacts associated with installed customer energy efficiency projects.
2 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2006, filed with the CPUC on November 15, 2007.
3 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2007 and 2008, both filed with the CPUC on May 1, 2009.
4 Data (gross energy savings) is derived from the 2009 4th Quarter Report to the CPUC, dated March 26, 2010. The gross energy savings are measured against gross energy savings

goals for 2009 through 2012 established in CPUC Decision 09-09-047. Prior to 2009, energy savings were measured in “net” energy savings.
5 Annual tons of CO2 and NOx avoided are taken from Table 2 of the 2010 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC on May 2, 2011; the figures above also include

updated data filed in June 2011.
6 Annual tons of CO2 and NOx avoided are taken from Table 2 of the 2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013.

1 Lifecycle avoided emissions refer to the estimated avoided emissions over the expected lifetime of the installed customer energy efficiency projects.
2 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2006, filed with the CPUC on November 15, 2007.
3 Data (net energy savings) is updated from Tables 1 and 2 of the Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio Annual Report for 2007 and 2008, both filed with the CPUC on May 1, 2009.
4 Data (gross energy savings) is derived from the 2009 4th Quarter Report to the CPUC, dated March 26, 2010. The gross energy savings are measured against gross energy savings

goals for 2009 through 2012 established in CPUC Decision 09-09-047. Prior to 2009, energy savings were measured in “net” energy savings.
5 Lifecycle tons of CO2 and NOx avoided are taken from Table 2 of the 2012 Energy Efficiency Annual Report, filed with the CPUC in June 2013.
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CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

Program Results
Overall, customer participation in PG&E’s demand response programs avoided the purchase of 638 MW of power generation capacity in
2012.

These programs range from SmartAC™, which cycles residential air conditioning units on and off, to fully automated programs that
reduce energy use through an electronic signal, to emergency programs where large industrial customers voluntarily reduce their
electricity demand in less than an hour upon request.

638
megawatts

Amount of power
generation capacity
avoided in 2012 due to
customer participation
in PG&E’s demand
response programs

Demand Response

Providing reliable electricity is both a priority for PG&E and an expectation of
our customers. However, when demand for electricity is high (such as during
hot summer days) or supply is short (such as during periodic power plant or
transmission line repairs and maintenance), it can increase the risk of power
interruptions for homes and businesses.

PG&E’s demand response programs reward customers with incentives for
reducing or shifting their energy use on days when demand for energy is
highest, helping to reduce stress on the system and ensure adequate
supplies of power. Hundreds of thousands of PG&E’s residential customers
take part, along with many larger commercial and industrial customers.
These programs enable PG&E to take a more fiscally and environmentally
responsible approach by avoiding the need to build and maintain additional
power plants that would only be called on for relatively few hours during the year.
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Peak Day Pricing and other Time-Varying Pricing
programs are designed to better align the price for
energy with the cost of energy at the time it is
produced.

Researchers have shown that software, sensors
and other tools can cut energy consumption of
data centers, like this one owned by PG&E, when
peak demand is taxing the grid.

California businesses are moving to a new electric rate structure called Time-Varying Pricing, as part of a statewide energy plan being
implemented at the direction of the CPUC. Time Varying Pricing plans are supported by SmartMeter™ technology and are designed to
help better align the price for energy with the cost of energy at the time it is produced. Rates are higher at times of increased demand
and lower during off peak times. This “time” component provides customers with even greater control over their energy costs.

Large commercial and industrial customers began transitioning to voluntary
Peak Day Pricing in 2010, followed by large agricultural customers in 2011.
Eligible small and medium business customers began transitioning to
mandatory Time-of-Use rates in late 2012, followed by eligible small and
medium agricultural customers in early 2013. Eligible small and medium
business customers will transition to voluntary Peak Day Pricing starting in
November 2014.

PG&E provides online tools, programs and services to help businesses
succeed with Time-Varying Pricing. Customers can log into our website to see
a custom rate comparison and learn more about the pricing options available to them.

Residential customers can voluntarily sign up for the SmartRate™ Summer Pricing Plan, an option enabled by SmartMeter™ technology
that helps customers better control and reduce energy costs. Similar to Peak Day Pricing, the SmartRate™ Summer Pricing Plan helps
residential customers save money by conserving power during up to 15 SmartDays™ each summer, when energy may be in short
supply.

Innovating with Automated Demand Response

Transitioning to Time-Varying Pricing

PG&E’s Automated Demand Response program, or “AutoDR,” enables customers to automatically reduce their energy use when they
receive an electronic signal from PG&E.

PG&E and customers work together to identify specific ways—such as turning
off lights or air conditioners—to reduce or even eliminate customer electricity
use during peak demand periods. Customers then receive funds from PG&E
to automate their equipment or energy management and control systems.
During a demand response event, PG&E sends a signal via the internet to the
customer’s AutoDR-enabled equipment or energy control system, which
initiates a series of customer-defined, pre-programmed and pre-authorized
demand reduction strategies. These events usually occur during hot, summer
weekdays.

Since 2005, PG&E has successfully demonstrated the program with a small
group of customers and continues to provide substantial funding to support
broader customer adoption of this promising concept.

One emerging area of focus is reducing demand at data centers—the energy-

Time-of-Use is a Time-Varying Pricing program offered by PG&E in which
rates are higher during weekday afternoons when electric demand is at its
peak (typically May through October from noon to 6 pm). In return,
customers pay lower rates at all other times.

Peak Day Pricing is a Time-Varying Pricing program that combines a Time-
of-Use rate with Peak Day Pricing Event Day surcharges and summer
credits. Customers who can conserve electricity during high demand hours
and Peak Day Pricing event hours can save money on their overall electric
bills.
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On the Horizon
Looking forward, PG&E will continue to help realize the demand response potential of California by offering new programs and
technologies that enable customers to better control their energy use and reduce their environmental footprint.

As an example, we will continue to transform our programs to provide more flexibility and resources to electricity system operators. We
bid one of our demand response programs into the electricity market in 2012. PG&E is also developing new demand response programs
that will help ensure reliability as more intermittent renewable energy sources are integrated into the grid.

We also will continue to focus on better integrating how we develop and market our demand response programs, moving toward
assessing a customer’s overall energy demand and finding the best combination of energy efficiency, demand response and other
programs to meet their needs.

intensive computer farms with round-the-clock operational requirements. In 2012, PG&E partnered with the California Energy 
Commission and San Diego Gas and Electric to fund research by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) on whether 
data centers can reliably shave demand during peak hours. LBNL found promising opportunities for reducing energy loads from 
servers and storage devices, and from site infrastructure with minimal or no impact to operations.
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In 2013, for the fifth straight year, the Solar Electric Power Association named
Pacific Gas and Electric Company first in the nation in its ranking of utilities with
the most solar MW added to the grid.

CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

California Solar Initiative
The California Solar Initiative (CSI) set a goal of 1,940 MW of new, customer-installed solar capacity in California by 2017. As one of the
program administrators, PG&E is helping to make solar more affordable by offering incentives for residential and commercial customers.

The CSI program reserves 10 percent of the program budget for single- and multi-family affordable housing programs and also includes
incentives for new energy-efficient homes that install solar. The incentives decline over time to encourage early adopters and stimulate
the solar marketplace—and indeed, since the inception of the program in 2007, the cost of residential solar has dropped nearly 50
percent.

$760+
million

Amount PG&E has
awarded for installed
solar PV systems over
the lifetime of the
California Solar
Initiative

Solar and Distributed Generation

PG&E has helped nearly 90,000 customers connect solar photovoltaic (PV)
systems to the grid—more systems than any other utility in the country. This
represents about one quarter of all rooftop solar installations in the United
States.

With incentives for rooftop solar, solar water heating, fuel cells, wind and
other advanced technologies, we are helping customers reduce their energy
bills and their carbon footprint. We also continue to work with policymakers
and other stakeholders to build a clean energy future that provides choices
for our customers, helps maintain a reliable grid and is affordable for all
customers.
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Additionally, PG&E’s Net Energy Metering (NEM) program gives customers the ability to reduce their electricity bills through credits for
the energy their solar system exports to the grid. PG&E also compensates customers for energy their renewable system generates in
excess of their consumption over a 12 month period.

In 2012, we interconnected more than 17,500 customer-owned solar PV systems to the electric grid, nearly 30 percent more than the
prior year. PG&E also reserved more than $105 million in incentives, representing nearly 130 MW of planned residential and commercial
solar installations. Over the lifetime of the CSI program, PG&E has awarded about $760 million for more than 610 MW of installed solar
PV systems.

In addition, PG&E reserved more than $35 million in incentives for solar on new residential homes in 2012 through the New Solar Homes
Partnership Program. These installations, spanning more than 3,000 homes, represent 17 MW of new solar capacity in PG&E’s service
area.
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* Refers to customer applications to reserve California Solar Initiative funding for residential and commercial solar projects.

* The number of interconnected solar systems will likely surpass 90,000 in 2013.
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Other Self-Generation Incentives
PG&E’s Self-Generation Incentive Program provides incentives for utility customers to implement other advanced on-site generation
technologies, such as fuel cells, wind turbines, combustion engines and advanced energy storage systems. The goal of the program is to
reduce peak load and greenhouse gas emissions for participating customers.

In 2012, the program received more than 375 applications, fully subscribing the funding for the year. These customer projects will install
over 40.5 MW of generation with potential incentive payments of more than $52 million. The program can collect funds through 2014 and
operate until 2016.

Solar Water Heating Program
Through the CSI-Thermal program, PG&E also provides rebates to residential, multifamily and commercial customers who install eligible
solar water heating systems for their home or business. At the end of 2012, PG&E had paid more than $5.4 million in incentives over the
life of the program.

In 2012, we launched a new offering that provides higher incentives to income-qualified single-family and multi-family properties that
install solar water heating systems. The CSI-Thermal program will run through December 2017 or until the budget of $300 million is
exhausted, whichever comes first.
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To raise awareness about solar water heating options, PG&E led a marketing campaign featuring TV commercials, radio ads,
direct mailers and more.

Offering Education and Training
PG&E remains focused on raising customer awareness of solar power and other generation technology options. Activities last year
included:

Looking to the Future
Customer-installed solar PV continues to grow significantly, in part due to new financing structures and significant reductions in system
costs. In fact, a substantial number of PG&E’s solar customers are now installing solar without incentives from PG&E, indicating that the
program has made great strides toward spurring a thriving solar market.

Offering a wide range of training opportunities on solar and other technologies for different audiences and education levels, both
online and in the classroom. We held more than 80 solar classes last year with nearly 2,240 attendees.

Providing customers with a Solar Analysis tool to estimate the benefits of installing solar and a Solar Savings Kit with all the
information needed to go solar.

Conducting workshops throughout our service area to educate solar water heating contractors about the CSI-Thermal program.
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Increasing numbers of PG&E customers are choosing to go solar.

PG&E continues to work to create more choices for customers looking for the most cost-effective way to generate their own power and
save on energy costs. For example, an expanded CSI-Thermal Program is now also providing incentives for commercial solar pool
heating, solar absorption chilling, solar process heating and solar space heating.

As we offer these programs, we believe it’s important to carefully manage the goals of safety, reliability and affordability when making
clean energy choices. PG&E is committed to working with legislators, agencies and stakeholders to bring changes in rate design for
greater fairness, efficiency, simplicity and choice, and in net energy metering to create a sustainable program for the future which
mitigates cost shifts from participating and non-participating customers.

In addition, PG&E continues to encourage customers to invest in more cost-effective energy efficiency measures that complement
distributed generation. This includes requiring customers to conduct an energy efficiency audit before applying for CSI incentive funding.
As technologies become more advanced, we are exploring how solar and other distributed generation can be integrated with Smart Grid
technologies and provide additional benefits to our customers.
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CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

Reducing Barriers for Customers
PG&E customers face a number of considerations as they transition to PEVs, so we continue to work to understand their needs, provide
education and resources, manage costs and help them make informed choices.

Examples include:

$1
The per-gallon gasoline
price equivalent of
PG&E’s new electric
vehicle rate option

Plug-In Electric Vehicles

Each year, more customers are transitioning to plug-in electric vehicles
(PEVs). In fact, our service area is among the automakers’ initial target
markets for many of these vehicles. We continue to work with our customers
to make ownership easier and more affordable and to proactively
communicate the benefits of going electric.

Conducting workshops and outreach to help current and potential PEV owners understand the benefits of PEVs and the steps—such
as charging during off-peak hours—that can help save money.

Offering an online calculator to help customers understand the potential costs and savings of PEV ownership. Customers can enter
their choice of vehicle, predicted average monthly usage, charging schedule and other information, and then see the projected
electricity costs and gasoline savings.

Launching a new, simpler rate option that allows PEV owners to charge at a rate that’s equivalent to $1 per gallon of gasoline and that
doesn’t increase as their usage increases.

Piloting a battery rebate program to reduce upfront costs and allow us to put used batteries to work in grid storage applications, giving
them a “second life.”

Helping commercial customers navigate their choices as they install PEV chargers at their businesses.
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Dave Meisel, PG&E’s senior director of
transportation services, speaks at the first Electric
Vehicle Week in San Francisco.

Exploring “Smart Charging” Technologies
When charging, a PEV has the potential to draw about three times as much power as a typical San Francisco house, presenting unique
challenges to the local distribution grid.

For most PEV owners, a Level 1 charger using a 120-volt circuit—like those found in most homes—is sufficient. A Level 2 charger using
a 240-volt circuit can cut charging time nearly in half but requires wiring upgrades. Depending on what a customer chooses, it may be
necessary for PG&E to upgrade the infrastructure that delivers electricity to a property.

Part of our efforts to prepare for more electric vehicle owners is managing the impact these cars may have on existing infrastructure. This
may involve service upgrades in neighborhoods where multiple electric vehicles are being charged. We also continue to encourage off-
peak charging.

Looking forward, we have piloted and tested various “smart charging” technologies that will make it easier for PEV customers to charge
their vehicles at off-peak times. These pilots have included technology demonstrations and collaborations, such as PG&E’s own smart
charging pilot and a collaboration with IBM and Honda to help demonstrate the ability to optimize the charge schedule for each
customer’s EV battery so that the needs of customers and the electric grid are satisfied on an ongoing basis.

Collaborating With Others
We continue to collaborate with others to promote electric vehicles, including participating in San Francisco’s first-ever Electric Vehicle
Week in 2012.

Additionally, to help ensure a consistent electric vehicle strategy across the
state, we continue to participate in the California PEV Collaborative and the
California Electric Transportation Coalition. We are also working with local
officials and service providers on electric vehicle permitting, equipment and
infrastructure issues.

And on a national level, we are working with organizations such as the
Electrification Coalition and Electric Drive Transportation Association to
develop smart policies and incentives to encourage broader adoption of
alternative fuel vehicles.
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Pacific Gas and Electric Company earned a spot on the Civic 50 as one of
America’s most community-minded companies. The list highlighted the S&P 500
corporations that best use their time, talent and resources to improve the quality of
life in the communities where they do business.

CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

About Our Community Investments
In 2012, PG&E donated $23.2 million to charitable organizations, including more than 1,500 grants to nonprofits. This translated to 2.2
percent of our pre-tax earnings from operations from the prior year, exceeding our 1.1 percent target and the benchmark of 0.98 percent
based on the median of total giving from Fortune 500 companies.

$23.2
million

Amount PG&E donated
to charitable
organizations in 2012,
totaling more than 1,500
grants to nonprofits

Community Investments

Through its community investments, PG&E is working to build strong and
enduring ties with the local communities where our customers and
employees live and work. Whether we are engaging students in protecting
wildlife habitat, supporting disaster preparedness in underserved
neighborhoods or helping some of California’s brightest students achieve the
dream of a college degree, PG&E works throughout the year to make a
difference.
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Most of these contributions were made to nonprofit organizations in Northern and Central California, and PG&E also makes in-kind
contributions and provides other forms of support to community groups. As always, PG&E’s community investment program is funded
entirely by shareholders and has no impact on our customers’ electricity or natural gas rates.

In 2013, PG&E expects to again provide more than $23 million in charitable funding, with a continued emphasis on supporting
underserved communities.

Community Investment Focus Areas
PG&E’s community investment program focuses on three areas: Education, Environmental Stewardship, and Economic and Community
Vitality. We also place a priority on partnerships that provide volunteer opportunities for our employees.

The chart below shows the breakdown across our focus areas.
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Education

In the past 10 years, PG&E has provided $57 million toward educational initiatives that help 
prepare students and teachers both for their own futures, and for the future of California and 
the energy industry. Signature programs from 2012 include:

PG&E Bright Minds Scholarships
The inaugural Bright Minds program was PG&E’s largest scholarship 
program ever: an investment of $1 million to help college students 
with tuition and other educational expenses.

From a pool of more than 8,000 applicants, 10 students were 
selected from throughout PG&E’s service area as recipients of 
$30,000 renewable scholarships. The program also awarded one-
time $2,500 scholarships to another 90 students. Ranging in age 
from 17 to 48, the winners share a passion for education and serving 
their communities.

PG&E New Energy Academy
Developed in partnership with the California Department of 
Education, PG&E New Energy Academies create a school-within-
a-school at five high schools in our service area. The immersive 
training program is the first of its kind in California designed for high 
school students. Participants study a curriculum focused on science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics skills, preparing them for 
trade crafts or “green” technology jobs.

Since 2011, PG&E has committed more than $1 million toward 
classroom enhancements, equipment and supplies and a $1,000 
scholarship for each student of the inaugural class graduating in 
2013.

PG&E Bright Ideas Grants
Recognizing that public schools face hard economic times, PG&E 
Bright Ideas Grants give teachers and schools the financial support 
and resources they need to help implement innovative environmental 
and energy projects.

In 2012, this program donated more than $450,000 to 64 schools in 
grants of up to $10,000 each. Projects made possible by the program 
included a school-wide science fair in Fresno, a race of student-built, 
pint-sized solar cars in Bakersfield, and instruction in robotics in East 
Oakland.

Bright Minds scholarship winner Erica McCray, 
center.

Students at Munsey Elementary School in 
Bakersfield used kits to make solar cars that they 
raced at the school.

New Energy Academy students perform an 
energy audit at the American Red Cross chapter 
in Stockton.
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Environmental Stewardship

As a local utility, PG&E understands that when we enhance our environment, we improve the 
well-being of our communities. Our environmental stewardship partnerships promote energy 
efficiency and renewable energy, educate students and communities on stewardship of our 
land and waters, and benefit our neighborhoods, parks and recreation areas.

PG&E Solar Habitat Program
A partnership between PG&E and Habitat for Humanity International, 
PG&E’s Solar Habitat program funds the full cost of solar electric 
systems on every Habitat-built home in Northern and Central 
California. Doing so furthers PG&E’s commitment to provide 
affordable, renewable energy in the communities it serves.

Each installation generates nearly 300 kWh of renewable energy 
from sunlight each month, saving families approximately $500 a year 
on energy costs. And employees can get involved as well; since 2007, 
PG&E employees and retirees have donated thousands of volunteer 
hours at Habitat-build sites across Northern and Central California.

PG&E Nature Restoration Trust
Through the PG&E Nature Restoration Trust, we are working in 
partnership with the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation to help 
protect California’s diverse wildlife. Together, we provide grants to 
community-based restoration projects that benefit wildlife, fish and 
plant species in Northern and Central California. Major funding for 
the program comes from PG&E, which has committed more than $1.9 
million since 2000 to support projects throughout our service area.

The Trust funds projects that offer educational opportunities and 
encourage community involvement in conservation efforts. For 
example, community volunteers with the Friends of Marsh Creek 
Watershed worked side-by-side with PG&E employees to restore 
three acres of shoreline along Marsh Creek in Contra Costa County.

PG&E employees install solar panels on a Habitat 
for Humanity condominium complex that will 
provide housing to 36 families.

Volunteers from PG&E and the local community 
clean and restore Marsh Creek in Oakley.
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Economic and Community Vitality

PG&E is committed to invigorating the neighborhoods where our customers live and work. 
Our partnerships include investments in local job creation and economic development 
initiatives, support for civic projects that vitalize local communities and collaboration with local 
organizations to support emergency preparedness efforts.

PG&E Summer Jobs for Youth
In 2012, we invested $200,000 in the inaugural year of PG&E 
Summer Jobs for Youth, a partnership with the Boys & Girls Clubs of 
Fresno County. The program provided career training to more than 
200 youths in some of the neediest neighborhoods in the Fresno 
area, and 55 went on to earn PG&E-funded summer positions with 
local businesses.

The students earned $1,600 for their work, and eight were offered 
longer-term positions once the program ended in July. At their 
graduation in August, PG&E surprised the students by announcing 
that each would receive a netbook computer. In 2013, we expanded 
the program with a $1 million commitment to create jobs and support 
training for youth in Fresno, Bakersfield and Sacramento.

PG&E Ready Neighborhoods
As a longtime partner of the American Red Cross, PG&E 
understands the vital nature of disaster preparedness. The utility 
is the major financial supporter of Ready Neighborhoods, which 
launched in 2011 with the help of a $1 million PG&E contribution. The 
goal of the program is to transform 50 underserved Northern and 
Central California neighborhoods into models of disaster readiness.

In 2012, PG&E donated an additional $2.5 million to the program. And 
at a Monday Night Football game in November, nearly 50,000 people 
pledged to take personal action on disaster preparedness through 
Causes.com when PG&E announced a $1 donation to the Red Cross 
on behalf of each participant.

Students received a certificate demonstrating 
they had completed workshops on resume writing 
and interviewing as part of the PG&E Summer 
Jobs Program.

PG&E volunteers helped to pack emergency 
preparedness kits at an American Red Cross 
event.
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PG&E’s 2013 Campaign for the Community raised
more than $6 million for community organizations.

Employee Giving Program
PG&E’s Campaign for the Community is an annual employee and retiree giving campaign. Participants can pledge a percentage of their
salary and direct their donations to schools and other nonprofit organizations that are important to them.

In our 2013 Campaign for the Community, employees pledged more than $6
million—exceeding our $5.6 million goal and setting a new record for PG&E.
The funds will be distributed throughout 2013 to more than 5,400 schools and
nonprofit organizations—environmental groups, hospitals, community centers,
food banks and many others—to help keep important programs and services
alive in our communities. Forty-one percent of employees made pledges to the
2013 campaign, along with retirees. Since 2000, PG&E’s employee giving
program has raised more than $46 million for communities primarily within
Northern and Central California.

Helping Underserved Communities

PG&E’s community investments are focused on providing assistance to underserved communities, such as people with
low incomes, communities of color, women and girls, veterans, senior citizens, people with disabilities and members of
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) community. In 2012, 77 percent of PG&E’s community investments
were directed toward these groups.
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CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES

Volunteer Program Results
In 2012, more than 7,470 employee volunteers donated 41,792 hours at a variety of PG&E-organized events during the year—nearly
doubling the number of volunteer hours from five years ago and once again exceeding our volunteer targets. When multiplied by the
industry standard value of $24.75 for a volunteer hour, these volunteer efforts added up to more than $1 million in equivalent labor.

For 25 years, PG&E has recognized its top volunteers with an award named for Frederick W. Mielke, Jr., a former Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of Pacific Gas and Electric Company who demonstrated tireless community service.

Our volunteerism efforts continue to grow, in part because PG&E’s community investment program places a priority on funding initiatives
that offer an opportunity for employee volunteers to engage. Our efforts are also supported by a network of community relations
representatives that work collaboratively with employees and our stakeholders.

For 2013, we set even more ambitious goals of 43,050 hours from employee volunteers at PG&E-sponsored events.

41,792
Number of employee
volunteer hours at
PG&E-organized events
in 2012

Volunteerism and Community Support

PG&E employees are enthusiastic volunteers, spending tens of thousands of
hours each year working in the communities where they live and work.
Whether traveling across the country to help utility customers in need,
cleaning up state parks across Northern and Central California, building
playgrounds, mentoring students or walking to raise money for people with
developmental disabilities, the men and women of PG&E continue to give
back.
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There were numerous highlights last year:

Employees complete a hard day’s work after
kicking off the Month of Service beautifying a
state park area in San Francisco.

In 2013, we offered our first-ever Month of
Service, organizing 186 volunteer events in April.
In total during the Month of Service, more than
2,830 employees, their friends and families
contributed about 11,745 hours of service.

Earth Day: In April, the annual Earth Day Restoration and Cleanup,
our flagship employee volunteer event, brought together more than
1,000 PG&E volunteers at 16 state parks throughout our service
area. It represented PG&E’s 11th consecutive year as the presenting
sponsor of this event hosted by the California State Parks
Foundation. Blue-shirted PG&E employees, retirees, friends and
family painted fences, cleared trails, planted trees, restored park
attractions and removed invasive plant species at parks across
Northern and Central California in what has become our single,
largest volunteer event.

Raising Awareness on Safety: In support of PG&E’s focus on
delivering safe, reliable and affordable gas and electric service, we
launched a new community outreach initiative in 2012 to provide gas
and electric safety demonstrations to the public at local community
and school events across the service area. In 2012, we reached
more than 100,000 community members through roughly 620
demonstration events.

Best Buddies Challenge: In September, a team of PG&E cyclists
raised nearly $50,000 for Best Buddies International, an organization
that helps people with intellectual and developmental disabilities.
Thirty PG&E cyclists rode along the scenic Pacific Coast while other
employees volunteered at the finish line.

Habitat for Humanity: In October, PG&E renewed its six-year
commitment to Habitat for Humanity through our PG&E Solar Habitat
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Nonprofit Board Service
Volunteerism comes in many forms, and PG&E’s leadership team is actively involved in the community through service on many
nonprofit boards.

Of the officers who have been with PG&E for more than a year, about 95 percent serve on local affiliate nonprofit boards such as Big
Brothers Big Sisters of the Bay Area, United Way, Make-A-Wish Foundation and local chambers of commerce. Other PG&E employees

Program at the construction site of a new 12-home affordable
housing development in Oakland. The partnership is further
supported by the thousands of PG&E volunteers that have come
together at Habitat-build sites across the state.

Power Your Community: In support of our employees’ community
involvement, in 2012 PG&E donated $100,000 in Power Your
Community grants to 91 organizations that benefit from our
employees’ volunteer hours. The employees—who included tree
planters, board secretaries and PTA members—applied for grants of
$2,500 or $1,000 on behalf of schools or community organizations
with which they are connected.

Following Superstorm Sandy, PG&E employees
gathered at Citi Field before deploying to help restore
power to tens of thousands of New Yorkers.

 
Following Superstorm Sandy, more than 250 PG&E
employees volunteered to help provide mutual aid
assistance to utilities affected by the storm. The
employees and more than 70 trucks and other pieces of
PG&E equipment traveled to New York to help restore
power to tens of thousands of Con Edison and Long
Island Power Authority customers. The teams spent more
than two weeks pulling 16-hour shifts, despite being
interrupted by a Nor’easter storm that delivered freezing
temperatures, sleet and snow.

PG&E’s contingent was one of the largest, and traveled
the farthest, of the dozen utilities throughout the United
States and Canada that sent support. The PG&E crews
were compensated for their work, but the lengthy waiting
list revealed the dedication and strong spirit of
volunteerism that characterizes our employees.

Earth Day Highlights
Click on the Currents links below to see photos and 
details of the restoration and cleanup work at numer-
ous locations:

More than 1,000 PG&E employees clean state parks

Volunteers keep Bakersfield beautiful

Volunteers clear brush and clean trails in Humboldt 
County

Volunteers clean up Sonoma coastline

Oakland shoreline gets cleanup from PG&E volunteers

Volunteers fix bridge and trails at Auburn recreation area

Volunteers brighten up historic Santa Cruz Mission

Volunteers repair mill at Napa County park

Volunteers clear area near historic barn in San Mateo 
County

Volunteers spruce up Montaña de Oro State Park in San 
Luis Obispo

are also consistently sought after as members of nonprofit boards, serving a range of organizations
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Our people are our greatest asset. That’s why we are
so focused on sustaining and building the skilled
workforce PG&E needs to thrive today and in the future
—a workforce that embraces a safety-first culture in all
aspects of our operations.

And it’s why, starting with each employee’s first day on
the job, we are cultivating a diverse workplace that
prioritizes their safety, health and well-being; engages
them in continued growth and learning; and
emphasizes connections with our communities.

Employees
Progress through engagement
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Highlights

¡ Exceeded our target for employee engagement, as measured by a favorable
	 response from 71 percent of employees who responded to an employee survey.

¡ Redesigned our medical plan to integrate more incentives for employees to take  
 advantage of wellness opportunities and focus on quality preventive care.

¡	 Enhanced	our	technical	training,	including	classroom	and	field	training	on
	 locating and marking the precise location of gas pipelines.

¡ Strengthened our focus on career development to help employees grow in
	 their current roles and advance over the long term.

¡ Launched leadership programs for supervisors and managers to equip
	 them with new tools to be successful.

¡ Engaged more than 3,000 employees, or about 15 percent of our workforce,
	 in Employee Resource Groups that drive an inclusive culture within PG&E and
 serve our communities.

71%
Percentage of favorable

responses from employees
who responded to a survey,

exceeding our target
for employee engagement

Our employees completed more
than 64,000 training days in technical 
and professional development
training—a 25 percent increase over
the prior year.

Key Sustainability Indicators
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In 2012, PG&E piloted Yammer with our workforce. Yammer is a leading
enterprise social network used by more than 200,000 companies worldwide
including 85 percent of companies in the Fortune 500. With more than 6,000
employees participating, Yammer is a fast, efficient tool for fostering better
communication, collaboration and networking across our workforce. It’s also
helping to improve our overall organizational effectiveness by allowing us to tap
new opportunities like crowdsourcing.

EMPLOYEES

Engaging Our Employees
Engaged employees understand PG&E’s vision, feel a sense of ownership for our success, and actively contribute to improve our
business performance across the board in areas such as safety, customer satisfaction, financial performance and environmental
leadership.

In 2012, we once again used an employee survey to measure employee engagement in a way that can be benchmarked. Our employee
engagement score showed a favorable response from 71 percent of survey respondents—four points higher than the prior year and
nearly two points higher than our target. We also achieved a record response rate of 81 percent to the voluntary survey that is sent to all
employees.

71%
Percentage of favorable
responses from
employees who
responded to a survey,
exceeding our target for
employee engagement

Career Development and Learning

Planning for California’s energy future means more than investing in our
system and our energy supply. It also means investing in our workforce. A
key priority at PG&E today is developing a next-generation workforce with the
skills and expertise to operate our business safely, reliably and affordably,
while meeting our customers’ evolving energy needs. This includes creating
a culture that encourages and rewards continuous learning and development,
and provides our people with career pathways that allow them to grow within
PG&E.
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PG&E has been conducting locate-and-mark
training in neighborhoods to make sure that our
workers are prepared for real-world conditions.

In response to survey feedback, PG&E leaders developed targeted employee engagement “action plans" that are currently being
implemented. We have measures in place to hold leaders accountable for driving engagement within their teams, including a formal
performance goal related to engagement and the action planning process. We have also set an engagement goal specific to diversity and
inclusion.

Moving forward, our employee survey will be fielded every two years, a best practice among companies, to allow more time to execute on
action plans to address issues identified in the survey. Interim surveys targeting smaller groups of employees will be held between
cycles.

Providing Technical Training
We provide a range of technical training to support our business operations. Training is focused on ensuring employees have the
knowledge and skills to perform their jobs safely using approved work procedures, while also preparing the next generation of utility
workers. We are also investing in training to help integrate new technologies, systems and processes into our operations, in keeping with
our focus on innovation and modernization.

Last year, we conducted training at PG&E’s Livermore Training and Qualification Center, San Ramon Valley Conference Center and our
Tracy Training Facility. The Livermore facility is a 44-acre, state-of-the-art training complex designed to provide hands-on learning
experiences for gas and electric transmission and distribution employees. The facility in San Ramon offers a variety of additional
technical courses in a classroom setting. The Tracy Training Facility is a site for high quality gas construction training for recently hired
utility workers. PG&E expects to further expand its training capacity with a new state-of-the-art gas training facility in 2015.

Beyond our primary training facilities, we are also bringing the classroom to employees through virtual training options. Delivered over the
web, virtual learning allows employees to attend courses at or near their work location, saving travel time. PG&E also uses two mobile
training centers that allow PG&E to conveniently conduct brief, on-site trainings with employees.

Some highlights from our training programs last year included:

Enhanced classroom and field training on locating and marking the precise
location of gas pipelines to ensure public and employee safety in
connection with projects that involve digging near underground assets.

A one-year pre-apprentice line worker program, developed with the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local 1245, which
provides candidates formal training and assessments that prepare them to
become apprentice linemen.

An improved gas utility worker program designed to cover the end-to-end
processes needed to perform basic gas operations work safely and
effectively. The course, which is required for all new gas utility workers,
covers tasks such as assisting with installing a new residential service.

Training on the use of new mobile technologies being deployed in our gas
and electric operations, which allow crews to access digital maps, technical information and project-related documents to increase
safety and improve response times and communication.

Specialized training, such as our backhoe simulator that enables employees to learn to operate such equipment in a virtual setting.
This approach also cuts down on wear and tear on equipment and reduces emissions.
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Career and Leadership Development
At PG&E, we are committed to fostering career development and to integrating succession planning and professional development into
our long-term strategic planning process.

Our efforts to build a career path for employees begin with an employee’s first day on the job through a robust onboarding program
designed to engage and inspire new employees. Throughout their careers, employees have access to a package of more than 25 career
development courses, an active mentoring program, tuition reimbursement for qualifying education expenses and other tools help them
to grow in their current roles and advance over the long term.

We are also equipping leaders with new tools, including a range of leadership training:

In 2012, we also began a pilot program to develop high-potential employees for critical positions in our business.

Measuring Effectiveness to Drive Continuous Improvement
Our commitment to invest in our people is clear: in 2012, employees completed more than 64,000 training days in technical and
professional development training—a 25 percent increase over 2011.

Yet we recognize the importance of continuous improvement as we work to ensure our employees have the necessary skills, knowledge
and qualifications to complete their work efficiently and safely. As a result, we are benchmarking with the best companies and using
performance measures to inform our strategy and improve the effectiveness of our training content and delivery.

For example, we commissioned an independent study to benchmark best practices for training among North American gas and pipeline
companies. We also shared the results with gas training officials from U.S. and Canadian companies that combine, transport and deliver
gas—fostering dialogue on how to build safer and more effective workforces.

We also survey participating employees to measure the overall quality of the training, as well as their increased level of knowledge.
Employees are required to pass a knowledge and skill assessment for each course or program that involves high-consequence tasks. As
an additional measure, we are beginning to assess the degree to which employees are applying what they learned on the job. Our first
assessment was conducted with eight Supervisor Leadership Program groups this year.

In Electric Operations, a knowledge assessment of every line worker was performed by PG&E leadership to identify current training gaps.
This assessment allowed us to target the areas that require training or other support.

Capturing the Institutional Knowledge of Our Most Experienced Workforce

Safety Leadership Workshops, designed to align all leaders around a new set of safety principles and further embed safety into our
operational practices and culture. Topics include creating a healthy safety climate, coaching employees, and promoting and
recognizing safe behaviors. By mid-2013, we expect all of PG&E’s leaders to have completed the workshop.

Supervisor Leadership Program, a three-week program designed to develop highly-skilled supervisors who can effectively lead their
teams. Using classroom training and on-the-job learning, the program focuses on engaging employees, demonstrating accountability,
managing performance and serving our customers. By the end of 2012, approximately 500 of our supervisors had completed the
program; all supervisors will have started the program by the end of 2014. A similar, one-week Manager Leadership Program was
successfully piloted in 2012 and all managers will have started the program by the end of 2015.

Training for leading effective “tailboards,” pre-work meetings run by crew leads and front-line supervisors that cover the potential
risks and hazards of a job and review safe work methods. Performing a tailboard is a required step at the start of every day on a job
site and when work conditions or tasks change. More than 2,000 leaders in Electric Operations received the training last year.

With a significant number of our employees eligible to retire in the next five years, we are focused on building and sustaining the skilled
and qualified workforce PG&E needs to thrive in the long-term. However, while many employees are nearing the end of the careers,
overall PG&E has a low employee turnover rate: in 2012, 3.4 percent of employees left PG&E voluntarily.

One important focus is working to capture the institutional knowledge of key personnel before they leave PG&E. We have worked to
identify critical positions within PG&E that rely upon experience-based knowledge and have taken steps to retain that information by
building it into formal work practices and training, or by directly training other personnel.
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EMPLOYEES

Key Activities and Highlights
Led by Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Chief Diversity Officer, with the support of the senior leadership team, we continue to work to
build an inclusive culture and a diverse workforce. A Diversity Council made up of PG&E officers and Employee Resource Group leaders
meets regularly to review elements of PG&E’s overall diversity and inclusion strategy and guide meaningful implementation in the
business. At the Board level, the Public Policy Committee of PG&E Corporation’s Board of Directors regularly reviews our diversity and
inclusion practices and performance.

In 2012, we continued to embed diversity and inclusion principles and processes into the full “lifecycle” of our workforce planning—from
initial workforce development and recruiting to performance management to career and leadership development.

Examples included:

3,000+
Number of employees
engaged in PG&E’s ten
Employee Resource
Groups, which drive an
inclusive culture within
PG&E and serve our
communities

Diversity and Inclusion

We believe that embracing a diversity of ideas and perspectives spurs
innovation, strengthens our business operations and enables us to better
anticipate, understand and respond to the needs of our customers, who live
in some of the most diverse communities in the nation. Simply put, our
commitment to diversity and inclusion is core to our values and essential to
the success of our business.

Providing career opportunities for veterans. For example, recruiting veterans is an area of focus for our PowerPathway™ program,
and we have a Veterans Employee Resource Group that now numbers more than 600 members. In fact, Pacific Gas and Electric
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“Everyday Inclusion” posters displayed internally
at PG&E reinforce the idea that including people is
the key to building trust and creating a culture
where everyone contributes. (top)

PG&E’s website is available in Chinese. (bottom)

We also engaged and educated our employees through an “Everyday
Inclusion” internal campaign at our facilities. For example, one poster
showcased our partnership with The Arc of San Francisco, a nonprofit that
places adults with developmental disabilities with business and education
partners who provide training and employment opportunities. In 2012, PG&E
hosted six interns from The Arc—twice as many as in 2011.

We continued to expand the ways in which we reach out to our diverse
customers, including creating a Twitter account and website in Chinese.

We also continued to recognize our employees for their achievements in
promoting diversity, and received recognition from third parties on everything
from our inclusive culture to our commitment to diversity within our supply
chain.

Our Employee Resource Groups
For more than 25 years, PG&E’s Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) have helped drive an inclusive culture by leveraging the
experiences, backgrounds and perspectives of our employees. ERGs provide opportunities for employees to develop their careers, grow
as leaders and increase their involvement in the local community. Our ERGs organize workshops, programs and networking events; offer
scholarships to local students; and actively support PG&E’s volunteer culture.

PG&E’s ten ERGs are: Access Network (people with disabilities); BEA ERG (Black); InspirAsian, Samahan (Filipino); Latino; Legacy
(tenured employees); NuEnergy (new to the workforce or PG&E); PrideNetwork (LGBT); Veterans; and Women’s Network. The Veterans
ERG is our newest and was added in 2012.

More than 3,000 employees, or about 15 percent of our workforce, participate in the groups, which saw increased engagement with
PG&E’s senior leadership and growing involvement from employees in field locations in 2012.

ERGs are working together in innovative ways, including:

Company was named by G.I. Jobs Magazine as one of the Top 100 Military
Friendly employers.

Expanding workforce development initiatives for women. This included
partnering with Tradeswomen Inc., an organization that supports women in
skilled craft jobs, to offer training courses to prepare women for careers in
gas and electric construction.

Offering an Inclusion Leadership Workshop for PG&E leaders to strengthen
collaboration within our lines of business.

Promoting a mentoring program to share knowledge between long-time employees and recent new hires.

Awarding more than $300,000 in scholarships to about 160 college-bound and returning college students in 2012. Since the inception
of the scholarship program in 1989, our ERGs have provided more than $3 million to recipients throughout Northern and Central
California.

Giving back to the community through food, clothing, school supply and backpack drives, as well as providing basic necessities to
veterans. ERG members participated in more than 250 community events in 2012, including the annual AIDS Walk, Chinese New
Year and Pistahan Parades, and international disaster relief efforts.

Working with nonprofit and trade organizations to share information with customers on PG&E services and programs. This included
information on programs such as the California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) and emergency preparedness—often in multiple
languages.
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Measuring Progress
As one measure of our performance on diversity and inclusion, we track employee responses to three questions on an employee survey
that asks if PG&E supports an environment where diversity is valued and inclusion is practiced. In 2012, 71 percent of employees
responded favorably to the questions—an increase from 66 percent in 2011.

We use this information to guide specific plans and activities that reinforce our diversity and inclusion commitments. Learn more about
our broader employee engagement efforts.

Our Diverse Workforce
PG&E’s workforce statistics by race, ethnicity and gender for 2010 to 2012 are presented in the table below, using Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) definitions. PG&E also reports workforce statistics to the California Public Utilities Commission annually
through a consolidated report compiled by the California Utilities Diversity Council.

Representation of Women and Minorities in PG&E’s Workforce, 2010 – 2012

EEOC CATEGORY 2010 2011 2012
Women 28.2% 28.5% 28.4%

Officials and Managers 30.9% 31.7% 32.4%
Professionals 35.8% 36.1% 34.9%
Technicians 18.3% 18.8% 18.3%
Administrative Support Workers 70.1% 71.0% 72.5%
Craft Workers 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
Operatives 15.9% 13.3% 12.6%
Laborers and Helpers 8.3% 8.1% 7.9%
Service Workers 12.6% 10.8% 9.9%

Minorities 38.8% 39.2% 39.8%
Officials and Managers 27.7% 27.8% 30.8%
Professionals 40.3% 41.0% 41.2%
Technicians 36.7% 37.9% 37.3%
Administrative Support Workers 55.9% 57.1% 58.5%
Craft Workers 30.2% 30.4% 31.0%
Operatives 41.8% 41.6% 39.5%
Laborers and Helpers 46.7% 43.9% 44.3%
Service Workers 29.3% 29.3% 30.7%

Source: PG&E Corporation EEO-1 Report, as of July 1, 2012

The percentage of women and minorities in PG&E’s workforce continues to trend above the national average for utility-based entities.

Comparison of PG&E’s Representation of Women and Minorities with the National Utility Average

CATEGORY PG&E NATIONAL GAS AND ELECTRIC UTILITY AVERAGE
Women 28.4% 25.3%
Minorities 39.8% 23.9%
Source: U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2011 EEO-1 Survey
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Hispanic/Latino 15.4% 15.4% 15.9%
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 0.2% 0.2% 0.3%
Two or More Races 0.6% 0.9% 1.2%

Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
PG&E has a long-standing commitment to employment policies and practices that meet the highest legal and ethical standards. We are
also committed to ensuring these policies and practices deliver results. It is our policy that all employees have equal opportunities for
jobs, training and promotions, regardless of race, color, national origin, ancestry, sex, age, religion, physical or mental disability, medical
condition, veteran status, marital status, pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, genetic information or any
other factor that is not related to the job.

We are deeply committed to maintaining a workplace that is free from harassment and discrimination. As a federal contractor, PG&E has
a legal mandate to take affirmative action to provide equal opportunity in employment by eliminating artificial barriers to the recruitment,
hiring and promotion of qualified individuals, especially minorities, women, individuals with disabilities and special covered veterans.

PG&E complies with the U.S. Department of Labor’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) requirement to maintain
Affirmative Action Plans (AAPs). PG&E’s AAPs are subject to potential audits by the OFCCP in any given year. These plans, along with
our other diversity and inclusion initiatives, demonstrate our dedication to affirmative action and help ensure that full support is given to
equal employment opportunity for all employees. Our affirmative action programs are also tools to help us develop a diverse workforce
prepared to meet the challenges of the future.

Representation of Minority Groups in PG&E’s Workforce, 2010 – 2012

CATEGORY 2010 2011 2012
American Indian or Alaskan Native 1.7% 1.6% 1.5%
Asian 14.4% 14.7% 14.4%

Black/African American 6.6% 6.5% 6.5%
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EMPLOYEES

New Medical Plan Promotes Health and Quality Care
By working collaboratively with a broad set of stakeholders—including management and union-represented employees, consultants in
the medical field and our own human-resource experts—we jointly developed a new medical plan, designed to improve the overall health
of our workforce. The plan is now in effect for over 7,900 management employees, and will go into effect for union-represented
employees in 2014.

The new plan—which emphasizes preventive care and wellness—better leverages our ability to purchase higher quality care, and
focuses on free primary and preventive services such as health screenings. By taking an annual health screening, employees can earn
credits in a health reimbursement account that can be used to pay for out of pocket medical expenses. If employees participate in all the
incentive options, they can reduce their deductible to zero each year. In 2012, 75 percent of the eligible workforce received a health
screening, placing PG&E in the first quartile compared to other companies who offer health screenings.

PG&E and its unions
collaborated on a new
medical plan to
integrate more
incentives for
employees to take
advantage of wellness
opportunities and focus
on quality preventive
care.

Fostering Health and Wellness

PG&E is committed to the health and well-being of our employees. By its
nature, much of PG&E’s work every day involves physically demanding
tasks, making it critical that we help keep employees fit and healthy. In an
effort to expand the range of programs and services we offer, and to
empower employees to make healthier choices, we have added wellness
programs, increased participation in our current offerings and redesigned our
medical plan to integrate more incentives for employees to take advantage of
wellness opportunities and focus on quality preventive care.

This approach is driving positive results: a comparison of 2011 to 2012 data
shows a more than seven percent reduction in health-related lost workdays.
This means PG&E increased productivity by more than 16,000 workdays in
2012—the equivalent of about 60 employees working full time all year.
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PG&E executives participate in the grand opening
of the Wellness Corner at our corporate
headquarters.

Creating a Culture of Health
In 2012, we extended a program to reimburse employees who obtain certification to teach on-site fitness classes at work. Additionally, we
opened a “Wellness Corner” at our corporate headquarters, which offers daily exercise classes often led by PG&E employees, on-site
weight watchers and various educational sessions. We offered a free flu shot program in 2012 in which nearly 5,300 people participated.

In addition, we saw increased participation in other wellness programs. We
again offered “Active for Life,” a 10-week physical fitness program led by the
American Cancer Society that encourages employees to be more active on a
regular basis. More than 1,700 employees competed in Active for Life or other
wellness-focused team competitions in 2012. We also partnered again with
the American Heart Association to celebrate “National Start Walking Day,”
designed to get employees moving and complete a 30 minute heart-healthy
walk. More than 500 employees participated in this event.

We offer an Industrial Athlete Program for our most physically demanding,
high risk jobs—designed to reduce injuries and improve the physical and
mental resilience of these employees. It includes post-offer physical
assessments to help ensure new hires for the position of lineman are
physically fit for duty. The program also includes a full day of curriculum
devoted to physical fitness, nutrition, hydration, back care and the importance of being tobacco-free.

We also provide on-site ergonomic assistance for PG&E’s offices, call centers and payment centers. Employees also can use an online
break and stretching reminder software program.

Building Momentum at the Grassroots Level
We are helping to foster a strong grassroots effort on improving employee health and wellness.

Nearly 100 Wellness Ambassadors across PG&E assist in implementing and increasing awareness of wellness programs and services.
These employee volunteers participate in monthly meetings where they are exposed to a robust curriculum, including the science of
behavior change, health promotion basics and tools they can share with coworkers. Their efforts are complemented by wellness fairs and
practical tips through newsletters, posters and guest speakers that are available to employees generally.

Employee Health and Wellness Resources
 

Health advocacy services to help employees navigate
the complex health care system and identify quality
providers and centers of excellence for high-risk
conditions.

Health screenings onsite at the larger PG&E locations
as well as a concierge service so employees can
conveniently check key health indicators such as
cholesterol, blood pressure and blood sugar at home or
work.

Telephonic health coaching for one-on-one support to
help employees meet their health goals.

An extensive online health and wellness portal with
calorie trackers, meal and exercise plans and other
resources.

Enhanced tobacco cessation and gym discount
programs to help those who want to take steps to
maintain good health.

A confidential, online health risk questionnaire, which
offers personalized recommendations on how to best
maintain or improve health.
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We continue to offer an Employee Assistance Program (EAP), which provides free confidential counseling sessions, support, referrals
and information to help employees and their family members. Counselors are conveniently located at 10 work locations throughout our
service area and in the communities where employees live.

The EAP hotline is staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week by licensed clinicians. In addition to counseling, the EAP can help make
employees’ lives less stressful by offering free financial, legal and work-life guidance and referrals to child and elder care resources.

Supporting Employees in Need
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EMPLOYEES

Key Activities and Highlights
PG&E and the unions continue to work together in many important areas, such as enhancing technical training programs, fostering health
and wellness, building career pathways and implementing numerous initiatives to promote a stronger culture of safety.

For each of our three unions, a negotiated labor agreement establishes the working rules and other terms and conditions of employment.
Last year, PG&E collaborated with its unions on a new medical plan for active employees that emphasizes preventive care and incents
annual health screenings and smoking cessation. The plan will go into effect for IBEW-, ESC- and SEIU-represented employees in
January 2014.

In addition, union-represented employees are taking many steps to support a strengthened safety commitment—from holding safety
discussions at quarterly IBEW health and safety meetings to grassroots safety efforts designed to foster a safety-first environment. The
unions are also playing a key role in implementing an expanded near hit program, which is key to encouraging employees to share safety
incidents and encourage a culture where employees look out for one another.

35
Number of state-
certified apprenticeship
programs offered by
PG&E, providing
training to eligible
union-represented
employees

Working with Our Unions

Approximately two-thirds of PG&E’s employees are covered by collective
bargaining agreements with three labor unions: the IBEW Local 1245, the
Engineers and Scientists of California (ESC) IFPTE Local 20 and the Service
Employees International Union (SEIU) United Service Workers West.

These employees support a range of areas that are critical for our business,
including gas and electric operations, customer services, power generation,
environmental and land services, telecommunications and shared services.

We continue to work with our labor unions to meet the challenges facing our
business in our shared effort to improve service, deploy new technologies
and strengthen PG&E’s safety culture.
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Pre-apprentice line workers learn proper pole-
climbing techniques at PG&E’s Livermore Training
and Qualification Center.

Workforce Development and Training
We offer an apprenticeship system for a variety of career paths for our union-represented employees. Our 35 state-certified
apprenticeship training programs provide specialized, on-the-job and academic training to eligible union-represented employees who
want to become certified in a certain trade. Examples of these trades include lineman, electrician and welder. At the end of 2012, there
were 600 PG&E apprentices. A number of the programs are being updated to reflect the evolving needs of our industry. For more
information about apprenticeships in California, visit the Department of Industrial Relations—Division of Apprentice Standards.

We also worked closely with the IBEW to launch a complementary effort—the
one-year pre-apprentice line worker program—in which candidates receive
formal training and assessments to prepare them for a 48-month lineman
apprenticeship. We expect to hire up to 60 new pre-apprentice linemen in
2013.

More broadly, we continue to assess our future hiring needs among union-
represented employees, considering a number of important factors such as
expected retirements and other attrition, as well as changing technologies that
require new skill sets. Our future plans include significant hiring in our gas and
electric field operations, contact centers and a new meter position responsible
for maintenance of SmartMeter™ devices. Due to expected retirements,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company and IBEW have established targets for
filling hundreds of key apprentice and journeymen positions between 2013
and 2016.
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PG&E plays an integral role in the economies of cities
and counties that we serve throughout Northern and
Central California. Beyond our role as the local energy
provider, the investments we make to deliver a safe,
reliable and affordable energy future benefit the
communities we serve by generating new jobs and
stimulating economic growth. This includes our
commitment to expand the diversity of our supply chain
by supporting small- and medium-sized California-
based businesses.

Our commitment also includes working to keep
customer energy bills affordable. Our efforts in this area
range from a proposed economic-development rate to
lower energy costs for qualifying businesses to a suite
of programs that help customers in need, such as
incentives to make homes and businesses more
energy efficient, which save customers energy and
money.

Economic Vitality
Progress through partnerships
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Highlights

¡ Invested $4.8 billion in our system to deliver a safe, reliable and affordable 
 energy future.

¡ Continued providing career opportunities for veterans and others through our
	pioneering PowerPathway™ workforce development program.

¡ Achieved our highest-ever supplier diversity results, supporting economic
	development, job creation and diversity in our communities.

¡ Took steps to create a new economic-development rate to lower energy
	costs for qualifying businesses.

¡	 Continued	to	offer	extensive	energy	efficiency	assistance	to	help	customers
	save money by saving energy.

¡ Launched and expanded the PG&E Summer Jobs for Youth program 
 as a partnership between PG&E and local Boys & Girls Clubs.

¡ Made more than $136 million in franchise fee payments and $314 million
	 in property tax payments to local governments.

71%
Percentage of PowerPathway

graduates hired into
industry jobs

38.8%
Percentage of overall

spending on diverse certified 
firms in 2012, our highest

-ever achievementWe launched and expanded 
the PG&E Summer Jobs for 
Youth program as a partnership 
between PG&E and local Boys 
& Girls Clubs. The program
provides valuable career
training and summer jobs for 
youths in underserved
communities. 

Key Sustainability Indicators
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ECONOMIC VITALITY

Investing in Infrastructure
PG&E is making major investments to help deliver a safe, reliable and affordable energy future that will benefit our customers and
facilitate a cleaner, more diverse energy supply. In 2012, capital investments in our system totaled $4.8 billion, including upgrades to our
natural gas pipelines, electric power lines, generation facilities and other key infrastructure.

Looking forward, PG&E has asked state regulators for approval to make additional investments in the years 2014 to 2016 that will enable
us to modernize our system and accelerate the progress we have already begun to make toward our long-term goal of being the safest
utility in the country.

These investments are expected to generate new jobs and help stimulate economic growth throughout the state, in addition to creating a
reliable and efficient 21st-century energy infrastructure that keeps California businesses competitive.

$4.8
billion

Amount PG&E invested
in our system in 2012,
including upgrades to
natural gas pipelines,
electric power lines,
generation facilities and
other key infrastructure

Investing in Our Operations and Creating Jobs Locally 

As one of the state’s largest employers and a key contributor to California’s
economy, PG&E is focused on the economic health of our customers and
California. The investments we are making to improve our operations are
helping to make California stronger and supporting efforts to revitalize the
state’s economy. We also understand that PG&E’s future success will
depend on the success of the communities we serve—a fact that drives our
continued focus on serving customers locally and fostering economic vitality
among underserved constituencies.
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Partnering on Local Economic and Community Vitality
PG&E is also partnering in the state’s economic recovery through our community investments, which totaled more than $23 million in
2012. These donations to charitable organizations include assistance to help low-income families with their utility bills, investments in
local job creation and economic development initiatives, and support for civic projects that vitalize local communities.

In 2012, we launched the PG&E Summer Jobs for Youth program as a
pilot partnership between PG&E and the Boys & Girls Clubs of Fresno
County. The program provided more than 200 youths from Fresno’s
most underserved neighborhoods with nine weeks of career education
and job readiness training. More than 150 youths participated in a
competitive interview process and 55 were offered six weeks of paid
employment. PG&E worked with the Boys & Girls Clubs of Fresno
County, local nonprofits and local small- to medium-sized business
customers to provide the employment opportunities.

Building on this success, PG&E expanded the program within Fresno County and two additional regions—Sacramento and Bakersfield—
in 2013, providing nearly 800 underserved youths with training and 219 youths with paid summer employment opportunities.

Contributing to State and Local Revenues
As one of the largest companies operating within California, PG&E makes a significant contribution to the revenue that state and local
governments depend on to fund critical public services.

In 2012, PG&E made franchise fee payments totaling more than $136 million. This sum is about $2 million less than payments in 2011,
due to lower natural gas prices which also helped reduce gas bills for customers. PG&E makes these payments to cities and counties for
the right to use public streets for its gas and electric facilities. The franchise fees are in addition to PG&E’s property tax payments, which
totaled more than $314 million to 49 counties in 2012.

Hire 2,200 more employees dedicated to improving system safety, reliability and customer service.

Support about 39,000 jobs in California and generate an estimated $9 billion each year in positive economic impact from sales of
goods and services statewide.

Add an estimated $685 million per year in California state and local tax revenue as a consequence of the added worker income and
business sales.

In 2013, PG&E piloted a new Economic Vitality
Grant Program, designed to invest up to $200,000
in projects or programs to spur innovation and job
creation in communities throughout the utility’s
service area.

The proposed investments would help PG&E to:
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ECONOMIC VITALITY

Increasing Assistance to Businesses
For the last several decades, PG&E has partnered with local, regional and statewide economic development organizations focused on
improving the state’s economic climate for businesses. In 2012, PG&E provided vital financial support to nearly 50 of these organizations
and often served in leadership roles through boards, local economic forums and training.

PG&E’s dedicated economic development team also provides one-on-one assistance to current and future customers considering
competitive location alternatives and works to enhance PG&E’s economic development services. The team directly supports local efforts
to attract or retain companies by conducting rate analyses, presenting PG&E’s extensive energy management programs and
coordinating site visits for prospective customers and economic development organizations.

For example, PG&E helped an international food manufacturer site a new facility in our service area. In the early stages, PG&E helped
the company analyze rates, utility infrastructure costs, timing to set up utility infrastructure and available energy efficiency construction
incentives. Once the customer decided on a location, PG&E coordinated with city planning representatives, the local fire chief and the
customer to ensure safety requirements were met in completing the project. The project brought 100 jobs to the area with future plans to

115,229
Number of homes
weatherized through
the Energy Savings
Assistance Program,
which assists income-
qualified renters and
homeowners

Focusing on Our Customers

PG&E has the privilege of serving 15 million Californians—homes and
businesses that encompass a diverse array of customers and communities.
Many of these communities have been hard hit by the economic downturn,
and customers in these areas continue to face high unemployment and other
economic challenges. In light of these challenges, it is critical that we work to
keep customer energy bills affordable and help customers in need. It is also
important that we work with economic development organizations and others
to help create, attract and retain businesses within our service area.
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expand and add 200 jobs by the end of 2015.

In total, PG&E worked with nine new and existing businesses in 2012 that were looking to locate or expand operations within Northern
and Central California, with the potential to create more than 1,400 new jobs throughout the region.

Recognizing that our support for statewide economic development activities is more critical than ever, we have asked state regulators for
increased funding that would allow us to expand staff support for business attraction, expansion and retention including:

In light of continued economic challenges, in 2012, we also asked state regulators for permission to offer a new electric rate aimed at
helping attract and retain jobs in California. If approved, the rate will apply to PG&E customers with power loads of at least 200 kilowatts
who are looking to locate, expand or remain in our service area, but who also have a viable out-of-state option. More than 30 cities and
counties and additional non-government entities have expressed support for the proposed rate option.

The proposal would provide a 12 percent rate reduction for five years for companies that attest that it is needed to enable them to site
new operations, expand existing facilities or stay in California. An enhanced option, with a reduction of 35 percent, would apply in
counties with unemployment rates that are at least 25 percent above the state average. The new rate would replace an expired program
that PG&E began offering in 2005.

Helping Customers in Need
As we make investments to deliver the service our customers expect, we understand that it is critically important to keep customer energy
bills affordable. With this in mind, PG&E offers many ways for customers to save money by saving energy, including extensive energy
efficiency assistance, online tools to analyze energy use and rebates for energy-efficient products.

We are also working to assist customers when there are challenges or unexpected changes in their financial situation. Programs that
provide this assistance include:

Additionally, residential pricing options made possible by SmartMeter™ technology are helping customers better control and reduce
energy costs. The SmartRate™ Summer Pricing Plan enables customers to save money by conserving power during as many as 15
SmartDays™ each summer, when energy may be in short supply. More broadly, time of use rates enable customers to save money by
reducing and shifting some of their usage to lower-cost off-peak periods.

Additional field employees.

Greater assistance for economic development organizations.

Enhanced support for local and regional professional training, forums, strategic planning and program development and evaluation.

Training for additional PG&E field personnel to conduct economic development project service activities for customers and local
economic development organizations.

California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE), which offers a monthly discount on energy bills for income-qualified households and
housing facilities. In 2012, nearly 375,000 new customers enrolled in the CARE program. In total, nearly 1.5 million customers
participate, or 90 percent of those who are eligible, meeting the CPUC’s enrollment goal. Qualified households may receive an
average annual discount of $565. Since the program’s inception in 1989, PG&E CARE customers have saved $5.7 million on their
energy bills.

Energy Savings Assistance Program, which provides income-qualified renters and homeowners with free energy education,
weatherization measures and energy-efficient appliances to reduce gas and electric usage. Through the program, certified contractors
make home improvements such as installing compact fluorescent lights, providing weather stripping, installing low-flow showerheads
and performing other minor home repairs, concluding with a home safety inspection. In 2012, we upgraded 115,229 homes.

Balanced Payment Plans, which provide an optional bill payment plan that spreads costs out evenly over the year and eliminates
swings in customers’ monthly energy bills, such as when seasonal changes occur.
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We also once again offered a Winter Gas Savings Program, rewarding residential and commercial customers who reduced natural gas
consumption during the winter (compared to their past usage). Those who did received a credit on their gas bills after the program period.
More than 100,000 customers logged on to use PG&E’s Facebook-enabled Winter Gas Savings Progress Tracker application that draws
on SmartMeter™ technology and allows them to follow their progress toward earning a rebate online and adjust their behavior
accordingly. In 2013, nearly 2 million customers received credits totaling more than $43 million.

Additionally, for more than 25 years, the Relief for Energy Assistance through Community Help (REACH) Program has provided
emergency energy assistance to low-income families within PG&E’s service area. This one-time energy assistance program, funded with
charitable dollars from PG&E’s shareholders, is administered by The Salvation Army. The program provides assistance of up to $200 to
customers experiencing a crisis that prevents them from paying their gas or electric bill. Together, PG&E and its customers provided $5.1
million to help more than 15,000 customers through the REACH and REACH Plus programs in 2012.
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ECONOMIC VITALITY

Building a Skilled and Qualified Workforce
A significant number of our employees are eligible to retire in the next five years. These expected retirements include thousands of skilled
workers we rely on to build, operate and maintain our vital infrastructure. While this represents a significant challenge for PG&E and the
industry, it also creates new opportunities for those interested in utilities and energy sector careers.

Meeting this challenge requires taking a holistic, integrated approach. We are recruiting and training new employees by conducting
targeted outreach, building partnerships with diverse organizations and creating a pipeline of prospective employees through strong
partnerships with universities and community colleges.

Complementing these efforts, our recruiting strategy involves extensive community outreach and collaboration with organizations around
the country. In 2012 alone, our recruiting staff attended nearly 80 events, giving candidates the opportunity to meet our employees and
learn first-hand about PG&E. In addition, we utilize LinkedIn and Facebook to advertise opportunities and source candidates.

We also offer summer internships and entry-level engineer and other rotational programs for new college graduates to introduce young
professionals to new work experiences and career development opportunities.

Partnering through PowerPathway™
In the face of increasing retirements and emerging technologies, PG&E’s PowerPathway™ is a core component of our workforce
development strategy—a model that enables PG&E to help California produce the skilled and diverse workers needed by PG&E and th
energy and utilities industry.

e

71%
Percentage of
PowerPathway™
graduates hired into
industry jobs

Building Career Pathways

As we build for the long-term, we are focused on recruiting, training and
developing the skilled workforce we need to upgrade and maintain our gas
and electric infrastructure. Our workforce development strategy focuses on
industry-driven needs, engages in public-private partnerships and reaches
out to underserved communities. Two additional areas of focus include hiring
veterans and a growing effort to bring more women into the utility workforce.
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Now in its fifth year, PowerPathway pilots and develops post-secondary
training programs to help youths, women, veterans and people from
diverse communities build skills and develop careers in the energy and
utilities industry. By partnering with California’s community colleges and
universities, workforce development systems, community-based
organizations, military installations, industry employers and labor, we
are building community access to and awareness of careers in the
energy industry.

Through 2012, PowerPathway has trained more than 340 students
through 14 Bridge to Utility Worker programs, including more than 180
military veterans. PowerPathway will scale by over 250 percent to
graduate more than 250 students in 2013.

Students receive an industry-informed curriculum to equip them with the
academic, job-specific skills and physical training necessary to
effectively compete for entry-level employment. At PG&E, most
graduates begin as entry-level utility workers and quickly progress into
higher job classifications such as fieldperson, gas service
representative, apprentice electrician and apprentice system operator.

Other PowerPathway programs include:

Our goal is to expand and diversify the courses to meet increasing gas and electric operations demand for specialized training. Another
area of focus is expanding our existing curriculum and programs across PG&E’s service area to provide more training locally.

In partnership with the Center for Energy Workforce Development, PG&E will also continue to collaborate with high schools, community
colleges and the workforce investment system to implement Get Into Energy Career Pathways to increase career awareness of energy
and utilities careers.

In 2013, PowerPathway is featuring a course in Oakland designed for women and a course in San Jose for would-be pre-apprentice line
workers.

Focus on Veterans
PG&E has a rich tradition of supporting armed forces veterans. We recognize the valuable skills and perspectives they can offer
companies looking for qualified employees to create a next-generation workforce. With the added boost of some focused training and
assistance, many can transition smoothly into these new roles. (Watch a video to learn more.)

Key PowerPathway Highlights

Since 2008, PowerPathway has provided a
path for employment for potential utility
workers.

* Compared to similar group of employee
classifications.

71% of graduates employed in industry

62% student diversity in classroom

98% rate of retention at PG&E after 6 months
of employment*

70% of graduates progress into
apprenticeships or higher job classifications
within one year of hire

$25 average hourly starting wage

Capstone Utility Welding program at Butte College in Chico delivers
a consistent stream of candidates from which PG&E hires six to 10
apprentice welders each year.

Certificate of Electrical and Power Systems program at College of
San Mateo enables PG&E and other employers to source hard-to-fill
apprentice electrical technician positions.

Introduction to Pole Climbing Capstone programs piloted at Fresno
City College and Oakland-based Cypress Mandela Training Center
address increased demand for entry-level candidates with pole
climbing skills.
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Pacific Gas and Electric Company was named among the country’s top 100
military-friendly employers by G.I. Jobs Magazine for the second consecutive
year. The ranking is based on the strength of military-recruiting efforts, percentage
of new hires with prior military service, retention programs and company policies
on National Guard and Reserve service.

The Pacific Energy Center is one of three PG&E
centers devoted to promoting energy-efficient
buildings.

In 2012, we filled more than 200 vacancies with veterans, nearly 150 of
which were outside hires or, about 7 percent of the utility’s total external
hires. PG&E committed to increasing our veterans hiring and placement
program by 10 percent in 2013, as part of our support for the White
House’s Joining Forces initiative, a national effort to train and hire
military veterans and their spouses.

PG&E is taking steps to recruit and assist military members as part of
PowerPathway, with a total of six courses serving only recently
discharged veterans. In 2013, PowerPathway is featuring courses in Sacramento and Fresno to introduce military veterans to utility work
and also offers a welding course for veterans at American River College in Sacramento.

Energy Efficiency Workforce Education and Training
Architects, engineers, designers, contractors and technicians are among those who play a significant role in designing, constructing and
maintaining energy efficient buildings. PG&E offers these building professionals a diverse set of workforce education and training
programs through three training centers.

PG&E’s Energy Training Center in Stockton is the longest continuously operating weatherization training center in the nation, supporting
the state’s efforts for the past 35 years. The center, which specializes in residential buildings, has trained more than 91,000 participants
to perform energy audits, weatherization or home performance services. More than 2 million Californians have benefited from these
services.

PG&E’s Pacific Energy Center, which opened its doors to the public in 1991,
helps architects, engineers, developers, contractors and building operators
design, build and maintain energy-efficient commercial buildings. One of the
center’s most popular features is its Tool Lending Library, from which anyone
working on short-term energy-efficiency projects can borrow building-
measurement equipment at no cost.

Finally, the San Ramon Food Service Technology Center caters to restaurants
and buildings for the food service industry. For the past 25 years, the center
has benchmarked the energy performance of equipment used in commercial
kitchens.

These centers collaborate with other organizations, including community
colleges, trade and professional organizations, state colleges and universities,
community-based organizations and other training providers. Through these
efforts, the centers reach a wide and diverse audience and complement
PG&E’s pioneering PowerPathway workforce development program.

PG&E established a Veterans Employee
Resource Group in 2011 to educate, support and
develop PG&E employees with military
experience. More than 600 employees have
joined the group, which is open to all workers
regardless of veteran status.
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ECONOMIC VITALITY

Supplier Diversity and Small Business Results
PG&E spends more than $5 billion each year with approximately 5,000 suppliers, procuring an array of products and services that help
us to deliver safe, reliable and affordable gas and electric service.

In 2012, Pacific Gas and Electric Company spent more than $2 billion with DBEs—a record high for us—accounting for 38.8 percent of
our total procurement budget. This exceeded our goal of 37.3 percent and capped a ten-year upward trend starting at 18 percent in 2003.

38.8%
Percentage of PG&E’s
procurement budget
spent with diverse
suppliers in 2012, a
record high for PG&E

Supplier Diversity

Having a broad and diverse supplier base helps us to provide safe, reliable
and affordable gas and electric service to our customers—while also
supporting economic development, job creation and diversity in our
communities. In fact, PG&E has worked for more than 30 years to bring more
women-, minority-, and service-disabled veteran-owned business enterprises
—or diverse business enterprises (DBEs)—and small businesses into the
supply chain.
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We increased our spending in all three DBE categories: $1.3 billion with minority business enterprises, $659 million with women business
enterprises and $115 million with service-disabled veteran-owned business enterprises.

According to the CPUC, Pacific Gas and Electric Company again spent more on products and services from DBEs than any of the state’s
more than 30 other utilities and telecommunication companies in 2012.

The table below summarizes our recent supplier diversity performance. It also captures our work with non-DBE small businesses. As with
diverse companies, small businesses are a vital source of jobs and economic activity in the communities we serve.

Supplier Diversity and Small Business Results

CATEGORY 2010 (%) 2011 (%) 2012 (%)
Minority Men 14.4 16.7 16.7
Minority Women 5.3 6.4 7.5
Minority Business Enterprise 19.6 23.1 24.2
Women Business Enterprise (WBE) 11.3 11.7 12.5

Subtotal Women, Minority Business Enterprise (WMBE) 31.0 34.7 36.7
Service-Disabled-Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE) 1.7 1.8 2.2
Total DBE 32.7 36.6 38.8
Non-Diverse Small Business Enterprise 6.3 6.0 5.3
Grand Total 39.0 42.6 44.0
 
Category 2010 2011 2012
Utility’s Aspirational Target (%) 30.0 34.0 37.3
Total Diverse Spending (%) 32.7 36.6 38.8
 
Category 2010 2011 2012
Supplier Diversity Spend $1,134 million $1,611 million $2,052 million
Non-Diverse Small Business Enterprise Spend $219 million $264 million $280 million
Total Spend $1,353 million $1,875 million $2,332 million

Over the last five years, PG&E has made significant progress in diverse spending. During this timeframe, our total spend has increased
$2.1 billion, or 67 percent, while our diverse spend has increased $1.3 billion, or 172 percent.

Local officials joined S&S and PG&E at a ribbon-
cutting ceremony for the new Stockton pipe yard.

 
PG&E selected S&S Supplies and Solutions, an Asian-
and woman-owned company, to support our extensive gas
pipeline safety enhancement work by providing third party
logistics services and inventory management at a new gas
pipe yard in Stockton, California. Overall, PG&E has
helped S&S grow significantly to $96 million in revenue
with more than 120 full-time employees, demonstrating
our commitment to helping foster the growth of the local
economy by keeping more business and jobs in California.
(Watch a video to learn more.)
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Over the five year period, our spending across different ethnic categories has also increased significantly.
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Institutionalizing Supplier Diversity within PG&E
PG&E’s dedication to supplier diversity is a core part of our business strategy. We continue to focus on improving our internal business
practices to drive results with supplier diversity.

This includes working with a network of Supplier Diversity Champions, a group of employees with the responsibility of expanding supplier
diversity within our lines of business. Through monthly meetings with senior leadership, these employees set supplier diversity goals,
develop strategies, share best practices and monitor progress toward achieving improved supplier diversity results.

Our employees look across the business and product and service categories to develop opportunities for DBEs to participate in our
supply chain. For example, PG&E has devoted significant capital investment toward ensuring the safety of its gas pipelines. In fact, the
purchase base of our Gas Operations organization grew by nearly 100 percent in 2012. Demonstrating our commitment, the organization
grew its supplier diversity as well—increasing its spend to 35 percent.

Strengthening our Supplier Relationships
A growing area of focus for PG&E is working with our largest prime contractors to engage DBEs in subcontracting opportunities and
business solution partnerships. In 2012, our prime suppliers reported $611 million in spending on diverse subcontractors. An additional
$400 million can be attributed to our prime suppliers’ diverse business solution partnerships or value-added relationships.

We achieved these results by asking prime contractors to set goals and
report subcontracting monthly, detailing their progress toward these
goals. Executive management also personally communicated with
prime suppliers to drive diversity goal achievement and help foster DBE
mentor relationships. Audits ensured development and growth of our
prime suppliers’ diverse subcontractors and business solution partners.

PG&E also actively engages with a variety of organizations at the local,
state and federal levels to promote supplier diversity, spur innovation
and increase competition. Last year, PG&E participated in more than 
90 outreach events to meet and promote diverse firms, introduce prime
suppliers to the DBE community, and learn and share best practices
with peer companies.

One beneficiary of PG&E’s focus on diversity is 
RHA, Inc., a certified minority-owned business that 
implements and administers energy efficiency 
programs for PG&E, including energy audits, home 
and business weatherization, customer energy 
education, energy training and direct installation of 
energy efficiency solutions.

RHA has grown substantially since partnering with 
PG&E and now employs more than 360 staff with six 
offices throughout California. Their long-standing 
partnership with PG&E has been pivotal in providing 
diverse communities and small businesses with 
energy efficiency solutions and financial savings.
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Offering Technical Assistance to Build Capacity and Support Supplier Development
PG&E supports a broad range of technical assistance and initiatives that help diverse suppliers build their capacity, many in collaboration
with community-based organizations. Doing so serves as a catalyst to the growth and expansion of emerging and diverse firms. This
includes training for DBEs of all sizes in the communities we serve and across the state.

With the emergence of new technologies in the utility industry, PG&E is also focused on helping DBEs prepare to compete in a changing
supply chain. Signature training initiatives within PG&E’s technical assistance program include:

Through our formal Supplier Development Program, we are also focused on executive mentorship and identifying business opportunities
through cross-functional collaboration across PG&E’s supplier diversity, sourcing and line of business team members. Highlights from
last year include:

In addition to promoting economic vitality, job creation and non-discrimination, PG&E is working with suppliers to reduce their
environmental footprint and advance clean technologies.

Diverse Suppliers Are Safe, which focuses on the competitive advantages of safety within the work environment and developing
robust safety programs.

Diverse Suppliers Go Green, which features ways to establish a sustainability program; measure, reduce and report an environmental
footprint; and define green business opportunities.

Diverse Suppliers Go Global, which highlights the advantages of evaluating and participating in global supply chains and global
markets.

At PG&E’s Seventh Annual Supplier Conference
and Awards Ceremony, six of the eight award
winners were DBEs—and five were participants in
PG&E’s formal Supplier Development Program, a
testament to how customized business
development support has led to success and
recognition.

Sponsoring five DBEs for the UCLA Management Development for
Entrepreneurs Program, an intensive certificate program that
enables owners and managers of entrepreneurial businesses to
develop key management skills and strengthen their ability to build
effective organizations.

Offering scholarships to a program for International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 9001 and ISO 14001 certification. In 2012, one
of our sponsored minority-owned suppliers achieved dual ISO
certification.

Co-founding and providing scholarships for the University of California’s Advanced Technology Management Institute, an executive
training initiative to prepare mature DBEs for emerging technology opportunities such as the Smart Grid. The majority of participating
DBEs transformed their strategies and/or restructured, rebranded or repackaged their service offerings.
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With a deep-rooted understanding that environmental
excellence is an integral part of our basic business,
PG&E has been working for decades to use resources
efficiently, advance clean technologies and protect vital
species and habitats. Our approach is grounded in a
commitment to fully comply with all local, state and
federal requirements; take responsibility for our historic
impacts; and continually improve our environmental
performance.

PG&E’s commitment also stretches further—
encompassing our efforts to plan for California’s clean
energy future; green our fleet of vehicles; reduce the
energy, water and waste consumed at our facilities;
and protect the watershed lands and other sensitive
habitats where we operate.

Environment
Progress through action
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Highlights

¡ Completed a series of key process improvements, including a “one-stop shop”
	 for managing environmental permitting and compliance for gas, electric and
	energy supply construction projects.

¡ Continued to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from our delivered 
 electricity, achieving the lowest level of emissions since PG&E started publicly 
 reporting emissions.

¡ Maintained our focus on the successful implementation of California’s 
 landmark Global Warming Solutions Act (AB 32), which requires the gradual
	 reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in California to 1990 levels by 2020.

¡ Named to the Dow Jones Sustainability North America Index and the 
 Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index.

¡	 Partnered	with	VIA	Motors	Inc.	to	test	a	first-of-its-kind	extended	range 
	 pick-up	truck,	capable	of	running	on	electric	power	for	the	first	40	miles	and
	also offering exportable power to run tools and lights.

¡	 Met	our	energy,	water	and	waste	reduction	goals	for	office	facilities	and
	service	yards,	staying	on	track	toward	our	five-year	goals.

¡ Instituted a set of environmental performance standards for our top tier
	suppliers—setting clear expectations and promoting greater transparency,
 rigor and accountability.

78%
Waste diversion rate at office 

facilities and service yards

2,049
Number utility poles retrofitted, 

making them “bird-safe”

We	reduced	our	sulfur	hexafluoride	
(SF6) emissions nearly 10 percent 
compared to 2011. Since 1998,
we have reduced our total SF6 
emissions by 75 percent and our 
emissions rate by 87 percent.
A potent greenhouse gas, SF6 is
used as an electrical insulating
material in high-voltage circuit 
breakers and gas-insulated
substations.

Key Sustainability Indicators
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ENVIRONMENT

Environmental Management System
PG&E’s operations are subject to extensive federal, state and local environmental laws and regulations. These requirements relate to a
broad range of activities, including preventing the discharge of pollutants; properly transporting, handling, storing and disposing of
hazardous wastes; protecting threatened and endangered species; and reporting and reducing carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions.

To ensure we meet these requirements, Pacific Gas and Electric Company uses an Environmental Management System (EMS) modeled
after the ISO 14001 environmental management standard and employs the widely adopted “Plan, Do, Check, Act” model for continuous
improvement.

The Vice President of Environmental for Pacific Gas and Electric Company oversees PG&E’s commitment to meet—and strive to exceed
—environmental compliance requirements. An Environmental Officer Steering Committee meets quarterly to provide oversight on
environmental issues across the utility. Other technical forums serve as additional vehicles to discuss, prioritize and cross-check
environmental issues across the business.

2,000+
Number of training
sessions held in 2012 to
ensure employees meet
the environmental
compliance obligations
of the business
operations they perform

Compliance

Just as operational excellence is the foundation for meeting our customer
commitments, environmental compliance is the bedrock of PG&E’s
commitment to environmental leadership. In fact, our environmental policy
begins with a commitment to “comply fully with the letter and spirit of all
applicable environmental laws and regulations.”

Our environmental policy and governance practices are designed to promote
compliance with environmental requirements, as well as to provide a platform
from which we can take our performance beyond the legal and regulatory
baselines.
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Compliance performance updates are reviewed monthly by PG&E’s officers. In addition, an annual environmental compliance summary
is presented to the Public Policy Committee of the PG&E Corporation Board of Directors.

Planning

While we have not obtained ISO 14001 certifications for our facilities, we performed an independent third-party gap analysis relative to
the ISO 14001 standard to create an EMS enhancement plan.

The plan incorporated a comprehensive review of our environmental aspects and impacts by each operational line of business. In 2012,
we began working with the lines of business to develop specific environmental goals and objectives based on those results—ensuring
that we have appropriate management plans in place for areas with the largest potential impacts to the environment. This process is
overseen by the Environmental Officer Steering Committee.

Implementation and Operation

PG&E employs a variety of operational controls so that actions to meet
our environmental compliance obligations are performed on time, on
purpose and are repeatable. We are also continuously learning from our
experience and integrating these lessons back into our work processes
and staff development.

In 2012, we completed a series of process improvements, including
implementing a “one-stop shop” for managing environmental permitting
and compliance requirements for gas, electric and energy supply
construction projects. We are also implementing a new project
management system that will allow all environmental permits and
requirements to be centrally tracked.

We began to implement an automated environmental “screening” tool to
better assess the potential environmental impacts and requirements for
our work as part of the upfront planning process. Doing so enables a more consistent and streamlined approach to reviewing work.

We also completed the implementation of an Enterprise Compliance Tracking System to clarify roles and responsibilities for
environmental tasks at the facility level. We have implemented the system at all facilities that support our gas and electric distribution
lines of business and have seen a significant improvement in compliance at these facilities.

Training is a key element of a successful compliance program. During 2012, we held more than 2,000 training sessions to ensure
employees meet the environmental compliance obligations of the business operations they perform. Training covered topics such as air
quality, habitat and species protection, oil spill prevention and cleanup, and hazardous materials/waste management. Additionally, we
required all employees to take a training course on our environmental policy, reinforcing every employee’s role in supporting PG&E’s goal
of environmental leadership.

Reviews and Corrective Actions

A robust environmental auditing program is key to ensuring that we are effectively complying with the many environmental laws and
regulations relating to our business. We review and audit environmental performance in three different ways—self-assessments,
comprehensive reviews and internal audits:

PG&E continues to make steady and continuous
improvements to the safety and integrity of its gas
transmission system. In 2012, PG&E
hydrostatically tested more than 175 miles of
pipeline through a process where pipe segments
are taken out of service and isolated so that water
can be pumped in and pressurized for extended
periods. PG&E’s environmental team is engaged
throughout the process to ensure appropriate
handling and disposal of the water used in the
testing and, more generally, to avoid and minimize
environmental impacts.

Self-Assessments: Environmental personnel perform self-assessments on facilities or projects under their oversight. An assessment
evaluates a facility or project for compliance with environmental regulations.

Comprehensive Reviews: These reviews are performed by personnel from the Environmental Department who are not responsible
for compliance at the facility or project being inspected. A comprehensive review involves evaluating all environmental compliance
obligations associated with a facility’s or project’s operations.

Internal Audits: The Internal Audit department conducts systemic and programmatic controls-based audits to independently analyze
the effectiveness of our environmental compliance management systems. The results of these audits are reported annually to the
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During 2012, we performed a combination of 1,734 self-assessments, comprehensive reviews and internal audits of various
environmental processes, facilities and projects, an increase from 809 in 2011. The increase was largely driven by a rise in self-
assessments, stemming from enhanced rigor around compliance management tracking.

We also continued to improve our corrective action process by performing root-cause analyses on non-compliance issues identified
through environmental agency inspections, and tracking detailed corrective action plans to resolution.

Lean Six Sigma methodology is used to improve our programs—clearly defining, streamlining and documenting processes to improve
compliance, consistency and effectiveness. For example, this approach was a driver for the Enterprise Compliance Tracking System
described above.

Operational Performance
PG&E tracks and reports a wide range of annual environmental compliance performance indicators. This section details our performance
results for 2012.

Reported Releases and Permit Exceedances

We reported a total of 182 releases in 2012, a decrease from 242 reported in 2011. A release is defined as an unintentional discharge of
a regulated substance that exceeds a reporting threshold. We report releases that meet regulatory thresholds, as well as many smaller
releases, in an effort to ensure operational transparency to local agencies. A large percentage of these releases involved small amounts
of mineral oil used in transformers or other petroleum-based substances.

We reported six permit exceedances in 2012, compared to one in 2011. An exceedance is defined as a discharge in excess of what is
allowed by a permit. The six exceedances involved an elevated level of zinc in a discharge to a sewer system from a power plant oily-
water separator, an exceedance of a daily turbidity average at a hydroelectric construction project and four exceedances at drinking
water source wells at a gas compressor station.

Agency Inspections

In 2012, a total of 632 agency inspections were conducted, including 472 facility and 160 field project inspections. The number of
inspections decreased from 710 in 2011. The majority of these inspections were performed by Certified Unified Program Agencies, such
as city and county environmental health departments and fire departments. The remaining inspections were performed by agencies such
as air quality management districts, the California State Lands Commission and the CPUC.

Environmental Sanctions

Starting in 2012, we refined our compliance performance measures—moving to new metrics that will help drive further improvements
across our business.

Specifically, we took steps to help sharpen our focus on enforcement actions that have environmental impacts. We now categorize all
written sanctions issued by a regulatory agency as “Level 1” (those findings that resulted in an actual or potential impact to the
environment) and “Level 2” (findings that did not result in an actual or potential impact to the environment).

Also starting in 2012, we changed the way we track and report the rate of compliance issues. In prior years, we tracked the number of
notices of violation (NOVs) per 100 inspections by a regulatory agency. Now, we track the percentage of agency inspections that do not
result in a written sanction.

The number of Level 1 sanctions received during 2012 was four, below our target of no more than six. Two sanctions involved air quality
regulations and two involved water regulations. Our rate of inspections without a written sanction was 89 percent, just below our target of
90 percent.

2012 Enforcement Penalties and Settlements

In 2012, PG&E paid $3.6 million to resolve an alleged violation of a 2008 Clean Up and Abatement Order issued by the Lahantan

PG&E Corporation and Utility Audit Committees of the Boards of Directors.
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Regional Water Quality Control Board regarding the chromium plume in Hinkley. The alleged violation was resolved by a settlement
under which $1.8 million was paid to the state and the remaining $1.8 million was put toward a supplemental environmental project in the
Hinkley area.

PG&E also paid a total of $170,360 in settlements and penalties stemming from nine environmental enforcement actions. This included a
$150,000 settlement resulting from an alleged failure to notify the CPUC prior to construction of a project; of this amount, $50,000 was
donated to the Endangered Species Recovery Program at Stanislaus State University.

Compliance Data

 2010 2011 2012
Notices of Violation (NOVs) 8 10 N/A1

Level 1 Sanctions N/A1 N/A1 4

Rate of NOVs (per 100 inspections) 0.98 1.41 N/A2

Percentage of inspections without a written sanction N/A2 N/A2 89%

Releases/Exceedances 247 243 188
Penalties Paid $39,882 $32,378 $3,770,360
Agency Inspections 819 710 632
Audits Performed (System Audits and Comprehensive Facility Reviews) 32 59 40
Self-Assessments Performed 684 750 1,6943

1 In 2012, PG&E began categorizing all written sanctions issued by a regulatory agency as “Level 1” (those findings that resulted in an actual or potential impact to the environment)
and “Level 2” (findings that did not result in an actual or potential impact to the environment).

2 In prior years, PG&E tracked the number of NOVs per 100 inspections by a regulatory agency. In 2012, PG&E began reporting the percentage of inspections of its facilities and
projects by a regulatory agency that do not result in a written sanction.

3 The number of self-assessments performed increased largely due to enhanced rigor around compliance management tracking.
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ENVIRONMENT

Reporting Our Impacts
We believe it is critical that investors, customers, policymakers and other stakeholders have access to information that allows them to
assess and understand a company’s risks and opportunities associated with climate change. PG&E reports its greenhouse gas
emissions to the California Air Resources Board (ARB) and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on a mandatory basis and to
The Climate Registry on a voluntary basis as described below.

Mandatory Emissions Reporting

Since 2009, PG&E has fulfilled AB 32’s annual greenhouse gas emissions reporting requirements, reporting combustion emissions from
our electric generation facilities and natural gas compressor stations to the ARB. Since 2011, PG&E also has reported the greenhouse
gas emissions from natural gas supplied to customers and the fugitive emissions from our natural gas distribution system and
compressor stations.

1/3
PG&E’s emissions rate
for the electricity
delivered to customers,
measured in pounds of
CO2 per MWh, is about
one-third the national
utility average.

Addressing Climate Change

As a provider of gas and electricity to millions of Californians, PG&E is keenly
aware of its responsibility to both manage its greenhouse gas emissions and
to help advance policies that support a cost-effective transition toward a low-
carbon economy. This includes our continuing focus on the successful
implementation of California’s landmark Global Warming Solutions Act or
Assembly Bill (AB) 32.

Addressing climate change is an integral part of our environmental
commitment. This ranges from our role as a national advocate for aggressive
energy efficiency programs to our efforts to expand renewable energy
supplies and provide new tools and incentives to help our customers
understand, manage and reduce their energy use.
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In 2015, as part of California’s cap-and-trade system, PG&E anticipates a compliance obligation associated with the natural gas supplied
to customers, less the fuel that is delivered to covered entities. The following table shows the greenhouse gas emissions data PG&E
reported to the ARB under AB 32.

PG&E Emissions Reported to the California Air Resources Board:
CO2 Emissions from Owned Power Generation1 and Operations

2010 2011 2012
Total CO2 Emissions (metric tonnes) 1,545,892 2,024,206 2,464,464

Humboldt Bay Power Plant2 276,811 N/A N/A

Humboldt Bay Generating Station3 59,111 216,417 193,004

Gateway Generating Station4 1,209,970 1,042,896 1,246,180

Colusa Generating Station5 N/A 764,894 1,025,280

 
CO2 Emissions Rates (lbs/MWh)

Humboldt Bay Power Plant 1,591 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 1,004 1,022 1,020
Gateway Generating Station 861 868 866
Colusa Generating Station N/A 851 838

Fossil Plants 943 875 864
All Plants 106 126 172
 
Other CO2 Emissions (metric tonnes)

Natural Gas Compressor Stations6 235,789 237,985 324,378

Fugitive Natural Gas Emissions7 N/A 244,951 250,494

Customer Natural Gas Use8 N/A 39,049,732 42,434,940

Beginning with 2010, PG&E also reported the greenhouse gas emissions from our facilities and operations to the U.S. EPA under its
mandatory reporting requirements. Since 2011, our emissions report has also included emissions from natural gas delivered to
customers and fugitive emissions from our natural gas distribution system, including compressor stations. However, differing from ARB’s
reporting requirements, the U.S. EPA regulations exclude PG&E accounting for natural gas delivered to “large” end users (those that
consume more than 460 million cubic feet of natural gas annually).

Voluntary Emissions Reporting

PG&E was a charter member of the California Climate Action Registry and voluntarily reported its greenhouse gas emissions to the
organization annually from 2002 through 2008. PG&E has since voluntarily reported its greenhouse gas emissions to The Climate
Registry, a successor non-profit entity that has reporting and measurement standards applicable to most industry sectors across North

1 PG&E’s utility-owned generation comprised more than 40 percent of our delivered electricity in 2012. PG&E also reported N2O and CH4 emissions from each of our generating
stations.

2 The Humboldt Bay Power Plant facilities, two operating fossil fuel-fired plants and two mobile turbines, were retired at the end of September 2010.

3 Humboldt Bay Generating Station became operational in September 2010.

4 Gateway Generating Station became operational in January 2009.

5 Colusa Generating Station became operational in December 2010 and was exempt from CO2 reporting for 2010.

6 Includes compressor stations emitting more than 25,000 metric tonnes of CO2-e annually. The increase in 2012 was largely due to the inclusion of one additional compressor station
that crossed this emissions threshold.

7 Includes fugitive emissions from PG&E’s compressor stations and gas distribution system.

8 Includes emissions from the combustion of natural gas delivered to all entities on PG&E’s distribution system, with the exception of gas delivered to other natural gas local
distribution companies. This figure does not represent PG&E’s compliance obligation under AB 32, which will be equivalent to the above reported value less the fuel that is delivered to
covered entities as calculated by ARB.

America.
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In 2011, the total CO2 emissions from PG&E’s delivered electricity were the lowest on record—declining about six percent from the prior

year to 14.7 million metric tonnes as reported to The Climate Registry. This decline reflected an increase in the amount of renewable and
large hydro electricity in our power portfolio and the expanded use of cleaner fossil-fueled electricity. The latter included the first full year
of operations for two new, state-of-the-art natural gas-fired plants owned and operated by PG&E. Several factors affect PG&E’s power
mix and emissions from year to year, including demand growth and the availability of hydro power.

In 2011, PG&E’s independently verified CO2 emissions rate associated with the electricity delivered to customers was 393 pounds of

CO2 per MWh, about 12 percent lower than the prior year. PG&E’s emissions rate was about 40 percent cleaner than the California

average and more than 65 percent cleaner than the national utility average. Our emissions rate takes into account emissions from both
PG&E-owned power generation and power purchased from third parties.

Beginning in 2010, PG&E expanded its voluntary greenhouse gas emissions inventory to include the emissions associated with the
natural gas that we delivered to customers. This is an emerging area that PG&E will continue to explore in light of evolving reporting
requirements and best practices for this aspect of our business.

Click on the links below to review PG&E’s greenhouse gas emissions data reported to The Climate Registry.
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SUBTOTALS    2009: 23.59 | 2010: 54.59 | 2011: 50.71
1 Because PG&E purchases a portion of its electricity from the wholesale market, we are not able to track some of our delivered electricity back to a specific generator. Therefore,
there is some unavoidable uncertainty in PG&E’s total emissions and emissions rate for delivered electricity.

2 The emissions associated with purchased electricity are considered Scope 3 per The Climate Registry’s Electric Power Sector Protocol for the Voluntary Reporting Program, Annex I
to the General Reporting Protocol, June 2009, Version 1.0.

3 For 2010 and 2011, this figure includes the emissions from the combustion of natural gas delivered to all entities on PG&E’s distribution system, with the exception of gas delivered
to other natural gas local distribution companies, as well as gas delivered to PG&E facilities such as power plants, compressor stations, and offices, the emissions of which are
reported separately.

TOTALS    2009: 3.22 | 2010: 3.62 | 2011: 3.45
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TOTALS    2009: 1.00 | 2010: 1.14 | 2011: 1.21

TOTALS    2009: 19.38 | 2010: 49.83 | 2011: 46.06

1 For 2010 and 2011, this figure includes the emissions from the combustion of natural gas delivered to all entities on PG&E’s distribution system, with the exception of gas delivered
to other natural gas local distribution companies, as well as gas delivered to PG&E facilities such as power plants, compressor stations, and offices, the emissions of which are
reported separately.
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TOTALS    2009: 23.59 | 2010: 54.59 | 2011: 50.71
1 Because PG&E purchases a portion of its electricity from the wholesale market, we are not able to track some of our delivered electricity back to a specific generator. Therefore,
there is some unavoidable uncertainty in PG&E’s total emissions and emissions rate for delivered electricity.

2 For 2010 and 2011, this figure includes the emissions from the combustion of natural gas delivered to all entities on PG&E’s distribution system, with the exception of gas delivered
to other natural gas local distribution companies, as well as gas delivered to PG&E facilities such as power plants, compressor stations, and offices, the emissions of which are
reported separately.

TOTALS    2009: 23.59 | 2010: 54.59 | 2011: 50.71
1 PG&E emits no perfluorocarbons (PFCs).

2 For 2010 and 2011, this figure includes the emissions from the combustion of natural gas delivered to all entities on PG&E’s distribution system, with the exception of gas delivered
to other natural gas local distribution companies, as well as gas delivered to PG&E facilities such as power plants, compressor stations, and offices, the emissions of which are
reported separately.
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1 Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency eGRID2012 Version 1.0, which contains year 2009 information configured to reflect the electric power industry’s current structure as
of May 10, 2012.

2 Because PG&E purchases a portion of its electricity from the wholesale market, we are not able to track some of our delivered electricity back to a specific generator. Therefore,
there is some unavoidable uncertainty in PG&E’s total emissions and emissions rate for delivered electricity.
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PG&E’s Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) Emissions

2010 2011 2012
Total SF6 Emissions (metric tonnes CO2-equivalent) 69,066 70,057 63,127

SF6 Emissions Rate 1.8% 1.7% 1.5%

Addressing Our Own Carbon Footprint
PG&E understands the imperative of reducing emissions from the utility sector. While some companies have adopted voluntary
greenhouse gas reduction goals, PG&E is working to meet the targets established by California’s Global Warming Solution Act, or AB 32.
This law requires the gradual reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in California to the 1990 level of 427 million metric tons of CO2-

equivalent by 2020. The cap covers emissions from PG&E’s generated and purchased electricity as well as natural gas delivered to
customers.

In addition, separate from AB 32, PG&E’s facilities in the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area pay a greenhouse gas emissions fee of
4.8 cents per metric tonne of CO2-equivalent on emissions from facilities such as fossil-fueled power plants, natural gas compressor

stations and emergency generators.

We continue to work to minimize our carbon footprint. Ongoing efforts include the following:

PG&E also introduced a set of Supplier Environmental Performance Standards to our largest suppliers in 2012. The standards, which
include greenhouse gas emissions, provide suppliers with a clear and concise set of expectations for performance in the areas of
environmental impacts, voluntary reduction goals and public disclosure of performance.

We are fully committed to meeting the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) requirement to deliver 33 percent renewable
energy by the end of 2020. By the end of 2012, 19 percent of the electricity we delivered to our customers came from RPS resources,
primarily from contracts with renewable energy companies. We have also commissioned three clean, highly efficient and flexible
natural gas-fueled generating facilities since early 2009.

We have a goal to reduce energy use by 15 percent in MMBtus at PG&E offices and service yards by 2014 from a 2009 baseline,
equivalent to avoiding approximately 4,000 metric tonnes of CO2. In 2012, we reduced energy use by 3.1 percent—or nearly 13,000

MMBtus—exceeding our 3 percent target. In 2013, our goal is to achieve an additional 3.5 percent reduction.

We avoided the release of 258 MMcf of natural gas—or nearly 100,000 metric tonnes of CO2-equivalent emissions—in 2012. These

savings were achieved primarily by replacing older gas mains, and by implementing a technique called cross compression at 13
projects, where natural gas is transferred from one pipeline to another during large pipeline construction and repair projects.

We reduced our sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) emissions nearly 10 percent compared to 2011. Since 1998, we have reduced our total SF6

emissions by 75 percent and our emissions rate by 87 percent. SF6 is an extremely potent greenhouse gas, approximately 23,900

times more potent than CO2 on a per ton basis, and is used as an electrical insulating material in high-voltage circuit breakers and

gas-insulated substations. We will comply with ARB’s requirement to reduce the maximum annual SF6 emissions rate for electric utility

gas insulated switchgear from 10 percent in 2011 to 1 percent in 2020 and beyond. PG&E’s 2012 SF6 emissions rate was 1.5 percent.

We reduced emissions through the use of lower-emission transportation technologies in our fleet. In 2012, PG&E’s use of natural gas
in fleet vehicles resulted in more than 2,200 metric tonnes of avoided CO2 emissions on a “well-to-wheel” basis. We expect further

reductions as a result of increasing use of plug-in vehicle technologies.
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Engaging Our Customers
We continue to work with customers to achieve energy savings and greenhouse gas emission reductions through a full portfolio of
options, including some of the nation’s leading programs and incentives for energy efficiency, demand response and solar installation.

In 2012, PG&E proposed a Green Option program that will let customers support 100 percent renewable energy for an average of a few
dollars more a month. PG&E reached an agreement on the program with a diverse group of consumer groups and other organizations in
2013 and we are awaiting regulatory approval. The proposed program would provide participating customers with energy from new small-
and mid-sized solar projects located in PG&E’s service area.

Cities and counties in our service area are working to meet the goals of AB 32. PG&E’s Sustainable Communities effort provides training,
assistance and data to help local governments with long-term energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction planning. PG&E partners
with the international organization ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability and several local and regional community-based
organizations to help cities and counties develop greenhouse gas inventories and climate action plans, which serve as roadmaps for
local governments to reduce their carbon footprint.

Through 2012, PG&E provided financial and technical support to local governments for more than 230 greenhouse gas inventories and
57 climate action plans tailored to the unique needs of individual communities. We have offered aggregated energy consumption and
emission data to more than 70 percent of the communities in our service area. The inventories include analyses of energy consumption,
fuel use and waste production, and provide a starting point for reductions. For example, PG&E helped create the City of American
Canyon Climate Action Plan that was adopted by the City Council in 2012.

Partnering with Local Communities (Assistance through 2012)

Cumulative Number of Greenhouse Gas Inventories (Municipal and Community-Wide) 231
Cumulative Number of Climate Action Plans 57
Jurisdictions Provided Aggregated Energy Consumption and Emissions Data (%) 73%

A team of community energy managers located throughout our service area helps local governments develop strategies and
implementation plans to reduce community-wide greenhouse gas emissions. The team educates local government staff about each
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community’s energy profile, promotes existing PG&E programs, develops new programs to meet local needs and connects them with
internal and external resources.

Advancing Responsible Climate Change Policy Solutions
At the state level, PG&E continues to engage in ARB’s stakeholder activities to refine the implementation of the cap-and-trade program,
guided by three overarching objectives: to meet AB 32’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals, manage costs for customers and
ensure the program can be integrated effectively with emerging regional, national and international programs. Features that will help
mitigate costs to customers include free allocation of greenhouse gas emissions allowances to utilities for the benefit of their customers,
a robust supply of high-quality offsets, robust market oversight and an allowance price containment reserve designed to ensure entities
will not be subject to high allowance prices.

We believe that a well-designed, multisector market-based program, combined with cost-effective renewable resources and energy
efficiency, can put the state and the nation on a path to a low-carbon economy. Such an approach can reduce greenhouse gas emissions
in a way that is economically sustainable and environmentally effective, while also spurring innovation and job creation.

Although there have been several legislative attempts to address climate change through nationwide regulatory limits on greenhouse gas
emissions, the probability of federal climate change legislation has dimmed. That said, PG&E continues to participate in the U.S. EPA’s
regulatory process, including making recommendations as a member of the EPA’s Clean Air Act Advisory Committee. Further, with the
Presidential Memorandum to the EPA on Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards, a clearer regulatory policy path for regulating
emissions from new and existing sources under the Clean Air Act has begun. PG&E will be an active participant in future discussions
with the EPA, the State of California and stakeholder organizations as the framework and details for these proposals are drafted.

PG&E also remains engaged on climate change and other environmental policy issues at the federal level with coalitions such as the
Business Council for Sustainable Energy, Coalition for Emission Reduction Policy, Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, Alliance to
Save Energy, Electrification Coalition, Edison Electric Institute, Bipartisan Policy Center and the Electric Drive Transportation Association.

Understanding the Potential Physical Impacts to Our Business
In the last several years, California scientists and policymakers have increased their focus on potential environmental impacts of climate
change. For example, in 2009, the State of California published a Climate Change Adaptation Strategy, and in 2010, the California
Adaptation Advisory Panel to the State of California published Preparing for the Effects of Climate Change: A Strategy for California, both
of which reference studies on the potential physical impacts of climate change in California.

These reports have identified four main potential risks for our sector: increased electricity demand from more extreme and frequent hot
weather events; reductions in hydroelectric generation due to reductions in snowpack in parts of the Sierra Nevada Mountains; increased
wildfire risk; and impacts to facilities due to sea level rise and increased storm surges.

Since 2008, PG&E has been investigating the potential physical risks of climate change to PG&E’s system. An in-house climate science
team periodically reviews the most relevant scientific literature on how sea level rise, temperature changes, rainfall and runoff patterns,
wildfire risk, and storm frequency and intensity affect California and the West. This research helps identify potential impacts on PG&E
assets and enables potentially affected business units to evaluate climate change-related risks to facilities and develop the necessary
adaptation strategies. PG&E also engages with leaders from business, government, academia and nonprofits to share information, best
practices and plan for the future.

Planning for Potential Climate Change Impacts
During 2012, PG&E continued to develop strategies to mitigate the impact of our operations (including customer energy usage) on the
environment and to plan for the actions that we will need to take to adapt to the likely impacts that climate change will have on our future
operations.

With respect to electric operations, climate scientists project that sometime in the next several decades climate change will lead to
increased electricity demand due to more extreme, persistent and frequent hot weather events. PG&E believes its strategies to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions—such as energy efficiency and demand response programs, infrastructure improvements and the support of
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PG&E hydrographers conduct a snow survey in
the Sierras. PG&E has adaptation strategies in
place to mitigate the impact of climate change on
our hydroelectric generation.

renewable energy development—will help to offset the expected increased demand for electricity. PG&E is also conducting increased
vegetation management to reduce the risk of wildfire impacts on electric and gas facilities.

Climate scientists also predict that climate change will result in significant
reductions in snowpack in parts of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This impact
could, in turn, affect PG&E’s hydroelectric generation. At this time, PG&E does
not anticipate that reductions in Sierra Nevada snowpack will have a
significant impact on our hydroelectric generation in the near term, due in
large part to our adaptation strategies. These strategies include developing
new modeling tools for forecasting runoff, maintaining higher winter carryover
reservoir storage levels, reducing conveyance flows in canals and flumes
during winter storms as more precipitation falls as rain, and reducing
discretionary reservoir water releases.

PG&E is working with the U.S. Geological Survey and the California
Department of Water Resources to model and better understand the potential
impacts of mountain snowpack loss on California’s Sierra and southern
Cascade low-elevation watersheds. Procedures for tracking and classifying
climate change’s potential to impact our lines of our business have been
developed for sea level rise, temperature change and the effects of
precipitation change.

Additionally, PG&E has developed a snowmelt runoff tracking procedure to identify and track climate change’s potential impacts on small
watershed areas, investigated Northern California’s aquifers to better understand how they may respond to climate change's potential
impacts and worked with local communities in Northern California to increase awareness of decreasing water flows so that these
communities can explore local adaptation measures. PG&E has also presented and published several scientific papers on our research
and investigations into how climate change is impacting the Northern Sierra Nevada and Southern Cascade watersheds that supply our
hydroelectric system.

If PG&E is not successful in fully adapting to projected reductions in snowpack over the coming decades, it may become necessary to
replace some of our hydroelectric generation with electricity from other sources.

Scientists also project that climate change will cause sea levels along California’s coast to slowly rise by a meter or more within this
century, which may result in higher flooding potential at PG&E’s low elevation facilities. PG&E is working with the California Energy
Commission and the University of California, Berkeley to study the effects of sea-level rise and water flow around our natural gas storage
facility and infrastructure at McDonald Island in the Sacramento River Delta. PG&E is also engaged with multi-stakeholder groups on
climate adaptation, including the Bay Area Climate and Energy Resilience Project, Adapting to Rising Tides and the Silicon Valley 2.0
Climate Adaptation Working Group.
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ENVIRONMENT

Minimizing Impacts of Our Operations
PG&E’s work to upgrade and maintain gas and electric facilities to meet customer needs can impact sensitive wildlife and other important
natural resources. This requires us to take steps to avoid or minimize impacts to these resources when we perform operation and
maintenance activities.

Recent examples of our efforts to protect unique and sensitive habitats throughout California include:

4
Number of PG&E-
owned properties
certified as Wildlife at
Work sites by the non-
profit Wildlife Habitat
Council

Natural Resource Stewardship

As we work to deliver safe, reliable and affordable service to customers,
PG&E maintains a deeply rooted commitment to managing land and waters
in an environmentally responsible way. This includes protecting threatened
and endangered species and their habitats during operations, managing
watershed lands that PG&E has committed to preserving in perpetuity,
maintaining forest lands to minimize the threat of wildfire, and managing
vegetation and protecting birds along overhead power lines so that
customers experience fewer outages.

Safe Harbor Agreements. PG&E maintains Safe Harbor Agreements with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for PG&E-owned land at
two locations: Antioch Dunes National Wildlife Refuge in Contra Costa County and Tulare Hill in Santa Clara County. Through these
agreements, PG&E is working to protect species such as the Lange’s Metalmark Butterfly, Antioch Dunes evening primrose, Bay
checkerspot butterfly and Metcalf Canyon jewelflower. At Antioch Dunes, for example, PG&E’s efforts have reduced invasive plant
species cover by 32 percent.

Responsible Transmission Planning. To bring electricity from two large solar farms to customers, PG&E upgraded transmission
lines and built two new switching stations in San Luis Obispo and Kern Counties. Throughout the project, we coordinated closely with
the solar developers, San Luis Obispo County, the California Public Utilities Commission and the U.S. Department of Energy to
minimize impacts to endangered species such as the San Joaquin kit fox, blunt nosed leopard lizard and Kern mallow. We also
preserved hundreds of artifacts discovered in a historic Native American seasonal village.
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Partnering on Sustainable Solutions
PG&E is supporting the Pollinator Partnership (P2), a nonprofit group that
encourages the health of native pollinator populations—bees, bats, birds, beetles,
butterflies and more—throughout North America. These species contribute to
ecosystem health and help pollinate agricultural crops. PG&E is working with P2,
local agencies and land managers to rehabilitate parkway lands under utility
corridors to increase native bee populations.

PG&E carries out a range of restoration activities and habitat acquisition for mitigation to fulfill state and federal regulatory requirements
and to support voluntary environmental initiatives. Last year, our efforts enhanced or restored more than 1,255 acres of habitat and 23
miles of stream and river riparian vegetation.

Protected and Restored Habitat1

CATEGORY 2010 2011 2012
Acres set aside and protected 64.1 acres 39.4 acres 0 acres
Acres of restored habitat 590.3 acres 292 acres 1,255.7 acres
Miles of stream and river riparian vegetation protected 13.9 miles 6.6 miles 23.6 miles

Habitat Conservation Plans (HCP). We continued to implement our San Joaquin Valley Operations and Maintenance HCP, which is
a 30-year permit covering our operations and maintenance activities and minor new construction in the region. The HCP covers 23
wildlife and 42 plant species and enables PG&E to maintain our operations in a way that protects these species and the habitats in
which they thrive. We are also developing two additional HCPs, one for the Bay Area and another that will encompass another five
regions within PG&E’s service area.

1 PG&E undertook these activities to meet various regulatory requirements.
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Salmon in Butte Creek, where PG&E is working to
enhance the fish’s habitat.

Stewardship in Our Hydroelectric Operations
PG&E’s stewardship commitment includes working to manage our hydroelectric facilities in a manner that restores and enhances habitat
for fish and other wildlife. Examples of our efforts include the following:

Overall, PG&E’s management of our hydroelectric operations yielded important environmental benefits in 2012:

Environmental Stewardship in Our Hydroelectric Operations – 2012

Miles of stream monitored for environmental condition1 513

Acres of bird nesting territories monitored2 7,750

Acres monitored and/or treated for noxious weed control 8,671

PG&E strives to avoid and minimize impacts to habitats
and species wherever possible. When impacts cannot be
avoided, we work in partnership with local land trusts and
land management organizations to compensate
appropriately, as required by law. While this mitigation is
required, doing so in concert with broader conservation
goals is voluntary. Typically, our strategy is to invest in
parcels that contribute to larger landscape conservation
goals and benefit a broad set of species, rather than
focusing on smaller, separate parcels.

This map shows areas where PG&E has acquired lands or
conservation easements or purchased habitat mitigation
credits as part of our San Joaquin Valley Operations and
Maintenance HCP, totaling nearly 420 acres. Additional
acquisitions are expected during 2013 to help satisfy
ongoing mitigation requirements.

 

Click image to see full map.

Battle Creek Salmon and Steelhead Restoration Project. In Tehama
County near Mount Lassen, we continue to work with federal, state and
regional agencies, conservation organizations and other groups to restore
historic salmon runs along Battle Creek in one of the country’s largest cold
water fish restoration efforts. Between 2009 and 2015, we are removing
five of the eight diversion dams in the area, and retrofitting the remaining
three with fish screens and ladders to allow spawning fish to travel
upstream through 48 miles of streams and habitat.

Butte Creek. In Butte County, PG&E’s DeSabla-Centerville hydroelectric
project provides a unique benefit to endangered Chinook salmon and
steelhead. An 8-mile diversion canal brings colder water from the Feather
River to Butte Creek, encouraging fish to migrate. Together with efforts to
improve water quality, install fish screens and remove barriers to fish
migration, this project is making a difference: in 2012, officials estimated 10,000 to 15,000 fish compared with about 2,000 in 2011—
estimated to be one of the largest runs of spring Chinook since 1954.
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Cubic yards of gravel added to streams to enhance fish spawning habitat 200
Acres monitored for use by special-status species3 5,410

Sustainably Managing Lands and Watersheds
PG&E is committed to sustainably managing forest lands to improve ecosystems and reduce the risk of wildfires. We are also fulfilling a
long-term commitment to work with partner organizations to preserve watershed lands in perpetuity, and we are practicing land
stewardship at our Diablo Canyon Power Plant.

Sustainable Forestry

Creating healthy forests through sustainable practices on PG&E’s 52,000 acres of forest lands has long been a priority. Healthy forests
minimize fire danger and, as a result, better protect the public, important infrastructure and habitat needed by plants and animals to
survive and flourish. Healthy forests also help address climate change by sequestering substantial amounts of carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere.

Following a forest fire, PG&E culled dead and dying trees on this property, making way for planned restoration with conifer
seedlings.

Key elements of our sustainable forestry efforts include maintaining lands to help prevent the spread of wildfires, engaging nearby
communities in wildfire prevention programs, and collecting and banking seeds from PG&E forest lands for future restoration purposes.

Despite these efforts, wildfires do still occur, including several that impacted PG&E property in 2012. When this occurs, burned trees are

1 This measure refers to miles of stream monitored for its environmental condition, such as water quality/flow, sediment management, habitat quality, fish populations, and invasive
species.

2 Includes monitoring of Bald Eagle and other nesting territories at PG&E hydroelectric projects.

3 Special status species include those that are listed under the federal or state Endangered Species Acts or are otherwise given a specific designation by a state or federal resource or
land management agency. Monitoring studies are required under various hydroelectric licenses.
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Recommendations from the Stewardship Council in 2011 –
2012
Click image to see full map.

designated for salvage so that PG&E may reduce forest insect infestation, prepare properties for reforestation efforts and capture the
value of dying trees. As a result of the 2012 fires, we harvested impacted trees from approximately 650 acres of land and established
250,000 conifer seedlings in a nursery, which will be used to replant and restore the properties.

Land Conservation Commitment

PG&E’s Land Conservation Commitment ensures the permanent
protection of 140,000 acres of PG&E-owned watershed lands across
the Sierra and Cascade Mountain Ranges, through the donation of
conservation easements to qualified conservation organizations. In
addition, a portion of the land will be donated to local and state
organizations.

Implementation of the donations is overseen by the Pacific Forest and
Watershed Lands Stewardship Council, an independent non-profit
organization created in 2003. In 2012, the Stewardship Council
recommended that PG&E donate more than 7,500 acres to public
agencies or qualified conservation organizations, in addition to the
18,000 acres recommended in 2011. Additionally, the Council
recommended giving conservation easements to local community
organizations totaling 6,402 acres.

PG&E is also working with the Stewardship Council on a program to
implement $25 million in on-the-ground enhancement projects on
watershed lands.

Additionally, the Foundation for Youth Investment manages youth-
related grantmaking for the Stewardship Council. With help from a
PG&E grant in 2012, the foundation:

A 240-acre parcel of PG&E property abuts the
U.S. Forest Service’s Emigrant Wilderness and
will be transferred to Tuolumne County, while
the conservation easement on the land will be
donated to the Fall River Resource
Conservation District.

Invested $1.2 million in 49 organizations serving diverse populations
across Northern and Central California that connect young people to
the outdoors;

Launched a workforce development program for young adults from
underserved backgrounds to gain the skills needed to work in the
outdoor industry; and

Helped create a transportation fund to enable classrooms to access
outdoor education.
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Land Stewardship at Diablo Canyon

Located on one of the most scenic coastlines in the country, Diablo Canyon Power Plant is surrounded by more than 12,000 acres of
land that stretches across 14 miles of pristine oceanfront. The site is home to many species of plants and animals, including the
American peregrine falcon, and near-shore marine habitats that support marine wildlife species, including the brown pelican, southern
sea otter and northern elephant seal.

Visiting hikers on the Pecho Coast Trail near Diablo Canyon Power Plant.

PG&E’s stewardship of the property includes livestock grazing and other strategies to remove invasive plant species, which has resulted
in a healthier rangeland habitat. PG&E also allows scientists and others to study the area’s habitat and ecology, including archaeology
students from nearby California Polytechnic State University. The property also includes three scenic trails that are open to the public.
Docent naturalists, who include Diablo Canyon employees, lead groups along Pecho Coast Trail and through Rattle Snake Canyon to
provide information about the area’s history, cultural resources and biological diversity.

In 2012, the Wildlife Habitat Council granted Corporate Lands for Learning program certification to PG&E’s Diablo Canyon Land
Stewardship Program. Four additional PG&E sites are certified Wildlife at Work sites by the Wildlife Habitat Council.

Sustainable Management Along Utility Lines
Proper maintenance of gas and electric transmission and distribution lines is essential for PG&E to meet our customers’ expectations of
safe, reliable and affordable gas and electric service. This includes protecting birds and managing vegetation in a sustainable way.

Protecting Birds

More than 300 species of migratory birds live within PG&E's service area, either on a permanent basis or during semi-annual migration
along the “Pacific Flyway.” When these birds perch on power lines or utility poles, or collide with power lines while in flight, they can be
injured or killed and can also cause electric outages and wildfires. PG&E has an important responsibility to protect birds, both to comply
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PG&E installed numerous nest platforms to
protect large birds, such as this osprey.

with state and federal laws and to maintain electric service reliability.

Our work is guided by an Avian Protection Plan to protect migratory, threatened and endangered birds while improving system safety and
electric reliability for our customers. PG&E’s plan is one of the most comprehensive in the nation.

Since 2002, PG&E has made approximately 22,500 existing utility poles and towers bird-safe. In that time, we have also retrofitted
approximately 26,100 utility poles in areas where bird injuries, fatalities or bird-related power outages have occurred. All new poles and
replacement poles in our designated “Raptor Concentration Zone” are also built to be bird-safe.

Bird Protection Program (Bird-Safe Retrofits)

2010 2011 2012
Poles Planned 2,080 2,090 2,050
Poles Completed 2,160 1,885 2,049
% Poles Completed 104% 90% 99%

Key highlights from 2012 included continuing to take steps to protect birds at our facilities, such as surveying substations where
burrowing owls reside. We also continued to support a shareholder-funded program that encourages the installation of owl nesting boxes
mounted on dedicated poles, rather than utility poles. PG&E encourages growers to install these nesting boxes in vineyards, where owls
provide natural pest control.

Vegetation Management

Each year, PG&E’s Vegetation Management department inspects every mile of power line in our service area for public safety and
electric reliability. The work is performed by 350 consulting utility arborists and foresters and more than 650 line clearance contractor
crews.

Our efforts are focused in three areas:

Public Safety and Reliability: We recognize the important value that trees
and other vegetation bring to our homes and communities. However, we
also know that contact between vegetation and power lines can present
risks to public safety and is a leading cause of electric power outages.
Such incidents can result in injuries to the public, as well as wildfires that
damage property and the environment. And because PG&E’s transmission
lines are part of the interstate grid, our vegetation management program
promotes the stability of the electric grid across the Western United States
and Canada and lowers the likelihood of a widespread blackout.

Compliance: PG&E is required by law to keep the electric lines clear. For
example, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation’s Standard
FAC-003-1 applies to bulk transmission lines and is intended to prevent a
large-scale transmission outage. This national standard was developed in
response to the Northeast blackout of 2003 and subsequent Congressional
mandates. It requires that transmission line owners like PG&E have a formal vegetation management program that meets specific
standards and maintains required clearances between vegetation and electric transmission facilities at all times in all conditions.
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PG&E has been recognized by the National Arbor Day Foundation as a Tree Line USA recipient for 18 consecutive years for
demonstrating best practices in utility arboriculture.

cities, agencies, fire safe councils and universities.

PG&E educates the public about “power-line
friendly” tree planting near overhead and
underground utility lines, planting for energy
efficiency and related topics. PG&E also
communicates the importance of keeping
vegetation a safe distance from electric
transmission lines.

Public Involvement: While working to meet federal and state
standards, PG&E is committed to engaging with landowners and
public agencies to resolve concerns to reach mutually agreeable
solutions. Our efforts include a public education program. For
example, our “Right Tree, Right Place” outreach aims to educate the
public on the proper selection of trees under or near power lines. We
communicate the message through community events such as fairs
and home and garden shows, tree plantings and partnerships with
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ENVIRONMENT

Taking a Sustainable Approach
At PG&E, we are working to use water more sustainably in our facilities and operations. Taking a sustainable approach allows us to
ensure we meet our future business needs, while also addressing near-term opportunities for efficiency and cost savings.

PG&E’s water conservation and management efforts span a range of areas:

1.3
billion

Estimated gallons of
water saved by
customers who adopted
energy efficient
measures that also
save water

Water Conservation and Management

Water is an important resource for the utility industry and is in increasing
demand by a wide range of stakeholders. PG&E is taking numerous steps to
conserve water in our facilities and protect the watersheds where we operate.
We met our annual water reduction goal in 2012, staying on track toward our
five-year goal of a 20 percent reduction in water use for our offices and
service yards. We also employ air-cooled technology at all but one of our
thermal power plants and offer incentives to help customers conserve water.

Reducing water consumption at PG&E offices and service yards

Using air for cooling (versus once-through “wet” cooling) at our generation facilities

Developing plans to manage the potential future impacts of climate change on our hydroelectric system

Working with suppliers to reduce their water use
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In 2012, PG&E voluntarily responded to the Carbon Disclosure Project’s (CDP)
annual information request on water. This request was made on behalf of more
than 470 investors around the world representing $50 trillion in assets. For the
third year running, the CDP recognized PG&E for demonstrating best practice
among major companies worldwide.

Water Use Statistics
PG&E has no power plants that use freshwater for once-through cooling. (The Diablo Canyon Power Plant uses a once-through cooling
system that relies on saltwater.) Although freshwater is used to support the internal operations of our plants, this, by comparison,
represents a much smaller volume than required for plant cooling. As discussed more fully below, PG&E’s largest use of freshwater is the
generation of hydroelectricity; this is not considered a consumptive use of water because the water runs through the turbines and returns
to the river or stream.

We will continue to expand the scope of water use tracked and reported in our water footprint. For example, as we expand the metering
and tracking of our facility water use, we will include this usage in our summary of water use statistics.

Water Use Statistics

2010 2011 2012
Water Withdrawal (Saltwater and Freshwater) (thousand gallons)

Once-Through Cooling (Saltwater)
Diablo Canyon Power Plant1 856,154,000 863,753,000 833,390,000

Humboldt Bay Power Plant2 18,145,000 N/A N/A

Domestic and Process Water (Freshwater)
Diablo Canyon Power Plant 138,093 145,546 149,705

Freshwater3 17,650 13,410 21,100

Seawater Reverse Osmosis Product Water 120,443 132,136 128,605
Humboldt Bay Power Plant 5,808 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station1,2 39 231 131

Gateway Generating Station1,4 16,769 20,339 20,012

Colusa Generating Station1,5 2,063 2,810 4,086

California State University, East Bay Fuel Cell1,6 N/A 699 1,940

San Francisco State University Fuel Cell1,6 N/A 419 N/A

Corporate Real Estate Facilities (Freshwater)
Offices and Service Yards7 129,200 121,400 127,358

 
Wastewater Discharged (Saltwater and Freshwater) (thousand gallons)

Once-Through Cooling (Saltwater)8

Diablo Canyon Power Plant 856,154,000 863,753,000 833,390,000
Humboldt Bay Power Plant 18,145,000 N/A N/A

Domestic and Process Water (Freshwater)
Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Permitted Discharge 123,498 134,345 135,401

Helping customers reduce their water use

Using best management practices in maintenance and construction projects to protect water quality.
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Humboldt Bay Power Plant 11,793 N/A N/A
Sanitary Sewer 3,108 N/A N/A
Permitted Discharge 8,685 N/A N/A

Humboldt Bay Generating Station
Sanitary Sewer 39 86 59

Gateway Generating Station
Sanitary Sewer 7,432 10,155 9,262

Colusa Generating Station9 0 0 0

1 Net operating capacity on December 31, 2012: Diablo Canyon: 2,240 MW; Humboldt Bay Generating Station: 163 MW; Gateway Generating Station: 530 MW of base capacity and
50 MW of enhanced capability; Colusa Generating Station: 530 MW of base capacity and 127 MW of enhanced capability; CSU-East Bay Fuel Cell: 1.4 MW; San Francisco State Fuel
Cell: 1.6 MW

2 The Humboldt Bay Power Plant (Humboldt Bay) facilities, two operating fossil fuel-fired plants and two mobile turbines, were retired at the end of September 2010. The Humboldt
Bay Generating Station, which does not use once-through cooling, became operational in September 2010.

3 Freshwater sources are well water for back-up and emergency purposes.

4 The Gateway Generating Station, which does not use once-through cooling, became operational in January 2009.

5 The Colusa Generating Station, which does not use once-through cooling, became operational in December 2010.

6 The Utility owns and operates fuel cell sites in the Bay Area that became operational in September 2011 and have a combined capacity of 3 MW. Water meter data was only
collected for the California State University, East Bay Fuel Cell facility in 2012.

7 This figure represents the water supplied to 135 of the 194 offices and service yards managed by the Utility’s Corporate Real Estate Strategy and Services department for the 12-
month period from October to September. These facilities represent the scope of operations covered by PG&E’s water reduction target in 2012. We expect to report water consumption
from additional facilities in subsequent sustainability reports, consistent with our plan to encompass more facilities in our water reduction target.

8 These are estimated figures as PG&E only measures water withdrawal associated with once-through cooling.

9 Colusa Generating Station uses a zero liquid discharge system. A septic system is used to manage sanitary waste.

Use of Saltwater for Once-Through Cooling
PG&E currently owns and operates one power plant that uses saltwater for once-through cooling to condense steam to water in the
electricity generating process. Diablo Canyon is a 2,240 MW nuclear power plant with a maximum discharge of 2.5 billion gallons per
day, set by the facility’s Clean Water Act permit.

PG&E closely monitors the marine environment at the plant by conducting regular studies and sampling required under the plant’s Clean
Water Act permit. The marine studies at Diablo Canyon, ongoing since the mid-1970s, represent one of the largest databases of intertidal
marine data in the United States.

The Clean Water Act requires that cooling water intake structures at electric power plants, such as Diablo Canyon, reflect the best
technology available to minimize adverse environmental impacts. U.S. EPA regulations are expected in 2013 that will include specific
compliance requirements for impingement (when organisms are caught on water filter screens) and entrainment (when organisms are
drawn in through the cooling system).

On the state level, the California State Water Resource Control Board has a policy regulating the use of once-through cooling at existing
power plants and establishing a schedule to phase out once-through cooling at most facilities. The policy acknowledges the unique
contributions of nuclear plants to baseload power and to meeting the state’s greenhouse gas reduction goals, and allows for alternative
compliance requirements at these facilities.

For new generation projects, PG&E supports efforts to transition away from once-through cooling and is using alternative technologies
that rely on air for cooling at its repowered and new facilities. For example, we are using advanced reciprocating engine technology at the
repowered 163 MW Humboldt Bay Generating Station. Because this plant is cooled with air radiators using a closed loop liquid coolant, it
requires minimal water use.

PG&E is using another dry cooling technology, an air-cooled condenser, at the Gateway and Colusa Generating Stations. The Gateway
Generating Station uses approximately 97 percent less water and discharges 98 percent less wastewater than a traditional “wet” cooled
plant, and the similarly designed Colusa Generating Station also uses dry cooling—a zero liquid discharge system that recycles
wastewater. Fluctuations in water use at these facilities are largely attributable to plant maintenance activities.
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In addition, PG&E owns and operates fuel cell sites that have a combined capacity of 3 MW and require freshwater for the
electrochemical energy generation process.

Freshwater Consumptive Uses
PG&E consumes some freshwater for the internal operations at the four power plants we own and operate. These operations are largely
closed-loop systems that minimize the amount of water consumed. Additionally, the Diablo Canyon Power Plant uses freshwater
generated through seawater reverse osmosis. The freshwater is used to generate steam, cool auxiliary equipment, support fire water
systems and supply drinking water at the power plants, among other uses. To ensure operational efficiency and maintain plant chemistry,
we closely monitor these internal systems to ensure they are watertight, thus reducing consumptive use.

In 2012, PG&E used a significant amount of water to perform hydrostatic testing on more than 175 miles of its gas transmission pipelines
to verify the safety and reliability of its natural gas transmission system. Hydrostatic pressure testing involves filling a section of pipe with
water, pressurizing it to a much higher level than the pipe operates with natural gas, then monitoring the pipe for at least eight hours. Any
pipe sections that do not pass are repaired and retested. Following a completed test, the water is sampled and analyzed to verify that
applicable discharge limits are met. Water is then discharged either under permit from a Regional Water Quality Control Board or the
local sanitary sewer agency.

We also consume freshwater in our office buildings and gas and electric transmission and distribution facilities for purposes such as
sanitation, landscaping, cooling and cleaning vehicles. Water is also used as part of environmental remediation of our historic impacts.

Freshwater Non-Consumptive Uses
PG&E’s hydroelectric power plants are largely non-consumptive. After water passes through turbines to produce electricity, it is returned
to the river. Of PG&E’s 68 hydroelectric power houses, 24 are classified as “run-of-the-river,” with no need for storing water. The other
units draw water from reservoirs.

PG&E also uses water for energy storage to help balance daily variations in electric demand at the Helms Pumped Storage Project, a
site more than 1,000 feet inside a solid granite mountain. With a total output of 1,212 MW, the facility alternately draws water from an
upper reservoir to produce electricity when demand is high, and pumps it back when demand is low for reuse during the next high-
demand period.

Water Conservation in Our Facilities
PG&E remains on track to meet our five-year goal to reduce water usage in offices and service yards by 20 percent by the end of 2014,
with 2009 as the baseline year.

In 2012, we reduced water use by 2.3 percent—or 3.1 million gallons—at 135 offices and service yards, exceeding our 2.0 percent target.
To achieve these reductions, we reduced landscape water use through enhanced maintenance and operations, and by installing “smart”
irrigation controllers at 11 sites to govern the use of sprinkler systems. In 2013, our goal is to achieve an additional 2.0 percent reduction
at the 135 sites.
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Managing Storm Water Run-Off and Protecting Species

Helping Customers Reduce Water Use

In California, storm water run-off can pose an environmental threat, with precipitation transporting pollutants into nearby lakes, rivers,
wetlands and coastal waters.

PG&E has a comprehensive program to comply with state permitting requirements for storm water management associated with
construction projects. The stringent requirements call for PG&E to implement pollution prevention plans and best management practices.
Examples include reusable fencing to prevent sediment from entering waterways and active treatment systems that remove sediments
from collected storm water at construction sites.

PG&E continues to expand its program by proactively including projects that do not trigger state permitting requirements.

Hundreds of people attended the 10th Water
Conservation Showcase held at PG&E’s
Pacific Energy Center in San Francisco.

Since 2004, PG&E has hosted an annual Water
Conservation Showcase in San Francisco that
brings together experts and innovative products
and services to explore new policies, strategies
and technologies to conserve water. At the event,
industry experts cover a wide range of topics
related to building and landscape water savings
for both residential and commercial building
projects.

By encouraging energy efficiency, PG&E also enables our customers to reduce their water use. PG&E analyzed 12 of the more 
common water-saving technologies promoted through our energy efficiency incentives and estimated the savings to be more than 1.3 
billion gallons of water savings per year, equivalent to the annual water consumption of nearly 8,000 California households.

Forty-nine percent of these water savings came from 
programs for residential customers in 2012, where we 
directly installed the water-saving devices and 
provided rebates to lower their cost. Through PG&E’s 
Energy Savings Assistance Program, we installed 
hundreds of thousands of low-flow showerheads and 
faucet aerators at no cost to low-income homeowners 
and renters. In addition, PG&E issued more than $4.3 
million in residential rebates for dishwashers and 
clothes washers. For the clothes washers, customers 
received a combined rebate through a partnership 
between PG&E and 30 local water agencies.

The remaining 51 percent of water savings resulted 
from commercial, agricultural and industrial customers. 
For agricultural customers, we helped convert high-
pressure sprinklers to low-energy drip irrigation, which 
alone saved more than 280 million gallons of water. 
Other technologies include steam traps, low-flow 
showerheads, faucet aerators, air-cooled ice machines 
and ozone laundry equipment, which uses ozone as a 
cleaning agent in lieu of hot water.
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ENVIRONMENT

Meeting Federal and State Requirements
PG&E remains focused on meeting aggressive federal and state vehicle emission and alternative fuel requirements. Federal regulations
require that 90 percent of all light-duty vehicles purchased for our fleet be capable of using an alternative fuel—such as compressed
natural gas or electricity—provided the technology is commercially available. In addition, state air quality regulations require us to replace
different categories of vehicles and equipment within specific timeframes, including portable engines, forklifts, dump trucks and heavy-
duty construction equipment such as line trucks and tractors.

100
Approximate number of
jobs supported with
PG&E’s commitment to
purchase trucks with a
plug-in battery-powered
system from an Altec
Industries, Inc. facility
near Sacramento

Greening Our Fleet

From hybrid electric bucket trucks to extended range pickups, PG&E is
pioneering new vehicle technologies as part of our commitment to provide
safe, reliable and affordable gas and electric service. In fact, we have actively
incorporated more efficient and sustainable transportation technologies into
our fleet for more than two decades—reducing emissions, operating costs
and dependency on petroleum-based fuels.
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The extended-range pick-up truck from VIA Motors
runs on electric power for the first 40 miles.

We are working to meet these requirements in a way that fosters innovation and economic vitality. This includes partnering with vehicle
manufacturers to design and test new types of vehicles and technologies. We are also equipping selected units with GPS systems to
increase the efficiency of our dispatching system.

PG&E also continues to implement a plan, approved in 2009 by ARB, which will reduce air emissions five years earlier than required by
regulation. By 2017, all heavy-duty diesel vehicles in PG&E’s fleet will meet or exceed 2010 model year tailpipe emission standards.
PG&E plans to continue its leadership in this area, delivering even better results as we continue to advance electric-based transportation
technologies.

About Our Fleet
As part of our commitment to reduce our operational footprint, we continue to incorporate innovative new vehicles into our fleet. Of the
nearly 8,200 on-road vehicles we own, nearly 20 percent were powered by compressed natural gas, electricity or other alternative fuels
at the end of 2012.

To support the growing electrification of our fleet, PG&E is also installing charging infrastructure at our facilities. In 2012, we expanded
our fueling network to include more than 150 charging stations at about 40 locations across our service area. We also maintain a network
of more than 30 CNG facilities, 25 of which are open to customers. PG&E uses its expertise to help customers take advantage of this
relatively low-emitting, domestic alternative fuel in their own fleets.

Exploring the Promise of Extended-Range Electric Pickups
“Extended range” electric vehicles occupy a middle ground between traditional hybrids and 100 percent electric vehicles. As a result, they
offer many of the environmental benefits of an electric vehicle, paired with the flexibility to travel longer distances when necessary.

PG&E was the first utility to test an extended range pick-up truck from VIA
Motors. The trucks can run on electric power for the first 40 miles and then
use a smaller gasoline-operated engine to generate any additional electricity
needed to finish a trip, resulting in fuel savings and fewer emissions. The
vehicles also offer exportable power, which can be used by PG&E crews to
run tools and lights; eventually, the trucks could be used to power an entire
neighborhood during an outage. PG&E and VIA are also working on other
models, such as vans and SUVs.

Our fleet also includes more than 50 Chevrolet Volts, another extended range
vehicle. The Volt travels its first 35 miles in electric mode and then switches to
a gas-powered generator when the battery is expended. For short trips, the
Volt can operate entirely on electric power, but in emergencies, the car can
travel across our service area without the need for recharging.

 
PG&E worked with Allison Transmission Llc and Peterbilt
Motors Company on a first-of-its-kind utility material
handler. The system, which could result in fuel savings of
up to 25 percent, includes a conventional diesel engine
with a regenerative braking kinetic energy recovery
system and stored energy from batteries.
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PG&E vehicles at Altec Industries Inc.’s green-fleet
facility in Dixon.

Fostering Economic Vitality
PG&E owns and operates approximately 600 trouble trucks, which are used to inspect, repair and maintain PG&E’s vast network of
electric transmission and distribution power lines. PG&E also owns a fleet of larger material handler trucks used to lift crews and
materials at the job site.

PG&E and Altec Industries, Inc., our manufacturing partner, developed a first-
of-its-kind plug-in battery-powered system, called the Electric Worksite Idle
Management System (eWIMS). The battery operates the auxiliary systems of
these trucks—lights, hydraulic lifts, heating and air conditioning and tools—
while at the job site, avoiding the need to idle the vehicle’s engine. Less idling
reduces fuel consumption, saves money, prevents air emissions and provides
a safer work environment by reducing noise.

PG&E’s commitment to purchase hundreds of the trucks helped support about
100 new manufacturing jobs at Altec’s facility near Sacramento—promoting
sustainability in our operations while keeping the benefits close to home.

In 2012, we increased our fleet of eWIMS-equipped trouble trucks to more
than 270, and we extended the technology to more than 40 material handlers.
PG&E expects to have 700 of these bucket trucks in its fleet by 2017.

PG&E is also adding new gas crew trucks built by a local company, Tracey-based American Truck & Trailer Body, Company, Inc., which
was able to add 20 new jobs as a result of PG&E’s order. Designed with input from hundreds of employees, the trucks feature
improvements such as a more advanced braking system, a roll-up compartment door for safer access on busy streets, a loading device
for heavy equipment and greater fuel economy. An on-board generator also enables crews to power tools necessary to make gas system
repairs.

Flexibility and Mobility During Emergencies
In support of a PG&E-wide focus on safety, PG&E maintains four mobile command vehicles designed to support crews during
emergencies. The vehicles are packed with the tools crews need to address emergencies from the field, including a 3,000-watt on-board
generator, three workstations, laptops, satellite phones, radios and a controller that allows for other radios (such as police, fire and
highway patrol devices) to connect with PG&E radio frequencies. The vehicles serve as an extension of PG&E’s Emergency Operations
Centers and incident command facilities.

PG&E has two additional mobile command centers that are capable of supporting major emergencies such as wildfires for extended
periods of time. The vehicles are built on a 40-foot bus chassis and can house a dozen people for days or weeks, if needed, to address
any emergency needs. Like their smaller counterparts, these units are some of the most technologically advanced vehicles in production.

Fuel Use and Emissions Statistics
PG&E utilizes petroleum and bio-diesel to power many of the vehicles in our fleet. The following chart shows PG&E’s fuel usage over the
past three years.

Transportation Fuel Consumed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company

2010 2011 2012
Petroleum Consumed by PG&E Fleet (gallons) 10,471,788 10,101,009 10,099,540
Bio-Diesel Consumed by PG&E Fleet (gallons) 268,004 221,118 196,164

PG&E’s fleet includes approximately 830 compressed natural gas (CNG) passenger cars, pickups, vans and trucks. The combined use of
natural gas in PG&E’s vehicle fleet, along with the fleets of customers, avoided the use of 15.8 million gallons of petroleum last year,
which equals the avoidance of approximately 680 tons of NOX, 50 tons of particulate matter and 51,500 metric tons of CO2 on a “well-to-
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wheel” basis (see the footnote below for an explanation of this term).

Clean Air Transportation (Customer Fleets)1

2010 2011 2012
Compressed Natural Gas Therms Used (x1,000) 22,235 22,761 19,637
Avoided NOX Emissions (tons) 757 769 664

Avoided PM Emissions (tons) 58 59 51
Avoided CO2 Emissions (metric tons) 55,770 57,090 49,254

Equivalent Petroleum Gallons Displaced (x1,000) 16,836 17,339 14,959

Clean Air Transportation (PG&E’s Fleet)1

2010 2011 2012
Compressed Natural Gas Therms Used (x1,000) 925.2 807 847
Avoided NOX Emissions (tons) 21 18 19

Avoided PM Emissions (tons) 2 1 1
Avoided CO2 Emissions (metric tons) 2,450 2,137 2,243

Equivalent Petroleum Gallons Displaced (x1,000) 731 650 683

1 These figures represent a full ”well-to-wheel” analysis, which takes into account energy use and emissions at every stage of the process, from the moment the fuel is produced at the
well to the moment the wheels are moved. Estimates compare the avoided emissions from PG&E's CNG vehicles to petroleum usage based on the methodology outlined in Full Fuel
Cycle Assessment (CEC-600-2007-003, June 2007), which uses the Argonne National Laboratory’s GREET emission model modified to California inputs.
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Energy, Water and Waste Reduction
To meet our five-year goals, we are executing a multi-faceted strategy to invest in key facility improvements, engage employees and
incorporate sustainability principles into all aspects of the management of our real estate. We continue to strive for improvement beyond
our original goals.

12
Number of PG&E’s
buildings that have
received LEED™ green
building certification

Buildings and Facilities

PG&E continues to make progress toward its five-year goals for reducing
energy, water and waste in office facilities and service yards. By doing so, we
are reducing the environmental footprint of our facilities, while providing an
enhanced workplace for our employees. A growing network of employee
volunteers has been critical to our progress—engaging and training fellow
employees to reduce their environmental impact at work.
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At our corporate headquarters, we upgraded the
mechanical systems with new infrastructure and
digital controls, reducing energy use while
providing better workplace comfort.

Our efforts include improving the operational efficiency of our existing
buildings; ensuring that equipment replacement, major remodels and new
facilities meet high efficiency standards; and identifying additional projects
that would result in significant efficiency improvements. We also continue to
engage our broader workforce, including partnering with a Grassroots Green
Network that brings together employee volunteers to support energy, water
and waste reduction awareness and initiatives.

Highlights in 2012 included:

1 The energy reduction goal is measured in million BTUs (MMBtus) and included 156 sites in 2010 and 168 sites in 2011 and 2012.

2 The water reduction goal is measured in gallons and included 91 sites in 2010, 125 sites in 2011 and 135 sites in 2012.

3 The waste diversion rate measures the diversion rate in the final quarter of each year. It included administrative waste for 48 office facilities and service yard sites in 2010 and 2011.
In 2012, we expanded the scope to include all non-hazardous municipal waste. We expanded further in 2013 to separately track 67 additional sites.

We reduced energy use by 3.1 percent—or about 12,990 MMBtus—at
168 offices and service yards, exceeding our 3.0 percent target. We
achieved this by specifying energy efficient designs when replacing
mechanical and lighting systems that were past their useful life and
installing advanced controls and building automation systems. We
replaced lighting in parking areas and service yards with new LED fixtures
with motion sensor and timing controls. We also incorporated energy
efficiency considerations into major remodel projects. In 2013, our goal is
to achieve an additional 3.5 percent reduction.
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Irrigation controls limit watering of landscaping
based on weather and soil conditions.

maintenance and by installing “smart” irrigation controllers at eleven sites
to govern the use of sprinkler systems. In 2013, our goal is to achieve an
additional 2.0 percent reduction.

We reached a 78 percent waste diversion rate for 48 sites, exceeding our
73 percent target. This total includes all non-hazardous municipal waste
generated within and outside the buildings. Key steps included ensuring
yard bins were the right size, upgrading service and adding composting
and single-stream recycling at select locations. Our 2013 goal is to
achieve an 81 percent waste diversion rate. We will also aim for a 61
percent diversion rate at an additional 67 sites.

Community Partnership to Reduce Waste
 
PG&E facilities in Bakersfield partnered with BARC, a
local non-profit committed to helping people with
developmental disabilities. BARC now provides our sites
with expanded recycling services which reduces our waste
while supporting the community.

We reduced water use by 2.3 percent—or 3.1 million gallons—at 135
offices and service yards, exceeding our 2.0 percent target. To achieve
these reductions, we reduced landscape water use through enhanced
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Water Use Statistics
In 2012, we made continued progress toward developing our “water footprint.”

Please see the Water Conservation and Management section for statistics on PG&E’s water usage.

Waste Generation Statistics
PG&E strives to minimize the overall amount of waste generated; compost organic waste and recycle non-hazardous waste, such as
glass, paper and certain metals. These figures represent the total waste diverted from the landfill at 48 sites managed by our Corporate
Real Estate Strategy and Services department.

1 The data reflects the 12-month period from December to November and is normalized for weather. Additionally, usage for years 2010-2011 has been updated to reflect improved
accuracy of meter information.

2 Figures are reported in the industry standard of BTU per square foot, which incorporates all of the energy used in a facility into one comparative number.

Energy Consumption Statistics
These figures represent electricity and natural gas usage at 168 facilities managed by our Corporate Real Estate Strategy and Services
department.
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1 The tonnage data reflects all of the non-hazardous municipal waste at 48 sites managed by PG&E’s Corporate Real Estate Strategy and Services department for the 12 months from
October 2011 to September 2012. The diversion rate reflects the final quarter as measured one quarter in arrears (July to September 2012).

Other examples of waste reduction efforts in 2012 include the following:

In the normal course of business, utility operations generate certain hazardous wastes. Waste is also created during the remediation and
cleanup of historic legacy sites.

Federal hazardous waste management statutes include the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and the Toxic Substances Control
Act. California has its own set of hazardous waste management laws and regulations, which are more stringent and encompass a
broader scope of waste streams. For example, wastes such as used oil are subject to California’s hazardous waste requirements but are
not regulated as hazardous waste under federal law.

PG&E manages all hazardous waste in accordance with federal and state regulations. Our comprehensive approach includes providing
guidance and training to employees to ensure that waste is properly managed from the point of generation to its ultimate disposal or
recycling.

Additionally, while PG&E works to reduce the amount of hazardous waste generated, certain projects such as upgrades to our
infrastructure or remediation of historical contamination may increase the amount of hazardous waste generated in a given year.

The following table provides statistics on PG&E’s waste generation.

Hazardous and Other Waste

2010 2011 2012
Total Hazardous Waste (tons) 33,449 114,999 117,553

RCRA1Hazardous Waste 1,360 4,286 13,204

TSCA2 Hazardous Waste 1,863 1,041 1,783

California Regulated Hazardous Waste 30,226 109,672 102,566
 

We recycled more than 23 million pounds of scrap iron, aluminum and copper from conductors, meters and miscellaneous material.
We also recycled more than two million pounds of recovered meters, 15 million pounds of transformers and 147,000 pounds of plastic,
including pipe and hard hats.

We recycled or reused nearly 150 tons of e-waste, including consumer electronic devices, CPUs, monitors, servers, printers, and
other equipment.

We recycled nearly 115,000 pounds of steel and copper from Humboldt Bay Power Plant and Diablo Canyon Power Plant.

Waste Diversion at Facilities1
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Federal Regulated Hazardous Waste (TSCA)—PCB Waste 50 ppm PCB (tons)
Total 1,863 1,041 1,783

Incineration 306 230 290
Landfill 1,479 379 1,204
Recycled 77 432 289
% Recycled 4.2% 41.5% 16.2%

 
California Regulated Hazardous Waste (Non-RCRA)3

Total 30,226 109,672 102,566
Disposed 29,163 105,127 97,580
Recycled 1,063 4,545 4,986
% Recycled 3.5% 4.1% 4.9%

 
Universal Waste (tons)
Total 164 159 200

Recycled 164 159 200
% Recycled 100% 100% 100%

 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste

Diablo Canyon Power Plant
Disposed (cubic feet) 367 660 453

Humboldt Bay Power Plant
Disposed (cubic feet) 52,009 130,602 12,344

Radioactively Cleared Waste
Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Disposed (pounds) N/A 113,767 133,917
Humboldt Bay Power Plant

Disposed (pounds) N/A N/A 2,819,197
 
Recycled Materials from Power Plants

Diablo Canyon Power Plant
Steel Recycled (pounds) 115,845 30,300 68,463
Copper Recycled (pounds) 9,300 6,250 4,215
Lead Recycled (pounds) N/A 15,500 N/A

Humboldt Bay Power Plant
Steel Recycled (pounds) 743,564 54,856 41,700
Copper Recycled (pounds) 1,475 N/A N/A
Lead Recycled (pounds) N/A N/A N/A

Air Emissions
To comply with stringent local air quality regulations, PG&E is focused on minimizing air emissions from its conventional sources of
power generation. The following figures reflect emissions from PG&E-owned generation sources.

1 Refers to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

2 Refers to the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).

3 These figures include PCB Waste <50 ppm PCB.
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Total NOX Emissions (tons) 904 144 158

Humboldt Bay Power Plant2 819 N/A N/A

Humboldt Bay Generating Station3 5 23 25

Gateway Generating Station 78 73 78
Colusa Generating Station4 1.5 48 55

 
NOX Emissions Rates (lbs/MWh)

Humboldt Bay Power Plant 4.27 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 0.08 0.10 0.12
Gateway Generating Station 0.05 0.06 0.05
Colusa Generating Station 0.04 0.05 0.04

Fossil Plants 0.49 0.06 0.05
All Plants 0.06 0.008 0.01
 
Total SO2 Emissions (tons) 42 12 15

Humboldt Bay Power Plant 34 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 1 2 1
Gateway Generating Station 7 6 8
Colusa Generating Station 0.14 4 6
 
SO2 Emissions Rates (lbs/MWh)

Humboldt Bay Power Plant 0.179 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 0.015 0.009 0.005
Gateway Generating Station 0.004 0.005 0.005
Colusa Generating Station 0.004 0.004 0.004

Fossil Plants 0.023 0.005 0.005
All Plants 0.003 0.0007 0.0009
 
Total Particulate Matter Emissions (tons) 62 96 99
Humboldt Bay Power Plant 23 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 16 51 51
Gateway Generating Station 22 19 22
Colusa Generating Station 0.9 27 26
 
Total CO Emissions (tons) 123 43 46
Humboldt Bay Power Plant 100 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 9 15 14
Gateway Generating Station 9 10 8
Colusa Generating Station 6 18 24
 
Total VOC Emissions (tons) 54 74 60
Humboldt Bay Power Plant 28 N/A N/A
Humboldt Bay Generating Station 19 66 47
Gateway Generating Station 8 7 8
Colusa Generating Station 0.02 1 4

1 Due to rounding conventions, some data above sum to an amount greater or less than the totals provided. Additionally, there were no reportable mercury emissions from PG&E’s
facilities during 2010 to 2012.
2 The Humboldt Bay Power Plant (Humboldt Bay) facilities, two operating fossil fuel-fired plants and two mobile turbines, were retired at the end of September 2010.
3 The new high-performance Humboldt Bay Generating Station became operational in September 2010.

Air Emissions1

 2010 2011 2012

4 Colusa Generating Station became operational in December 2010
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Benchmarking NOX and SO2 Emissions1

2009 2010 2011
National average, NOX 1.20 lbs/MWh 1.20 lbs/MWh 1.19 lbs/MWh

PG&E’s emissions rate, NOX 0.09 lbs/MWh 0.06 lbs/MWh 0.008 lbs/MWh

 
National average, SO2 3.11 lbs/MWh 2.65 lbs/MWh 2.44 lbs/MWh

PG&E’s emissions rate, SO2 0.003 lbs/MWh 0.003 lbs/MWh 0.0007 lbs/MWh

Investing in Green Buildings
We have increased the number of PG&E LEED™-certification projects to 12 as part of our ongoing efforts to certify new buildings and
large remodel projects. This includes LEED Platinum certification for our San Francisco Service Center Garage remodel. As shown
below, this includes a range of facilities throughout our service area.

FACILITY NAME LOCATION SCOPE LEED™ LEVEL STATUS
245 Market Street San

Francisco
Existing building LEED-EB Gold Received April

2007
Stockton Customer Service Office Stockton Major remodel—

leased building
LEED-CI Silver Received March

2010
Gateway Generating Station—
Administration Building

Antioch New building LEED-NC Certified Received March
2010

San Ramon Office Building San Ramon Major remodel—
leased building

LEED-CI Certified Received March
2010

Grid Control Center Vacaville New building LEED-NC Silver Received April
2010

77 Beale, 25th Floor San
Francisco

Major remodel LEED-CI Gold Received June
2011

Santa Rosa Service Center—Front
Building

Santa Rosa Major remodel LEED-NC Certified Received
September 2011

Bakersfield Service Center Operations
Building

Bakersfield Major remodel LEED-NC Certified Received January
2012

Stockton Service Center Operations
Building 2

Stockton Major remodel LEED-NC Silver Received January
2012

Stockton Service Center Operations
Building 1

Stockton Major remodel LEED-NC Silver Received April
2012

Santa Rosa Service Center—Back
Building

Santa Rosa Major remodel LEED-NC Certified Received May
2012

Colusa Generating Station—
Administration Building

Colusa New building LEED-Certified
(forecasted)

Expected in 2013

San Francisco Service Center Garage San
Francisco

Major remodel LEED-NC Platinum Received in 2013

General Office Headquarters Complex San
Francisco

Existing Building LEED-EBOM Gold
(forecasted)

Expected in 2013

Energy Procurement Alternate
Headquarters

Vacaville New Building LEED-NC Certified
(forecasted)

Expected in 2014

1Source of national average data is the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Electric Power Annual Report.
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PG&E’s 245 Market Street building in San Francisco,
which is part of the company’s corporate
headquarters, has been LEED™-certified since 2007.

 
In 2007, PG&E achieved LEED EB Gold certification for
our 245 Market Street building in San Francisco, which is
part of our corporate headquarters. In 2012, we
resubmitted for the entire site, comprised of six combined
structures that:

Achieved an ENERGY STAR score of 92, meaning
they are 92 percent more energy efficient than similar
buildings.

Diverts more than 90 percent of its waste from landfill
through recycling and composting.

Uses low-flow plumbing fixtures and automatic faucets
to reduce potable water use by up to 40 percent.

Uses energy efficient LED lighting in its garage area.

Continues to upgrade its lighting and mechanical
systems and controls.

Offers alternative fueling stations and preferred parking
for bicycles, van pools and alternative-fuel vehicles.
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Strengthening Our Business Practices and Systems
PG&E remains focused on maintaining strong internal processes and systems to manage the performance of our top 100 suppliers.
These companies include the most strategic suppliers for our business, including those with whom we spend significant dollars and who
are critical to our operations.

Our supplier performance management program provides a structured, integrated process to jointly develop rigorous metrics and key
performance indicators, review performance and develop goals for continuous improvement. We conduct recurrent performance
evaluations with each top tier supplier using a scorecard of key performance indicators such as safety, product quality and operations,
supplier diversity and environmental performance.

In 2012, we took an important step to update the environmental performance metric included in the scorecard and help create a clearer
path for suppliers to compete for PG&E business on the basis of environmental sustainability.

We introduced a set of Supplier Environmental Performance Standards for our top tier suppliers, which collectively represent
approximately 65 percent of our spend. The standards promote greater transparency, rigor and accountability by setting the expectation

100%
Percentage of PG&E’s
top tier suppliers that
completed a survey on
their environmental
practices in 2012, part
of our Supplier
Environmental
Performance Standards

Supplier Sustainability

As PG&E works to build a more sustainable supply chain, we are focused on
fostering responsibility, excellence and innovation within our supplier
network. We are also working to further integrate these efforts with our
ongoing commitment to promote safety, build more diverse suppliers and
small businesses into our supply chain, ensure product quality and
performance, maintain a high standard of compliance and ethics, and
manage costs.
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The Electric Utility Industry Sustainable Supply Chain
Alliance recognizes the benefits of working together to
green the electric utility industry supply chain.

that all top tier suppliers:

1. Implement an Environmental Management System and track greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and 2), energy, water, waste and
compliance with environmental requirements.

2. Set voluntary reduction goals in three of the following areas: greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and 2), energy, water and waste.

3. Publicly report their performance against the goals.

To score suppliers against the Environmental Performance Standards, as well as to identify areas for improvement, PG&E uses supplier
responses to an annual survey conducted by the Electric Utility Industry Sustainable Supply Chain Alliance. In 2012, PG&E achieved a
100 percent completion rate from surveyed suppliers.

Recognizing Innovation
An important element of PG&E’s supplier engagement is to recognize suppliers for strong performance. This includes PG&E’s Green
Supplier of the Year Award to recognize suppliers that demonstrate excellence across a broad spectrum of environmental factors.

In 2012, OneSource Distributors, LLC, a distributor of products used in PG&E’s maintenance, repair and operations activities, earned the
award for their work implementing an environmental tracking system to monitor comprehensive reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
This program included managing shipments, consolidating truckloads and giving preference to sea and rail shipments. In addition,
OneSource achieved ISO 14001 certification for four facilities in California.

Partnering with Industry Peers
PG&E continues to be an active member of the Electric Utility Industry Sustainable Supply Chain Alliance, a consortium of utilities that
PG&E co-founded in 2008 to advance sustainable business practices among utility industry suppliers. The Alliance provides a forum to
benchmark our performance and share best practices in areas ranging from fleet operations to life cycle assessment.

PG&E has actively served on several Alliance working groups including those focused on opportunities for more sustainable
transformers, pallets, wire and cable and wood poles. Consistent with the Alliance’s Strategic Plan, PG&E voluntarily reports its supply
chain operations greenhouse gas emissions, and its energy consumption and reduction goals.

In 2012, PG&E also participated in the Alliance’s second Annual Sustainability Forum, where suppliers and utilities shared best practices
and explored potential areas of collaboration.

Future Directions
PG&E’s supply chain management strategy is focused on continuous improvement and operational efficiency.

Looking ahead, this includes working to institutionalize and scale our supplier sustainability efforts. We are exploring opportunities to
broaden the scope of our focus beyond top tier suppliers and their environmental performance. To do so, we are conducting a systematic
assessment and prioritization of the risks, issues and opportunities across PG&E’s service and product categories.
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PG&E’s Natural Gas Compressor Stations
PG&E’s natural gas system includes more than 42,000 miles of distribution pipelines and 6,750 miles of backbone and local transmission
pipelines, serving 4.4 million commercial and residential gas customers. Essential to this system are eight gas compressor stations which
receive and move natural gas throughout the system.

The historic use of hexavalent chromium at two of these stations, which was consistent with industry practice at the time and occurred
long before the environmental standards to which we adhere today, resulted in groundwater contamination that PG&E is actively working
to address.

Topock Compressor Station

At the Topock Compressor Station in San Bernardino County, we continue to make steady progress toward a final cleanup plan for
contamination in and around the facility, which is located about a half mile from the Colorado River. PG&E is committed to conducting a
timely and thorough cleanup of the site in collaboration with regulatory agencies, Native American tribes and other stakeholders.

In 2012, we successfully completed the preliminary groundwater cleanup plan, known as the 30 percent design phase, following a public
review and comment process. The plan has moved to the 60 percent design phase, which will be reviewed by the agencies and tribes.

PG&E continues to
expand the application
of sustainable
principles, practices
and technologies
across active
remediation projects.

Our Historic Impacts

PG&E continues to operate a comprehensive program of environmental
remediation at sites throughout our service area. The program’s goal is to
sustainably reduce or eliminate the remaining environmental impacts
associated with our historic operations, or those of predecessor companies.
At more than 150 sites, including divested power plants, former
manufactured gas plants and various PG&E operating facilities, we are taking
responsibility for addressing these historic impacts. We strive to do so in a
manner that supports and engages communities and reduces local impacts
as much as possible during the cleanup process.
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PG&E consultants regularly monitor performance
of the whole house water treatment systems.

PG&E also submitted a plan to complete the investigation of soil contamination in and around the compressor station. Until final steps
can be undertaken, PG&E continues interim groundwater treatment measures that ensure the ongoing protection of the Colorado River.

Working with local stakeholders is a critical component of our cleanup approach. In 2012, we signed Memorandums of Understanding
(MOUs) with four Native American tribes to ensure that they have the resources and information necessary to participate in important
decisions related to the cleanup. Working in coordination with the agencies and tribes, we also implemented an orientation program and
developed digital and physical site models to raise awareness about the cleanup and the cultural significance of the land near the
compressor station.

Hinkley Compressor Station

At the Hinkley Compressor Station, PG&E remains committed to protecting
public health and safety, while cleaning up the environment, restoring water
quality, and recognizing and responding to community concerns.

As part of our ongoing effort to listen and respond to the concerns of Hinkley
residents, PG&E launched a program in 2012 to provide whole-house water
treatment systems to eligible residents. The systems will provide a reliable
water supply that can be used for indoor uses such as drinking, cooking and
bathing. The program built on an earlier commitment to sample domestic wells
and provide bottled drinking water to any resident who lives within one mile of
the boundary of the chromium 6 plume.

We have made significant progress in treating the plume, including
demonstrating the effectiveness of the interim steps taken to eliminate plume
migration in key areas and reducing the highest levels of chromium
contamination at the source area. In July 2013, the Regional Water Board
certified a final environmental impact report evaluating the Utility's proposed remedial methods to contain and remediate the chromium
plume and the potential environmental impacts. The Regional Water Board is expected to develop preliminary cleanup standards later in
2013 and issue final cleanup standards in 2014.

We have also supported the Hinkley community through community investments focused on youth, health and wellness, education and
workforce development. For example, PG&E developed the Hinkley Career Training Program in partnership with the Career Institute, an
organization that specializes in career-building services for young adults. We also co-sponsored a community health and resource fair,
among other local initiatives. PG&E maintains a local office in Hinkley to assist residents with their needs and regularly communicates
with the public.

Manufactured Gas Plants
PG&E continues to make significant progress in addressing 41 manufactured gas plant (MGP) sites owned or operated by PG&E or its
predecessor companies. In the mid-1800s to the mid-1900s, before natural gas was available as an energy source, thousands of MGPs
were located in cities and towns across the country, using coal and oil to produce gas for lighting, heating and cooking. With the arrival of
natural gas in the 1930s, most of the MGP sites in PG&E’s service area were closed and the properties put to other uses.

PG&E’s approach to cleanup of these sites, which are often located in business or industrial areas, has been to proactively engage
communities with transparent and timely information about our activities. During the planning process, we work with neighboring
residents and businesses to reduce what can potentially be disruptive construction impacts such as noise, dust, vibration and traffic
associated with remediation projects. We also work to address community concerns during construction and adjust our activities as
needed.

In 2012, PG&E substantially completed construction at several former MGP sites in the communities of Oakland, Fresno, Sacramento,
Santa Cruz, San Francisco, Santa Rosa, Selma and Watsonville. More detailed information on specific MGP sites is available on PG&E’s
website.

PG&E is also nearing completion of a major cleanup effort at the former Hunters Point Power Plant in southeast San Francisco. In 2012,
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As an alternative to removing and trucking waste
materials, PG&E used an onsite soil stabilization
process as a more sustainable remediation
technique at an MGP site in Fresno.

Specially-modified machinery transfers waste to
railcars fueled by bio-diesel near the Hunters Point
Power Plant site.

we completed major portions of the soil remediation and site restoration.
Throughout these efforts, PG&E maintained its longstanding commitment to
actively engaging community leaders via a Project Advisory Committee,
informing the local community about our efforts and supporting the community
through sustainable remediation practices and a local hiring initiative.

Sustainable Remediation
PG&E continues to expand the application of sustainable principles, practices and technologies across active remediation projects. To do
so, we have implemented guidance for sustainable remediation that was prepared and piloted with the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control.

Examples of sustainable practices include reduced vehicle idling, strategic
staging and placement of trucks and construction equipment to reduce
localized emissions, and increased use of onsite remediation alternatives to
reduce trucking activity and landfill disposal.

Applying the guidance has led to measurable reductions in environmental and
community impacts while supporting local economic vitality through use of
local vendors and labor. Overall, in 2012, these practices helped to reduce
PG&E’s cumulative greenhouse gas emissions by as much as 8,900 metric
tons, reduce liquid wastes by an estimated 8 million gallons and add more
than $40 million to the local economies near our remediation projects.
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http://www.pge.com/about/environment/taking-responsibility/power-plants/local-jobs/local-jobs.shtml
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Global Reporting Initiative
PG&E is committed to continuous improvement when it comes to how we report our impacts and sustainable
business strategies, and we use the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) as an important guide and reference point. The
table below shows how this report aligns with GRI’s Sustainability Reporting Guidelines version 3.1, including the
Electric Utility Sector Supplement, and meets GRI’s Application Level of B (self-declared). While we are working
toward meeting the GRI reporting protocols, for several indicators below, we currently only partially meet the
recommended standard.

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION REPORT SELECTION(S)
Strategy and Analysis
1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker Message from the Chairman and CEO
1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and

opportunities
Our Journey; Our Approach; Key Sustainability Indicators

Organizational Profile
2.1 Name of the organization Cover
2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services PG&E Overview
2.3 Operational structure of the organization PG&E Overview
2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters PG&E Overview
2.5 Countries in which the company has operations PG&E Overview
2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form PG&E Overview
2.7 Markets served PG&E Overview
2.8 Scale of the reporting organization PG&E Overview
2.10 Awards received in the reporting period Recognition
EU1 Installed capacity (MW) PG&E Overview
EU2 Net energy output (GWh) PG&E Overview
EU3 Number of residential, industrial, institutional,

and commercial customer accounts
PG&E Overview

EU4 Length of transmission and distribution lines PG&E Overview
Report Parameters
3.1 Reporting period Cover; Report Parameters
3.2 Date of most recent previous report Our Approach; Report Parameters
3.3 Reporting cycle Our Approach; Report Parameters
3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report Feedback; Report Parameters
3.5 Process for defining report content Our Approach; Report Parameters
3.6 Boundary for the report Our Approach; Report Parameters
3.7 Specific limitations on the scope or boundary of

the report
Report Parameters

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures,
subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced
operations, and other entities

Report Parameters

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases
of calculations

Report Parameters

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of
information provided in earlier reports

Report Parameters

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting
periods in the scope, boundary, or
measurement methods applied in the report

Report Parameters

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard
Disclosures in the report

GRI Index

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to Report Parameters
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http://63.247.83.219/su01_ceo.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/su02_our_journey.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/su04_key.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/index.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
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http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
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http://63.247.83.219/feedback.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/gri.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/pdf/PGE_Report_Parameters.pdf


Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
4.1 Governance structure of the organization 2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Joint Proxy Statement, pg. 11
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest

governance body is an executive officer
2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Joint Proxy Statement, pg. 11

4.3 Number of members of the highest governance
body that are independent and/or non-executive
members

Corporate Governance, 2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas
and Electric Company Joint Proxy Statement, pg. 12

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees
to provide recommendations to the highest
governance body.

2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Joint Proxy Statement, pg. 77

4.5 Linkage between compensation and the
organization’s performance

Our Approach

4.6 Processes for the highest governance body to
ensure conflicts of interest are avoided

2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Joint Proxy Statement, pg. 12-13

4.7 Process for determining the composition,
qualifications, and expertise of the members of
the highest governance body.

2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Joint Proxy Statement, pg. 17

4.8 Corporate mission and values, codes of
conduct and principles

Our Journey; Risk and Compliance Management

4.9 Board-level processes for identifying and
managing risks and opportunities

Our Approach; Corporate Governance; Risk and Compliance
Management

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest
governance body's own performance.

PG&E Corporation Corporate Governance Guidelines, pg. 2-3

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the
precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organization

PG&E’s approach to risk management is discussed in Risk and
Compliance Management

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental,
and social charters

Engaging Stakeholders

4.13 Memberships in associations Political Engagement; Corporate Governance; Addressing Climate
Change

4.14 Stakeholder groups engaged by the
organization

Engaging Stakeholders

4.15 Identification and selection of stakeholders Engaging Stakeholders
4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement Our Approach; Engaging Stakeholders
4.17 Key topics and concerns raised through

stakeholder engagement
Our Approach; Engaging Stakeholders

Economic
EC1 Direct economic value generated and

distributed
PG&E Overview; Community Investments; Investing in Our
Operations and Creating Jobs Locally

EC2 Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities for the organization’s activities
due to climate change

Addressing Climate Change

EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit
plan obligations

PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company 2012
Annual Report, pg. 95

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure
investments and services provided primarily for
public benefit

Community Investments; Investing in Our Operations and Creating
Jobs Locally

EC9 Understanding and describing significant
indirect economic impacts, including the extent
of impacts

Investing in Our Operations and Creating Jobs Locally; Nuclear
Operations

EU6 Management approach to ensure short- and
long-term electricity availability and reliability

Electric Operations; Planning for California's Clean Energy Future

EU7 Demand-side management programs Customer Energy Efficiency; Demand Response
EU8 Research and development activity and

expenditure aimed at providing reliable
electricity and promoting sustainable
development

Electric Operations
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http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/bu09_governance.jsp
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/su02_our_journey.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu10_risk.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu09_governance.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu10_risk.jsp
http://www.pgecorp.com/aboutus/corp_gov/pdfs/Corporation_CorpGov.doc
http://63.247.83.219/bu10_risk.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu11_stakeholders.jsp
http://www.pgecorp.com/aboutus/corp_gov/political_engagement/political_engagement.shtml
http://63.247.83.219/bu09_governance.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en02_climate.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu11_stakeholders.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu11_stakeholders.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu11_stakeholders.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/su03_our_approach.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu11_stakeholders.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co07_investments.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/ec01_investing.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en02_climate.jsp
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ar_pdf/2012/2012_Annual_Report.pdf
http://63.247.83.219/co07_investments.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/ec01_investing.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/ec01_investing.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu08_nuclear.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu03_electric.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu04_energy_future.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co03_cee.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co04_demand_response.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu03_electric.jsp


EU9 Provisions for decommissioning of nuclear
power sites

Nuclear Operations

EU10 Planned capacity against projected electricity
demand over the long term

Planning for California’s Clean Energy Future

Environmental
EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy

source
PG&E Overview; Planning for California’s Clean Energy Future

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source PG&E Overview; Planning for California’s Clean Energy Future
EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and

efficiency improvements
Customer Energy Efficiency; Buildings and Facilities

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or
renewable-energy-based products and
services, and reductions in energy
requirements as a result of these initiatives

Improving the Customer Experience; Engaging Customers Through
New Technologies; Customer Energy Efficiency; Demand
Response; Solar and Distributed Generation; Renewable Energy;
Planning for California’s Clean Energy Future

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy
consumption

Customer Energy Efficiency; Solar and Distributed Generation;
Supplier Sustainability

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source Water Conservation and Management
EN9 Water sources significantly affected by

withdrawal of water
Hydro Operations

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities,
products, and services on biodiversity

Natural Resource Stewardship

EN13 Habitats protected or restored Natural Resource Stewardship
EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for

managing impacts on biodiversity
Natural Resource Stewardship

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas
emissions by weight

Addressing Climate Change

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas
emissions by weight

Addressing Climate Change

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and reductions achieved

Addressing Climate Change

EN20 NOX, SOX, and other significant air emissions
by type and weight

Buildings and Facilities; Greening Our Fleet

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination Water Conservation and Management
EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal

method
Buildings and Facilities

EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills Compliance
EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of

products and services, and extent of impact
mitigation

Hydro Operations; Conventional Power Sources; Nuclear
Operations; Renewable Energy; Natural Resource Stewardship

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

Compliance

EN29 Significant environmental impacts of
transporting products and other goods and
materials used for the organization’s
operations, and transporting members of the
workforce

Greening Our Fleet

Labor Practices and Decent Work
LA1 Total workforce by employment type,

employment contract, and region
PG&E Overview

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective
bargaining agreements

Working with Our Unions

LA7 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost
days, and absenteeism, and number of work-
related fatalities by region

Workplace Safety

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong
learning

Career Development and Learning
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http://63.247.83.219/bu08_nuclear.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu04_energy_future.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu04_energy_future.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu04_energy_future.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co03_cee.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en06_buildings.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co01_customer_experience.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co02_smart_technology.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co03_cee.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co04_demand_response.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co05_solar.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu05_renewable.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu04_energy_future.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co03_cee.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/co05_solar.jsp
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http://63.247.83.219/en04_water.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu06_hydro.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en03_stewardship.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en03_stewardship.jsp
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http://63.247.83.219/en05_fleet.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en04_water.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en06_buildings.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en01_compliance.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu06_hydro.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu07_conventional.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu08_nuclear.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu05_renewable.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en03_stewardship.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en01_compliance.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/en05_fleet.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/bu01_overview.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/em04_unions.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/sa03_safety_workplace.jsp
http://63.247.83.219/em01_career.jsp
http://www.pgecorp.com/investors/financial_reports/annual_report_proxy_statement/ps_pdf/2013/2013_Proxy_Statement.pdf


breakdown of employees per category
Composition of governance bodies and

according to gender, age group, minority group
membership, and other indicators of diversity.

Joint Proxy Statement
2013 PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and Electric Company

, pg. 3; Diversity and Inclusion

EU14

LA13

Programs and processes to ensure the
availability of a skilled workforce

Career Development and Learning; Building Career Pathways

EU16 Policies and requirements regarding health and
safety of employees and employees of
contractors and subcontractors

Workplace Safety

Human Rights
HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk

for incidents of child labor, and measures taken
to contribute to the elimination of child labor

PG&E does not conduct business outside the United States, and
therefore has limited risk related to child labor issues. PG&E’s
Contractor, Consultant and Supplier Code of Conduct prohibits child
labor.

Society
SO5 Public policy positions and participation in

public policy development and lobbying
Corporate Governance; PG&E Corporation Political Engagement
Policy

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions
to political parties, politicians, and related
institutions by country

Corporate Governance

SO8 Monetary value of significant fines for
noncompliance with laws and regulations

PG&E Overview

EU19 Stakeholder participation in the decision making
process related to energy planning and
infrastructure development

Engaging Stakeholders

EU21 Contingency planning measures,
disaster/emergency management plan and
training programs, and recovery/restoration
plans

Workplace Safety; Public Safety

Product Responsibility
PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction Improving the Customer Experience
EU23 Programs, including those in partnership with

government, to improve or maintain access to
electricity and customer support services

Focusing on Our Customers

EU24 Practices to address language-, cultural-, low-
literacy- and disability-related barriers to
accessing and safely using electricity and
customer support services

Public Safety; Improving the Customer Experience

EU28 Power Outage Frequency Electric Operations
EU29 Average power outage duration Electric Operations

© 2013 PG&E Corporation. All rights reserved.

Cautionary Language Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Report and the Messages from the Chairman and Chief Sustainability Officer contain forward-
looking statements that are based on current expectations and various assumptions that management believes are reasonable.

These statements and assumptions are necessarily subject to various risks and uncertainties, the realization or resolution of which may be 
outside of management’s control. Actual results could differ materially from those expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. For a 
discussion of some of the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially please see our reports filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, including our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2012 and the information incorporated in such report 
(the “2012 Annual Report”).
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